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ABSTRACT
Action Research and the Participatory Process
in a Rural Community
The Effort Under Way in Thy
(February 1980)
Roshan R. Billimoria, M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. David R. Evans
At its most elemental, this study recounts and analyzes an
attempt, a local community initiative, to weld concept and concern
to everyday practice.
As such, the focus is upon an experience in rural transforma-
tion, interpreted against a larger conceptual backdrop: the contra-
dictions at work among current approaches to local development, rural
education, and international collaboration; and in turn, the search
for more integrated emphases in these spheres.
Despite the growing inclination of planners and programmers
to look beyond the quantitative, top-down indicators of their trade
to the actual participants themselves and to the settings in which
this quiet drama actually occurs, a review of the literature reveals
very few experiences translating such intent into impact. Scarcer
still, one finds, are the internalized analyses: accounts reflecting
the perspectives, the assessments, the aspirations and not least, the
initiative, of the prime actors themselves. It is this situation
V
which prompts the related questioning: Nonfornial education--for what?
For whom? And by whom?
The Thy Project, this study asserts, is rooted in these very
concerns, and represents a fragile, internal response to some of the
clouds hovering over the horizon for today's rural policy-maker and
practitioner alike. The initiative did not spring full-blown from
the brow of some inspired academician or adviser. Rather, it
sprouted slowly and somewhat unevenly from within an isolated, rural
community. Thy, in north-westernmost Danish Jutland. The initiative
was an effort involving up to a hundred local residents over its five
years of crystal 1 ization and development and drawing in, from time to
time, a handful of international "learning partners" from developing
communities elsewhere on work-themes of common usefulness and concern.
The central idea was, and remains, to forge a grassroots link
between the local and the global and to make use of the region in its
entirety--as both learner and teacher in a process of action-research:
evolving from within the learning methods and materials, the struc-
tures and analyses called for in an educational undertaking initiated
"not by the experts, but by the people who themselves must act."
The study falls basically into three parts. The first of
these opens with an introduction to the questions being asked through
the investigation and the sources consulted in the process of looking
for the answers. The discussion then turns to the methodology of
action research and participant-observation used in the formulation
VI
and development of this study, as an approach that deliberately
mirrors the process under way within the Thy initiative. We move
next to the conceptual impulses that gave birth to the initiative
and from these to a chapter detailing the actual components of action
research and the participatory process as the enabling tools to trans-
late sentiment into strategy.
The study s second part concentrates on the work under way in
Thy-- its physical setting; its beginnings and subsequent developments
and proceeds to an analysis of the who's, what's, and how's constitut-
ing the program-in-practice.
The final section of the study looks outward again through an
interpretation of the experience, looking to the Thy Project and be-
yond in a consideration of the salient characteristics and possible
implications of such an effort and the unanswered questions which
surface. In concluding, the study suggests several tentative pointers
which such a project may have provided on the road to people-based
initiatives and analyses of endogenous development, rural education,
and consonant patterns of international collaboration.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The answers, the answers we have
It is the questions we do not know . . .
Archibald MacLeish
The Questions
Nonformal education we are informed, alternately is as 'old as
the hills,' and as new as yesteryear. Through comment and commentary,
the images flow rich and deep. There is the spectre of nonformal edu-
cation as it springs full-blown from the brow of some inspired policy-
maker; the 'neglected step-child,' hobbling down the rural alley . . .
only to turn, and catch us mystified: the 'new girl in town'!^
2Several definitions, identifying characteristics, and para-
digms later, however, the over-arching questions persist: Nonformal
A reference to the writings and reports of Philip H. Coombs
and colleagues. International Council for Educational Development: in
particular, the UNICEF and World Bank Studies on Nonformal Education;
the reflections on nonformal education to come out of Michigan State
University; and John C. Bock and George J. Papagiannis, "The De-
mystification of Nonformal Education: A Critique and Suggestions for a
New Research Direction," (Stanford, California: SIDEC, School of Educa-
tion, 1975).
O
The more widely used definition of the term being the one of-
fered by Coombs and colleagues: "Nonformal Education . . . refers to
the motley assortment of organized and semi-organized educational ac-
tivities operating outside the regular structures and routines of the
formal system, aimed at serving a great variety of learning needs of
different sub-groups of the population, both young and old." Manzoor
Ahmed and Philip H. Coombs, Education for Rural Development: Case
Studies for Planners (New York: Praeger, 1975), p. xxix.
1
2education--for what? For whom? Not less, by whom?
Over the five years of its crystallization and growth, the
Thy Project, the subject of this study in community initiative and
implementation, has grappled gustily with these questions. I use
'gustily,' for no matter how fragile the effort, the questions have
been inter-twined almost inextricably in the day-to-day lives and
concerns of the participants themselves.
Could it be, this study asks, that herein, perhaps, lies a
clue to the concerns set forth so eloquently by planners and policy-
makers alike? That is, might it be one thing to formulate these
questions in a conference hall or corridor and possibly quite another
to meet them at source, in all their untidy authenticity and perhaps
raised by some of the real respondents themselves.
Certainly, there is no lack in the recent documentation out of
development circles for clarion calls "to participate." What is pain-
fully scarce, however, is the discussion on the actual nuts and bolts
of this process. Scarcer still, it seems, are the internalized analy-
ses, the perspectives and principles, the working methods and mate-
rials, generated by the users themselves: the so-called "people with
the problems."
It is in this context that the process of nonformal education
as embodied within the experience of the Thy Project stands out as
somewhat intriguing. On a road, frequented as it were, more by signals
and sign-posts than by the actual travelers themselves; on a road
scanned anxiously by today's rural policy-maker and practitioner
alike, could it be that this project from Thy had ventured a modest
mile?
3
Purpose
The central purpose of this study is essentially two-tiered:
to attempt an analysis of the various phases and facets of this par-
ticular local experience in action research and participatory community
development and to cast this initiative, and its possible implications,
in broader perspective, examining it, a fragile, endogenous response
to the clouds looming so ominously over the rural educational /de-
velopmental horizon, against a backdrop of related documentation and
experience.
The working premises guiding this enquiry are stated not as
hypotheses in the rigid experimental sense of the term, but as key
suppositions which are suggested in part by a review of pertinent
documentation; but also as suppositions which emerged primarily from
the direct experiences of the project itself:
• that the process of people systematically participating
in the identification, articulation, and solution of
problems arising out of their locale is a potentially
empowering educational process (with identifiable re-
search and training components), especially in the con-
text of local development;
• that, furthermore, the complex of problems arising out
of "the rural condition" in developing areas have quite
possibly their roots, as well as some key solutions, in
the day-to-day lives and experiences of the residents
of such areas;
• that in addressing such issues and concerns, there
exists the possibility of a symbiotic relationship, a
"learning partnership" between:
4- the holder of experience and of expertise
the practitioner and the policy-maker
the developing" and the "over-developed"
and between various educational and developmental
components on the local front;
• in the same vein, that international collaboration
can also fruitfully take the form of a learning part-
nership in a grass-roots context; and
that the conception of a "learning community," and of
a "rural
,
people's university" (in the Nordic folkeliq
tradition) is basically alive, around and perhaps in
need of practical, modern-day implementation.
There are also a number of cross-cutting analytic dimensions
that have proved useful throughout the investigation. As such, they
are drawn upon not so much as compartmentalized chapter headings but
as conceptual design issues, lenses
,
through which to view the mate-
rial and interpret some of the findings. They refer to:
• the nature of the participatory process in rural
setti ngs
;
• the locus of initiative and subsequent decision-
making within the project;
• issues of program ownership and management through
the various phases of participatory planning and
implementation;
•
"strategies of inclusion" in the course of the par-
ticipatory cycle, as well as barriers to participation;
• cultural ethos and traditions: stepping-stone or
stumbling block on the road to local development?;
• the voluntary element in participatory efforts;
• the action research and training components of such a
learning process;
5the role of the catalyst, the learning partner, the
outside enthusiast--how much and when?;
home-grown sources of funding; the effect of external
resources--again
,
how much and when?; and
patterns of collaboration between the local and the
global: a case of natural neighbors or interfering in-laws? ^
Research Methods
It is probably worth pointing out that the research methodology
adopted for the purpose of this study is quite consciously an attempt
to seek congruence between principle and practice.
As such the design of this study, as well as the methods
summoned in the "process of registering, interpreting, and recording,"^
have emerged from the project itself rather than being superimposed on
the developments as an external framework of devices and de-coders.
The research steps of data collection, design, analysis, and
recording, too, have been cyclical, with all four components continu-
ally influencing one another, as opposed to separate and distinct
phases in a longitudinal sequence. Furthermore, it has seemed reason-
able to adopt a research strategy that would mirror in several impor-
tant aspects the action-research procedures used by the participants
themselves in the conceptualization, planning, implementation, and as-
sessment of this initiative.
Obviously, one of the thrusts behind such an approach is that
3
Morris S. Schwartz and Charlotte Green Schwartz, "Problems in
Participant Observation," in Issues in Participant Observation: A Text
and Reader
,
eds. George McCall and J.L. Simmons (Reading, Massachu-
setts: Addison-Wesl ey Publishing Company, 1969), p. 89.
6of suggesting a re-conceptualization of research, no less participatory
research, as carried out in community undertakings of a similar sort.
Thus, the emphasis is neither on sophisticated instruments of data-
gathering nor on stylized frameworks devised to analyze the resultant
findings. As Bernard Philips has suggested:
Perhaps the most important choice of the investigator is the
choice of what to measure. Elaborate and precise measurementtechniques applied to trivial concepts will be more than use-
less because they represent a waste of resources. Even verv
rough measurement techniques, however, may yield interesting
and even important data when they are applied to important
concepts, propositions, and theories.^
Rather an attempt is made to use some of the research method-
ologies currently canopied under the term "participant observation"^
to collect, interpret, and record the relevant material: direct obser-
vation, respondent interviewing, and direct participation with self-
analysis. As Schwartz and Schwartz explain:
In active participant-observation, a shuttle process occurs
in which the observer, participating actively at one
For a discussion of the recent stress on "participatory re-
search" in development circles refer to the writings by Budd Hall and
colleagues. International Council of Adult Education--in particular,
Budd Hall, "Participatory Research: An Approach for Change," Converg-
ent, Vol. Ill, No. 3, 1976.
5
Bernard Philips, "Social Research Strategy and Tactics"
(1971), quoted in John N. Cohen and Norman T. Uphoff, Rural Develop-
ment Participation: Concepts for Measuring Participation for Project
Design, Implementation, and Evaluation (Ithaca, New York: Rural De-
velopment Committee, Cornell University, 1976), p. 196.
^Schwartz and Schwartz point out that in participant observa-
tion "the observer is in a face-to-face relationship with the observed,
and by participating with them in their natural life setting, he
gathers data. . . . Thus the observer is part of the context being
observed, and he both modifies and is influenced by the context"
(p. 91).
7wh^rho
''^^9 i natively the next moment to observingat he and others have been doing and then shifts back to
e" p[;di
the particlp^tlon'uj-
nt rru te ly. The back-and-forth shift in imagination ha^the character of immediate retrospective analysis and islater combined with subsequent retrospective analysis
Apart from the shifting from participant to observer, and
back again, the research methods used in this investigation over a
five-year period also reflect a shift from field to desk, and to the
field again. For, as Rosalie Wax^ has pointed out, while an external
partner simply cannot on his or her own formulate the patterns and
paradigms of an internal setting, so too, it is not improbable that an
insider could be so immersed in a situation or a setting as to be un-
aware that certain patterns and perspectives exist. This is not to
discount the 'bias factor,' to the extent it is reflected in the re-
search design and outcomes. For by their very nature the data, as well
as the techniques used to gather and interpret the findings, have been
qualitative, as well as to a certain degree subjective.
The point worth stressing, however, is that the locus of con-
trol and initiative, as well as of decision-making and assessment, has
remained throughout the entire participatory cycle with the project
participants themselves. Thus while analytical interpretation is open
to the likelihood of 'subjective bias,' it is nonetheless likely that
the research approach which draws consciously on the participant-
observation of the key actors themselves "provides more internal checks
^Ibid.
,
p. 98.
^Rosalie Wax, Doing Fieldwork: Warnings and Advice (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1971), p. 3.
8(of more direct nature), and is more responsive to the data than are
the imposed systems of other methods
. .
As Budd Hall has quite aptly reminded us
The myth of the objectivity of social science research hasbeen so sufficiently exposed in recent years that a longdiscussion IS unnecessary.
. .
. Myrdal has pointed outthe importance of social scientists stating their biases
openly rather than hiding behind a false front of supposed-ly objective truth. ^0
If indeed, action research, or for that matter participatory
research in the community context is to move in the direction of self-
reliant and viable qualitative indicators, of detailed insights and
interpretation borne of the complexity of the situation, and if a
certain subjectivity is not only inevitable but desirable, then there
may well be a strong case to be made for the collection and analysis
of data, also in the medium, symbols, and experiential worlds"^^ of
the participants.
Review of Sources
The source-material for this study is drawn basically from
three pools:
• the material generated from within the actual project : a
motley but authentic collection of documentation and other
first-hand sources generated by the participants them-
selves: project proposals and budgets, study-circle
9
McCall and Simmons, eds.
,
Issues in Participant Observation,
p. 1.
^^Hall, "Participatory Research," p. 27.
^
^Arthur J. Vidich, "Participant Observation and the Collection
and Interpretation of Data," American Journal of Sociology, 60, No. 4
(1955): 354-60.
9outlines, technical manuals and blue-prints, positionpapers, minutes of various meetings, correspondence
progress reports, tape-recordings, film interviews
evaluation forms; ’
raw documentation from related initiatives : the writ-ings, reports, field-notes produced by those directlyinvolved in other community initiatives; and
more generalized, more formal written sources drawn from
the available body of literature addressing pertinent
conceptual areas and issues raised by this study
In that the study places significant emphasis on an internal-
ized formulation and analysis of the action research and participatory
process in a rural community setting, the sources, too, speak largely
from within. This is especially the case in those portions of the
study detailing the project itself: its physical setting; its begin-
nings and subsequent developments; the proposed trial -run implementa-
tion, and the program-in-practice: the latter treated in terms of the
participants, the work themes, the methods, and outcomes.
Complementing this internalized analysis are the opening and
concluding sections of the study. The former is an attempt to intro-
duce this particular initiative in the broader theoretical perspective
1
2
In his paper, "Nonformal Education: What is the State of our
Knowledge?" (unpublished paper, Washington, D.C.: Academy for Educa-
tional Development, 1976), p. 18, David Evans draws our attention to
an interesting disparity in written sources about development-related,
nonformal educational experiences--wi th much of the writing and analy-
sis on the subject, also in terms of Third World situations, coming
from U.S. or European-based analysts. While in contrast, the live
body of experience and practice in this field is located largely in the
developing world.
Partly to remedy this lop-sided use of sources; and not less,
because the documentation from non-tradi tional channels has often
proved to be a richer, more authentic pool of insights and informa-
tion--this study, especially in its conceptual mode, consciously at-
tempts to draw upon voices from the developing world.
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while the latter interprets the outcomes of the initiative and its
salient characteristics in the context of related observations and
experiences in the field at large.
Thus a review of the literature furnishes, so to speak, the
conceptual underpinnings for the work. The available documentation in
this emergent field of action research and participatory local develop-
merit was scanned with the dual intent:
of spotlighting identifiable trends in that direction*
and ’
• of indicating gray areas in the field: issues, concerns,
approaches, not as yet satisfactorily addressed in the
1 iterature.
The working premises and analytic lenses outlined earlier also
serve as a useful backdrop against which to examine related references
and reflections and to further draw upon appropriate source material
to clarify the core concerns of this study.
Conceptually speaking, these core concerns take the shape of
a three-legged stool. Each 'leg' is seen as a critical balance point,
together holding up the whole; the thrust for workable, more inte-
grated directions in endogenous rural development, in lifelong educa-
tion in the context of the learning community, and in consonant pat-
terns of international collaboration.
Also meriting discussion within the context of our three-legged
conceptual stool is the action research approach and its functional
links with the participatory process, as well as some of its relative
strengths and shortcomings in community-initiated undertakings.
And finally, in that the study is set in rural Denmark, the
nanalysis also explores the Nordic roots of the initiative, in particu-
lar. the Danish experience with lifelong education, with people-based
rural development, and the inter-face between the two.
Scope
In that the study is primarily a field-based investigation,
the primary intent is not to portray a generalized, 1 ibrary-based lay-
of-the-land or even a comparative case-by-case recounting of initia-
tives in participatory local development. Rather, a review of the
literature attempts to provide a pertinent conceptual backdrop high-
lighting sources and experiences that address the issues raised by the
effort under way in Thy, and its wider implications.
In terms of analyzing the experience itself, it must be kept
in mind that the "key actors" in this study are not well-rehearsed
stars. They are the local residents of a rural region. Thy. Each one
is actively engaged in the life and development of their community.
They have their full-time work and home responsibilities; few possess
impressive formal degrees or diplomas; and most have had relatively
little contact with the world of international agencies or institu-
tions that tend so often to appropriate one or another global concern.
Rather than serve as an operational constraint, however, it is this
very dimension that has provided a rich opportunity and testing-ground
for exploring the premises on which the study is based.
Further, it is worth noting that there could be an apparent
contradiction in looking to an endogenous initiative in rural develop-
ment, even a grass-roots venture in international collaboration such as
12
the Thy Project, to provide some sort of replicable model for use
elsewhere. Likewise, it would serve little purpose to assume a
facile complementarity of interests regarding "the rural condition"
in "developing" and "over-developed"^^ parts of the world.
The project itself has emerged organically from the roots of
a particular setting. What is important, it seems, is to interpret
this experience in terms of its larger implications and their related-
ness to the current state of conceptualization, or re-conceptualiza-
tion, regarding the concern areas touched upon. What might also be
significant is to examine the extent to which the learning principles
and paradoxes, the salient characteristics borne of this effort, have
some bearing on similar initiatives elsewhere rather than to ponder
over the probability of replication and transfer, en masse.
Also, as mentioned earlier on the subject of methodology,
there has been a deliberate resistance to reduce the vitality of these
five years to a mass of quantifiable computations, or, for that mat-
ter, to apply layer after layer of "compulsive scientism"^^ in the
13
See however, Johan Galtung, "Over and Under-Development: Two
Sides of the Same Coin," SIDA Special Issue, 1977, pp. 8-9: "In a
larger perspective it is clear that all countries are developed in some
respects and under-developed in others. In my opinion, far more fruit-
ful than the usual dichotomy in terms of developed and under-developed
countries would be a distinction between under-developed and over-
developed countries
. . . There are two types of mal-development:
under-development and over-development."
14
See Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, The Discovery of
Grounded Theory, Strategies for Qualitative ReseaFch (Chicago: A1 dine,
1 967 ) , p. 227 : " . ! . those field-workers who are tempted toward a
'compulsive scientism', because they do not . . . really believe in
their own hard-won substantive theory, they must rely in addition upon
other 'objective' methods of collecting and analysing quantified
13
process of analysis and interpretation. If indeed, we are to get on
with the business of a re-conceptualization and a re-integration of
education and development on the rural scene, it is nonetheless mean-
ingful that action as well as reflection proceed in that direction.
Organization of the Study
There are essentially three parts to the study:
The first introduces the reader through a conceptual tour
d horizon to the problematique around this triangulation of develop-
ment, education, and international collaboration on the rural scene
and proceeds from there to a discussion of action research and the
participatory process.
The second part moves us more directly into the actual physical
setting, and into the nuts and bolts of the Thy Project as an experi-
ence mothered conceptually in these concerns. This analysis is con-
ducted largely from the perspectives of the participants themselves,
the who's, what's, and how's that have formed the basis of this
process
.
The concluding portion of this study looks outward again, in-
terpreting the findings, the salient characteristics, the possible
implications and unanswered questions of such an initiative in the
light of a larger body of experience and reflection in this area.
data . . . When used for this purpose, these methods do not necessar-
ily lead to greater capability, but they do permit the . . . re-
searcher to feel greater security in his 'results' without really con-
sidering what specific queries do or do not need this additional
'hard' data."
CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL IMPULSES
to develop, we have to face problems but wemust try to solve these problems. I think this is what de-
velopment means. I don't know whether I am right or wrong.Sometimes I think that perhaps for one to be developed is
educated but I feel I am wrong tothink that, because I see many educated people who are notdeveloped themselves ...
Mmatsela Dintwe (tapestry weaver, Botswana)
'A Crying Person Has No Eyes
. .
I have never been able to discover how lands inhabited by
men can be discovered. From what it appears Siemion
Drejniew discovered the straits between Asia and America.
But what about us? And what about the Eskimoes? Our an-
cestors after all knew very well that the straits were
there. It is as though I were to go to Yakutsk and an-
nounce that I had discovered that town. The Yakuts would
be grieved to hear it . . .
p
A Chukot hero (Siberia)
^"A Botswana Tapestry of Development and Evaluation," (sum-
marized by Margaret Gayfer) in Convergence, Vol . XI, No. 1, 1978,
p. 71.
2Quoted in Ignacy Sachs, The Discovery of The Third World
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The M. I.T. Press
,
1976)
,
p. 4.
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Emerging
_
Djsenchantments-And Emphases;
Economists and development planners, it seems clear, have
grown increasingly disillusioned with the relentless pursuit of
G.N.P. growth as the corner-stone of development policy.^ The para-
digms and promises of even a decade ago appear out-moded. The
"trickle-down"^ model of earlier U.N. development decades; the defici-
ency perspective;^ even the theorizing about dependency-relationships^
Mahbub-ul-Huq ("Employment in the 1970s--A New Perspective '
resentation at the 12th World Conference of the Society for Inter-’
concern:
^^^l) was among the first to Lpress this
"It IS time that we stand economic theory on its head and seeIf we get any better results ... let us worry about the
of GNP even more than its rate of increase "
Refer to Ponna Wignaraja, "A New Strategy
International Development Review
, XVIII (3), 1976,
"The framework that influenced the development
past assumed that development was a problem of
countries and placed great reliance on economi
assumed that rapid economic growth could take
top down'
. ,
. the cumulative efforts of this
in the modern sector were expected eventually
'trickledown' automatically or at best to be
dn administrative fashion to large numbers who
areas ..."
for Development,"
p. 3.
process in the
"developi ng"
c factors. It
place 'from the
kind of growth
either to
handed down in
are in rural
As discussed in Goulet and Hudson's critique of analyses of
under-development that portray the matter in terms of "lack or lag"--
or as the absence of certain conditions present in technologically
advanced societies. (Denis Goulet and Michael Hudson, The Myth of Aid
(New York: IDOC and Orbes Books, 1971, p. 21).
g
A reference to the dependency theorists (Frank Furtado, Wilber
and Weaver, and Szentes) who proceed from the premise that the dis-
tinguishing feature in the unequal relationship between Third World and
technologically advanced countries is the dominant-dependent relation-
ship, cited in Suzanne Kindervatter
,
Nonformal Education as an Empower-
ing Process, With Case Studies from Indonesia and Thailand (Amherst,
Massachusetts: Center for International Education, 1979), p. 23.
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stand today, tired reminders of the largely unsuccessful attempt to
wrestle with the problems and paradoxes at their root.
In the light of such questioning and disenchantment, the grow
ing interest and commitment of policy-maker and practitioner alike
towards a re-conceptualization of development objectives and criteria
particularly on the rural front, is a somewhat promising, somewhat
intriguing newcomer to the dialogue. Equally interesting is the
gathering impatience in development circles with relegating all-round
human and social indicators to the back-burner until the economic in-
gredients have been brought to full boil.
Rajni Kothari reflects these very sentiments:
The present model of social and political development, based
on large-scale technology and organization, homogenization of
the world productive process, international division of
labour related to comparative costs, and latest communication
technology, is likely to accentuate rather than alleviate
patterns of economic backwardness, social injustice and
political domination. The way to counter these tendencies
lies in rejecting prevailing assumptions and replacing them
by fresh ideas.
To begin with, it is necessary to admit self-consciously
thevalue of diversity in human aspirations and technological
choices, to arrest the centralizing trends in modern tech-
nology that creates barriers within single societies, to shed
the idea that cities are co-terminus with civilization or
large size with progress
,
to think of economic welfare in
terms of achieving minimum conditions for all and not just in
terms of aggregate growth targets, and finally to appreciate
that the issues of social and economic justice that now face
the world cannot be handled by experts alone and call for an
involvement of people in shaping their own lives.
^
This emerging emphasis on the total development picture, and
on the actual participants in the process, has to some extent been
^Rajni Kothari, "Alternative Strategies for Development,"
Indian and Foreign Review 13:14 (May 1976): 18.
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nourished by, and in turn given voice to the need for a renewed ap-
praisal and crystallization, a more wholistic reconceptualization, of
the role of education in this drama of development. That is, if in-
deed education (as Harbison® was to suggest) is able to serve as an
accelerating force in tandem with the other components of a rural de-
velopment and transformation strategy.
Traditionally, however, education has played a somewhat con-
strained role in promoting such transformation. It was largely this
concern that had led Philip Coombs^ in his "World Educational Crisis"
to spot-light the prevailing disparity between educational systems and
their environments. A "disturbing" and "potentially dangerous dis-
connection," as he noted, between the problems as such and the re-
sponses--quanti tati ve and qual itative--to them.
From a somewhat different vantage point, Freire and Illich too
have spoken with deep reservation about the societal impact of current
models of schooling. The former decrying the "banking concept of edu-
cation "--"where knowledge becomes a gift bestowed by those who consider
themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know
g
Frederick Harbison, "Nonformal Education and Nation-Wide
Learning Systems," (Presentation at the Nonformal International Con-
ference, Michigan State University, April 24-26, 1974).
9
Coombs touched upon several causes for this disparity: the
sharp increase in popular aspirations for education; the acute scarc-
ity of resources; the inherent inertia of educational systems; and the
inertia of societies themselves (i.e., the traditions, prestige and
incentive patterns, and the institutional structures which have blocked
them from making the optimum use of education for development). Philip
H. Coombs, World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1968).
18
nothing
.
effectual
Illich protests equally vociferously against the
deification of schooling:
'
:
''^tuitively know what the schools do
or them. They school them to confuse process with sub-
stance. Once these become blurred, a new logic is assumed*the more treatment there is the better the results: or es-
calation leads to success. The pupil is thereby 'schooled'
+
learning, grades/class advancement
with education, a diploma with competence, and fluency withthe ability to say something new
. .
. school appropriates
good will available for education and in
addition discourages other institutions from assuming edu-
cational tasks
. .
.11
Almost a decade later, and with the hindsight gained from
recent strategies and experiences aligning formal education and de-
velopment, we find that Simmons, Bowles et al.^^ remain skeptical con-
cerning the functional outcomes of such a linkage while Bock and
13
Papagiannis even voice some alarm at greeting nonformal education as
^^Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York: Herder
and Herder, 1970), p. 58'^
^^Ivan Illich, "Why We Must Abolish Schooling," New York Re-
view o f Boo ks
,
Vol
. 15, No. 1, July 1970, quoted in John Ohliger and
Collen McCarthy, Lifelong Learning or Lifelong Schooling, A Tentative
View of the Ideas of Ivan Illich w ith a Ouotational Biblioaranhv (New
York: Syracuse University, 1971), pp. 9-10.
12
Refer to John Simmons, "Can Education Promote Development?"
Finance Development
, March 1978 and Samuel Bowles, Herbert Gintis,
and John Simmons, "The Impact of Education on Poverty: The U.S. Ex-
perience," in International Development Review
,
XVIII: 2 (1976)—where
they maintain that formal education tends to support the prevailing
status quo; that, by way of illustration, schooling in the U.S. has
had only a minimum impact on poverty.
1
3
John C. Bock and George J. Papagiannis, ( "The Demystifica-
tion of Nonformal Education: A Critique and Suggestions for a New
Research Direction" (Stanford, California: SIDEC, School of Educa-
tion, 1975), p. 4) express their concern over "the strong promotional
posture assumed in most of the current literature on nonformal educa-
tion." This stance, they maintain, is not yet supported by any very
19
the new weapon in the development arsenal."
Closely juxtaposed to this concern over whether education, and
nonformal education as well, has accelerated or exacerbated the rural
processes of development, is the question related to patterns of in-
ternational collaboration in this field. Here too, one may well ask:
are we talking largely of help or of hindrance?
Like the proverbial Chukot hero in the opening quotation of
this chapter, saddened by the explorer's "discovery" of his ancestral
homeland, Parmer too appears somewhat dubious of "the newly manifested
concern of the developed nations about interdependence
.
. He
proceeds in his monograph on development to caution against an "imi-
tative" approach, and urges instead that "the most important element
of self-reliance in developing nations is the formulation of concepts
and policies of development based on their own socio-economic reali-
ties, rather than the ideas inherited from elsewhere.
Havelock and Huberman^^ take up a related theme in their dis-
cussion on innovations in education in alluding to the difficulties
arising in rural educational/developmental efforts from the lack of
necessary local and national involvement and ownership, fostered
substantial body of empirical or evaluative research concerning the
assumed contribution of nonformal education to national development.
14
Samuel L. Parmar, "Self-Reliant Development in an 'Inter-
dependent' World," in Beyond Dependency
,
The Developing World Speaks
Ou_t, eds. Guy F. Erb and Valeriana Kallab (Washington: Overseas De-
velopment Council, 1975), p. 3.
1
5
R.G. Havelock and A.M. Huberman, Solving Educational Prob-
lems: The Theory and Reality of Innovations in Developing Countries
(Geneva: IBE/UNESCO, 1977), p. 185.
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through patterns of using external experts and expertise in commanding
or initiating roles. Again Freire's "banking" analogy assumes a cer-
tain relevance: "the teacher teaches and the students are taught
. .
Transposed to the international technical assistance scene, there is
the donor of expertise, and the receiver.
The donor-recipient syndrome appears to operate even more
sharply when it comes to funding strategy, often with painful conse-
quences in terms of the replacement of personnel and finances when
external resources finally taper off. Or in terms of the postponement
of national decisions to allocate a slice of the scarce educational
pie to rural efforts initially surfeited by international sponsors.
It would appear then that the third leg of our conceptual
stool, international collaboration in this sphere of rural transforma-
tion, stands no less in need of re-appraisal and renewal than the
other two. All would benefit from a search for the concepts and
emphases that can inform, and be informed by, practical experience.
The Component Pieces--And Their
Inter-rel atedness
At this point let us turn to a crystal 1 ization of the emergent
emphases around our three-legged conceptual stand. Having sketched in
broad brush the impulses that gave rise to these, it is perhaps time
to examine each of these 'legs' in turn in an effort to gather a
sharper image of the component pieces and their inter-relatedness to
each other, and to the questions raised by the project in Thy.
21
"Development Means ..."
A country, or a village, or a community cannot be develnnpH-
Hk^ “ncient godr'^d"^™"
"Hhin^u'ddd TOrkkrt^deS'iiKe a s, do something and disappear again. 16
Julius Nyerere
Despite the recent shift in enthusiasm within development
circles from economic to more qualitative, socio-cultural indicators
of the term,^^ there are still relatively few attempts in the living
arena of development which nurture its processes from a different
starting point. As we have seen, the "education as input" assumption
also stands severely challenged. The field is strewn with at least
as many instances of current educational systems and strategies
hampering development as assisting, much less, accelerating it.
Furthermore, the questions emerging from the current debate
on development stand in even larger relief on the rural scene. An
ambiente often at the mercy of impulses from external centers of
control and decision-making often drained of the very human resources
1
6
Julius Nyerere, Man and Development (Dar es Salaam: Oxford
University Press, 1974), p. 8.
_^^Ponna Wignaraja quoting from the Report of the United Nations
University Expert Group on Human and Social Development: "Development
is fundamentally not about index numbers of national incomes and its
growth; it is not about samples, ratios and capital co-efficients; it
is about, by and for human beings ..." Ponna Wignaraja, "A New
Strategy for Development," International Development Review, XVIII (3),
1976, p. 4.
1
8
Johan Galtung ("A Structural Theory of Imperialism," Journal
of Peace Research
,
Vol. XIII, 1971, pp. 88-117) discusses this "centre-
so critical to shaping its further development.
22
_Another development": from the roots
Gradually, it becomes more and more apparent that any reason-
able approach to development, especially in rural context, must arise
from the roots of the community, it must be "endogenous."
In the words of "What Now: Another Development" (The 1975 Dag
Hammarskjold Report):
. . . no universal formula exists. Development is endogen-
ous. It springs from the heart of each society, which
®
relies first on its own strength and resources and defines
n sovereignty the vision of its future, co-operating with
societies sharing its problems and aspiration^ 19
^
In a volume containing some of the original papers prepared for this
20
report, Marc Nerfin outlines the general attributes of such develop-
ment in terms of five basic components:
^ed-oriented, that is, geared to meeting human needs,
both material and non-material. It begins with the
satisfaction of the basic needs of those, dominated and
exploited, who constitute the majority of the world's
inhabitants, and ensures at the same time the humani-
zation of all human beings by the satisfaction of their
needs for expression, creativity, equality, and
periphery rel ationship"--where there is a harmony of interest between
the centre in the Centre and the centre in the Periphery nation. And
this commonality of interest has been characterized by exploitation
of the periphery in both the Centre and Periphery nations. So that
the difference between the so-called developed and developing nations
is not one of internal deficiencies, but of their respective positions
in the international economic structure of production and distribution.
1
9
The 1975 Dag Hammarskjold Report, Development Dialogue
,
1975
1/2 (Uppsala: Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, 1975), p. 7.
20
Marc Nerfin, ed.
,
Another Development: Approaches and
Strategies (Uppsala: Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, 1977), p. 10.
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’"^plying that each societyre npt; nrimav'T i >/ ,-4.^ _. ... .j ..
tions. It implies the equitable access to resources by
all as well as careful, socially relevant technologies.
Based on structural transformation : they are required
more often than not, in social relations, in economic’
activities, and in their spatial distribution, as well as
in the power structure, so as to realize the conditions
of se f-management and participation in decision-making
by all those affected by it, from the rural or urban com-
munity to the world as a whole, without which the above
goals could not be achieved.
Thus by rooted in the region," we are talking about more than
an endorsement by those whom development affects. Rather, one is pro-
posing a process of initiation and implementation from within. As
Denis Goulet conceives the matter:
Development is not a cluster of benefits 'given' to people
in need, but rather a process by which a populace acquires
a greater mastery over its own destiny. 21
21
Denis Goulet, The Cruel Choic e: A New Concept in the Theory
of Development (New York: Atheneum, 1975), p. 155.
24
He proposes a new definition for such "authentic development":
series of inter-related change processesrupt and gradual, by which a population and all its com-ponents move away from patterns perceived in some signifi-
Such a conceptualization of development, as Kindervatter^^
points out, carries three striking characteristics:
it supports a normative view for development goals
as well as strategies; ^
it implies that different societies may "perceive"
development differently, and have a right to their
own interpretations; and
it suggests that all societies can be considered
underdeveloped" or "developing" since technologic-
ally advanced countries also have "less human"
patterns to overcome.
On a somewhat similar note, Wignaraja^^ extrapolates the five
core components running through the U.N. Asian Development Institute's
study. Towards a Theory of Rural Development
,
as being:
• 1^ as the end of development-
-which is therefore
to be judged by what it does to him;
• De-al ienation of man in the sense that he feels at
home with the processes of development in which he
becomes the subject and not the object;
• Development of collective personality of man in
which he finds his richest expression;
• Parti ci pati on as the true form of democracy; and
22
^Ibid., p. X.
23
Kindervatter
,
Nonformal Education as Empowering
,
p. 36.
24 .
Wignaraja, "A New Strategy for Development," p. 6.
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^
e1 f-re1 iance as the expression of
his own abilities.
man's faith in
Participation as the kpv
Owens and Shaw^^ point even more explicitly to participation
as the key to local and national development. As does The Cocoyoc
Declaration, which was fashioned out of the International Symposium on
Patterns of Resource Use, Environment and Development Strategies,"
held in Mexico, October 1974.
Our first concern is to redefine the whole purpose of de-
velopment. This should not be to develop things but to
Development should not be limited to the satisfaction
of basic needs. There are other needs, other goals, and
other values. Development includes freedom of expression
and impression, the right to give and to receive ideas and
stimulus. There is a deep social need to participate in
shaping the basis of one's own existence, and to make some
contribution to the fashioning of the world's future 26
However, statements of concern and rhetorical postures aside.
It would seem that the actual mechanics of self-reliance and of par-
ticipatory local development continue to be regarded more often than
not as somewhat time-consuming and tiresome by pol icy-makers and ap-
pointed decision-makers.^^
.
Edgar Owens and Robert Shaw, Development Re-considered
(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1972), pp. 150-53.
26
"The Cocoyoc Declaration," in Erb and Kallab, eds.. Beyond
Dependency
, p. 173.
27
Knud Hartmann in his paper "Public Phases in Regional Plan-
ning. Participation in Local Development--or Pacifier? An Analysis of
the Regional Planning Process in the Province of Viborg with Intent to
Evaluate the Roles of Citizens in the Public Phases of Decision-
making,'' (in Danish) (Thisted, Denmark, 1978), quotes several local
politicians and municipal council members to illustrate his point.
26
Conversely, where attempts are made to operationalize the par-
ticipatory process with regard to rural development, the frameworks
and models are often somewhat removed from the mud and grime of actual
experience. Or, equally sadly, they are dreamed up at prestigious
get-togethers as "instruments” and strategies invoking the spectre of
yet another top-down effort to organize popular participation. ^9
Havelock and Huberman's observations on the matter are apt:
There is an abundance of rhetoric and a shortage of abouteverything else except people and problems. 30
^
The need clearly exists
In reviewing the recent discussion on disenchantments and
emerging emphases within development circles, we are left with the
impression that the need clearly exists:
to evolve workable patterns, methods, structures of
parti ci patory decision-making and management, from
within the local community context;
• and for a training-ground in self-reliance; for an
educational process involving the residents of a
community as agents in their own development.
A reference to Cohen and Uphoff's apology in their book Rural
Development Participation
,
^
". . . but we were working under time and
resource constraints, and in particular we were acutely conscious of
the lack of opportunity for any 'field-testing' of the analytical
framework to check it against 'real world' conditions" (p. x).
29
^ __
See^David Hapgood, ed.
,
The Role of Popular Participation in
Development: Report of A Conference on the Implementation of Title IX
of the Foreign Assistance Act, June 1968 (Camliridqe, Massachusetts:
1969): "Several AID instruments are designed primarily to in-
crease local participation and the demand for participation . . . AID
has also sought to promote participation through improving the effec-
tiveness and representativeness of local units of government" (p. 100).
30
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
,
p. 39.
27
To what extent, this study asks, does the Thy Project attempt
an educational response to some of these concerns in development? The
Project's response was educational not so much in terms of the formal-
ized ladders and parentheses of schooling as in the sense of a life-
long sequence of learning. It drew upon the educational resources and
activities within the immediate community and the world-at-large and
emphasized the learner as an active participant and decision-maker
in his or her own education.
Education--and the Learning Society
"I have the school of the world" said an illiterate from the
southern part of the country, which led Professor Jomard de
unto to ask in an essay, "What can one presume to 'teach'
an adult who affirms "I have the school of the world"?31
I hate especially adult education officers. The officers
come, but they think highland people are dangerous so they
stay only five minutes. They tell me: "You are never in
your office," but I say. "My office is wherever I am." How
can we work as a team?32
Not unlike the developmental scene, the educational landscape
of recent years has also undergone marked changes in character. Edu-
cation and schooling are no longer automatically regarded as synony-
mous. The writings and reflections out of Cuernavaca have no doubt
contributed their share in prodding open some of the traditional
31ii ~
"Educacao de Adultos e Unificacao de Cultura," Estudos Uni-
versitarios. Revista de Cultura (Universidad de Recife, 1963), quoted
in Paulo Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness (New York:
Seabury, 1973), p. 50.
32
Andreas Fuglesang, Doing Things . . . Together: Observations
on the 1976 Dag Hammarskjold Workshop on Appropriate Technology in
Village Development, Papua New Guinea (Uppsala: Dag Hammarskjold Foun-
dation
,
1977)
,
pp. 53-54.
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parameters particularly in developing:
without continLslytlking'refe?^^
lumind simfurV??ual'elSr’?":
Coupled with this gradual recognition that most learning is
not necessarily the result of teaching has come the growing restless-
ness with the tendency of formal education, at least, to divorce
learning from life. Julius Nyerere had already articulated the almost
devastating impact of colonial systems of education and the need to
reach back towards the societal essentials embodied in indigenous
learning patterns.
The fact that pre-colonial Africa did not have 'schools'-
except for short periods of initiation in some tribes-did
not mean that children were not educated. They learned bvliving and doing.
. .
. Education was 'informal'; every
adult was a teacher to a greater or lesser degree. But
^as no education,
nor did It affect its importance to the society. Indeed
It may have made the education more directly relevant to’the society in which the child was growing up.^^
The yawning gulf between life and learning had not gone entire-
ly unnoticed in earlier decades in the Danish context either.
Grundtvig, the inspirational father of the Danish folk-school movement
has, as early as the mid-1800s, given voice to this concern with his
call for a "school for life":
33
Wayne H. Cowan, "An Interview with Ivan Illicy," Christian-
ity and Crisis
, Vol . 29, No. 14 (1969): 213.
34
Jul ius Nyerere, "Education for Self Reliance," in Ujamaa--
Essays on Socialism (Dar-es-Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1978),
p. 44.
29
• .
. approaching education not from the point of vipw nfpseudo-scholarship or of academic chairs.^b ? rlerthe requirements of life itself, and thiOf the people. do
36
means the life
This same concern was to be echoed, and later re-echoed in
the modern-day fervour of Freirian conviction.
[that] every human being, no matter how
. .
. submergedin the culture of silence" he may be, is capable of
°
with^other^'''^^^^?^^
''' ® dialogical encounter
[that] education is suffering from narration sickness
• •• teacher talks about reality as if it were
motionlep, static, compartmentalized and predictable.Ur else he expounds on a topic completely alien to the
^xpenience of the students. His task is totill the students with the contents of his narration
... education thus becomes an act of depositing,
.
of banking
. .
.38
[that] knowing, whatever its level, is not the act by
which a subject transformed into an object docilely and
passively accepts the contents others give or impose on
him or her. On the contrary ... it necessitates the
curious presence of subjects confronted with the world 39
The rural picture
The scene turns even bleaker if one proceeds, in the context
35
Johannes Knudsen, ed., N.F.S. Grundtvig--Selected Writinos
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976)', p. 161 .
36
1952): '
renewed
glowi nq
(p. 54).
See Martin Buber, I and Thou (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark,
If a culture ceases to be centred in the living and continually
rational event, then it hardens into the world of rt, which the
deeds of solitary spirits only spasmodically break through"
37
and Herder
Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York: Herder
, 1968), p. 13.
^^Ibid.
,
pp. 57-58.
39
Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness
,
p. 100.
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of development, to the rural settina Tt n-;.+g. I IS a picture compounded not
just by the usual quantitative lack of formal schooling facilities,
more painfully by the all too blatant inappropriateness of content
message transmitted by existing frameworks, frameworks which at
their shiniest often represent a sign-post pointing further and further
away from the education which is so vitally needed to sustain and
nourish development at the roots.
Coombs and Ahrned^^ have focused specifically on the rural
consequences, educationally speaking, of lop-sided patterns of nation-
al development:
Firstly, formal education receives the lion's share oftotal public education outlays in both urban and rural
areas; with nonformal programs getting only a fraction-
al piece of this pie;
In turn, urban areas receive a disproportionately large
SI ice of both formal and nonformal educational resources
relative to their population;
• Compounding this situation, educational policies have
tended by and large to equate education largely with
formal school ing--hence the learning needs of the
majority of rural populations (those out of school) con-
tinue to be seriously neglected. Also, the incompati-
bility between what schools were teaching and what the
people needed to learn was most severe in rural areas-
and ’
External assistance too has hitherto gone dispropor-
tionately to the formal sector--the urban centers; or
both. With what multi-lateral attention that has been
paid to rural areas being either highly fragmented or
narrowly specialized in scope, reflecting the particular
biases and projections of different agencies in the
pi cture.
Philip H. Coombs and Manzoor Ahmed, Attacking Rural Poverty :
How Nonformal Education Can Help (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1974], pp. 4 and 22.
31
The authors conclude that;
Experience has already shown beyond a doubt that the kindof education-learning-that is required to transform rural
o?arrifi-"*°-" tolerable. satisfyinranS hopefulp .00 to live is the kind provided by today's urbanoriented educational systems whose values, preftiarsvmboU
SS^^goal^rnf'*' "T incompatible with the
’
Tunaament l goals of rural development and with the not in
considerable values of rural life. This kind of educatioTimplanted in rural areas has become mainly a transmissionbelt for moving talent to the cities, not a powerful Instru-ment for changing and improving rural areas
Such a rural learning system need not be at'odds with
education; the two should have
.common denominators and avenues of transfer But the
rural system would not be simply a ruralized copy of the
mndpf^f"*!'
* • • It would have its own
o es of learning through the environment, its own speciali-
development, its own standards
of Its own prestige and rewards. Most important
or all. It would unlock opportunities to rural careers 41
And within the education for development paradigm, Harbison,^^
among others, has suggested a sectoral perspective: an integration of
learning activities and resources, formal, nonformal
,
as well as in-
formal, in a particular setting.
Nonformal education--a
recent burgeoning
Indeed, there seems to be no lack of classification and codi-
fication in this recently burgeoning sector of nonformal education.
^^Ibid.
,
p. 253.
42
Frederick Harbison, Educational Sector Planning for Develop-
ment of Nationwide Learning Systems
, O.L.C. Paper No. 2 fWashingtnn.
D.C.; Overseas Liaison Committee, American Council of Education, Novem-
ber 1973).
32
Coombs and colleagues^ have spelled out the Voles' variously assumed
by nonformal education: complementary, supplementary, and substitu-
tionary and the division of nonformal programs into species: indigen-
ous learning systems, imported models, and recent home-grown innova-
ti ons
,
c • •
nnivasan has suggested three approaches to nonformal edu-
cation that have been developed to meet basic educational needs: the
need to strengthen the problem-solving capacity of learners; the need
to equip them with coping skills to deal more effectively with their
environment; and the need to develop the individual's inner potential
and to strengthen the positive awareness of self as a basis for prac-
tical action.
And Grandstaff, of Michigan State University, refers to a tie-
in between nonformal education and development strategy:
.
. .one possible way to "target" inquiries into nonformal
education is to relate the concept of nfe to the concept ofdevelopment; more specifically ... to a major re-construc-
tion ofthe concept of development
. . . Assuming that edu-
cation IS usually an instrument toward some general social
goal, rather than an end in itself, our study of it has
clarity and usefulness to the extent that it is informed by
an understanding of that toward which it is an instrumental
-
ity.^b —
At the same time, the Center for International Education,
43
.
Philip H. Coombs et al
.
,
New Paths to Learning For Rural
Children and Youth (New York: I.C.ETd.
, 1973), pp^Z'S and 41.
44 . .
Lyra Srinivasan, Perspectives on Nonformal Adult Learnino
(New York: World Education, 1977), p. x.
^
45
Marvin Grandstaff, Nonformal Education and an Expanded Con-
ception of Development (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1973), pp. 1-2.
33
University of Massachusetts,
years, proceeded to announce
fired by the enthusiasm of its formative
[Nonformal Education! is aenerallv ae
.
.
. utiiitflri^in
g y seen as need-onented
Often it is tipH c
’ cheaper than the formal system.
iearned--not because it counts for a degree
. .
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Paulston, on the other hand, in his interpretation of nonformal edu
cation has cloaked the sponsoring agency with a certain weightage.
viewing the matter in terms of:
training non-school educational and
^nnnQnr- relatively short duration in whichsponsoring agencies seek concrete behavioral changes infairly distinct target populations
.
.
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But the contradictions persist
Through this changing landscape, replete with "expanded
horizons" and shimmering
"re-conceptualizations," the contradictions,
however, persist. Perhaps we should turn our attention at this point
to examining some of these contradictions.
In arguing the case of education for rural development, a case
based on a review of actual experience, Coombs and colleagues^^ have
46
, ^ ^
informal Alternatives to Schooling: A Glossary of Education-
al Methods (Amherst, Massachusetts: Center for International Education
n.d. j , p. 1
.
47
Rolland G. Paulston, "Nonformal Educational Alternatives,"
New Strategies for Educational Development
, eds. Cole S. Brembeck
and Timothy J. Thompson (Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books,
D.C. Heath and Co., 1973), p. 65.
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For a more detailed analysis of some of these empirical find-
ings, see Roshan R. Billimoria, "An Empi rical ly-based Classification
34
noted quite a collection of contradictions: the fragmented, under-
ground nature of the nonformal effort; the constrained conception of
rural transformation often advocated by one or another specialized
sponsor; the gulf between existing problems and the required responses
in tents of size and scale; the well-known replay of the recording:
neglecting the neglected'; and the sorry story of 'nonformal-oniy
in name': the mis-match between intent and actuality in methodology,
materials, and personnel.
Openly skeptical of the promotional posture adopted by Coombs,
Bock and Papagiannis have called for a careful and systematic re-
examination of whether nonformal education, no less than its formal
counterpart, serves to rigidify the existing segments of the occupa-
tional and educational structure.
essence, the critical question we are asking is this; areparticipants systematical ly selected into nonformal educationprograms on the basis of antecedent criteria such as socialClass, ethnicity, rural origin or prior years of formal
schooling. ... if we find, for example, that nonformal
programs |^ecruit almost exclusively from the rural secondary
egment of the labor force, but do not provide "status gains"
or their graduates, can it be validly claimed that nonformal
education offers an alternative channel for the upward mobil-ity of low status groups?
[Can it be argued] that not only does nonformal education
fail to provide an alternative mobile channel, it may, in
fact, serve a significant "cooling out" function within de-
veloping society, acting to lower those aspirational levels
heightened by exposure to the early years of formal educa-
tion and to the mass media . . .^^
Scheme and Survey of Nonformal Education Programs: A Strategic First-
P^^i^i^Grs and Policy Makers," based on the work in progress at
ICED, 1974.
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Bock and Papagiannis, "Demystification of Nonformal Educa-
tion," pp. 26-27.
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From yet another quarter. comes a contradiction of a somewhat
different sort, that of the overly-technocratized, overly school-
oriented style of out-of-school education.
All educators are ready to conspire to push out the wal
colture'ln?rrschoo?.50" transforming the enti re
Or, as Cotton exclaims from a more regional vantage:
seemrto''have^?i?i''"
''^ej’ican scene, adult education
! ^1- American dilemma' . . .
tato
®^“tation entered the marketplace, it began toke on the trappings of the marketplace— the over-riding
TthrouInMat- Practical; the emphasison the qua titative, the number of students enrolled, thenumber of programs offered, and the desire to be 'success-
Fn! .n'
terms of prestige, big budgets
. . .For all practical purposes, adult education has been con-
verted into adult training
.
.
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Andreas Fuglesang, in his observations on the 1976 Dag Hammar-
skjold Workshop on Appropriate Technology in Village Development, sets
forth a related grass-roots dilemma:
Monday evening, 4 October, was devoted to a discussion of
the role of the "facilitators" in village development. What
was the meaning of the word facilitator? What should facili-
tators do and what should they not do? The participants
were supposed to explore the meaning of facilitators as
change agents and to discuss their own role as facilitators.
It must be admitted that the discussion revealed some ig-
norance on the part of the participants. Although many of
them to some extent knew their role in village development,
in practical terms, it seemed as if the concept was totally
unknown to them.
50
Ivan Illich, "Draft for an Address to the American Educa-
tional Research Meeting in New York, February 6, 1971" (Centro Inter-
cultural de Documentacidn, Doc. A/E 71/282) in Ohliger and MacCarthy,
Lifelong Learning
, p. 40.
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Webster E. Cotton, "A New Direction for Adult Education,"
Educational Horizons (Summer 1968), reprinted in Ohliger and Mac-
Carthy, Lifelong Learning
, p. 55.
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Attsmpts during th6 discussion to
SHHld“
? tf;. ‘ F"
-
‘ L- FLie roie ot the facilitator; whatever it is called is alittle explored concept
.
.
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t-diiea,
We could also ask, is Freire speaking essentially about the
same contradiction in his essay, "Extension or Communication":
Knowledge is not extended from those who consider thatthey know to those who consider that they d^norknof
and" h bLeen hu™rbeings
rl^’ of transformation, and perfects
^
Itself in the critical problematization of these relations.
Or, as he explains earlier in the same collection:
Dialogue is an I-Thou_relationship between two subjects.Each time the thou" is changed into an object, an "it,"dialogue i^^subverted and education is changed to deforma-
The implications of such a concept of "dialogic education" are
also discussed by Wren:
Dialogue education begins with people's real-life experi-
ence: it assumes thattheir situation (family, school,
neighborhood, work, living conditions, position in society)
IS the basis of their knowing and that they already have
knowledge, wisdom and culture. It helps people to gain a
109.
Andreas Fuglesang, Doing Things Together
, p. 40.
53
Paulo Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness
, p.
54
Ibid.
,
p. 52.
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experience by reflectina itback to them as an open problem for their investigation!^^
It would appear that here then we have the link between edu-
cation and "the learning society." in the sense that it has been used
in the Faure Commission Report:
If learning involves all of one's life, in the sense of hnthtime-span and diversity, and all of society includina it^^
the!'“we''musrQo°e''' "f "r!’
educational resourL,
^
^ further than the necessary overhaul of
socie?!:-§6'
«« stage^^of a "?l“!ng
It follows then that in such a cycle of life-long education,
the generative stuff of learning cannot help but proceed from the
learner, a learner, this time the "instrument of his own education,"
Thus
,
. . .instead of being condemned to an inferior status in
relation to an instructor who was his "master," the adultpupil became a partner in a collective undertaking in whichhe was in a position both to take and to receive: receiving
the substance of learning, he could give in exchange theirreplaceable wealth of his own manner of being a man and of
accomplishing a man's destiny as worker, citizen or other
entity engaged in any one of a multiplicity of situations
and relationships. From that moment on the emphasis was onbeing rather than having
. .
.57
1^20*^’ Justice (London: S.C.M. Press,
56
^ .
^ , ,
Edgar Faure et al
. ,
Learning To Be: The World of Education
Today and Tomorrow (Paris: UNE^U', 1972), p. xxxiii.
See also Robert M. Hutchins, The Learning Soc iety (New York:
Praeger, 1968), Paul McGhee, The Learning Society (Chic~a^o: Centerforthe Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1959), and Sunny
Robinson, "Formation of the Learning Community," Boston: Boston
University (mimeo.), 1970.
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Paul Lengrand, An Introduction to Lifelong Education
(Paris: UNESCO, 1970), p.' 41.
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And the need remains
Here again, as in the development jig-saw, we have seen that
the cracks and contradictions persist and, in their face, the need
remains
:
ora^narti.M^'
responses that grow from within the roots
mlfh
setting, generating in the process theethods and materials, the paradigms and personnel thatcan address the concerns at hand;
and for a learning partnership" on such undertakinqs--between the policy-makers and the practi tioners
• betweenthe key actors on the inside and the external enthusiasts.
Moving then to the third 'leg' of our conceptual stand,
patterns of international collaboration in grass-roots context, we
ask: to what extent does the Thy Project address the demands of such
a learning partnership between the local and the global?
International Collaboration: Partnership
or 'Punditry'?
Some thirty experts of the sub-prefecture of Gaoua, Upper
Volta, are preparing a three-day meeting with 250 peasants
representing their respective villages. The experts are
civil servants and professional and business people, men
and women
. .
. they are trying to agree on a common ap-
proach and agenda. The discussion is lively because all
the group want the meeting to be successful. But how, for
whom, and for what purpose?
A -You see, we are like foreigners in the village. We
arrive there with the idea of helping our village rela-
tives, but they've already begun to play their own tune
. .
. It s their music. Let's wait until we're invited
to play. Let's listen
. . .
D - They don't speak French. They are going to want to
speak in their own language
. . .
39
Porting ?o orifexpert’
lo speik w?ih onrJoice'\n'" '^° >^nderstand each other,
-ntr, so tha? n^:;^^e^^el^
In Birifor: "What can we do to change ourselves sn th;»t \,ocan change our village, our way of life and our country?"
our°country?"°” ^ ^tiange and rebuild
to the work of the three local language groups
(the peasants) and us (the^experts) was replaced by the idea of working tsfelhfr In
Ucinat^“h»;
the expression "organize themLlvL to par-ticip e became \^wi1l take over development"
. .
.58
Questioning a lop-sided role
With the growing recognition that traditional approaches to
development and to education have tended all too often to sap the
vitality of rural communities has come a questioning as to whether
international collaboration, too, has played a lop-sided role in the
process.
The disenchantment with current configurations of cross-
national assistance arises from a motley assortment of sources: from
the disgruntled dawning upon modern-day 'phi lantrops
' that aid has not
fared quite as grandly as expected in "winning friends and influencing
people
,
to the irritant suspicion by which support from a third
58
Honore Some, "Planners and Peasants: Who Calls the Tune?"
Development Forum (September-October 1978): p. 8.
59
Barbara Ward, Restless Nations, A Study of World Tensions and
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party ,s usually greeted by conventional bi-lateral arrangements
"like
poachers in a game reserve. This disenchantment is reflected in
the following, in which Illich addresses himself to the development
bureaucracy
:
rnuiH I
you that I clo not think most of you oeoDle
Trld "^Jh^rterm"^^ In^see?^^!^
definers around all accepted need-
siqnifiLnce Professionals. You had some
Sr »
a
ri£F i -“Sn-tsir'ET".
The same is true for the more muted ire expressed in "The
Lessons of Lorestan.
"
An terican-style systems and individual management corpora-tion was engaged to undertake an expensive survey t^repare a management plan and to execute the plan. The surveywas based on a pre-fabricated questionnaire, carried out b^interviewers brought in from the outside. For the most panthe villagers were awed by the heavy presence of these out-siders wanting to know every detail of their lives. As a re-
with’-i^^r limited value and packedinaccuracies of observation, analysis, and reporting.62
^velopment (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1976), p. 53. See
also, Denis Goulet, The Cruel Choice
, pp. 67-68.
^°M. Gilles Faysse ( Le Monde , November 24, 1972) quoted in
t he Technical Assistance Expert, An Enqu iry
n to the Expert s Identity
,
Motivations and Attitudes (Paris: QECD^
^
iy/4j, p. 15, where Harrari makes the observation that there is often
a tendency by supplier countries not to be prepared to give uncondi-
tional encouragement to the development of the countries they assist,but to draw a distinction between development supported by themselves
and that supported by other countries.
~ ~
"Revolting Development, An Exchange with Ivan Illich,"
World Education Reports. 14 (April 1977): p. 16.
62
Mohammed-Taghi Farvar and Catherine Razavi -Farvar
,
"The
Lessons of Lorestan," Ceres (March-April 1976): p. 45.
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Economic analysts too have begun to express growing skepticism
regarding the effectiveness of quantitative, resource-dominated ap-
proaches to international assistance. In his article on self-reliant
development, Parmar“ points out that the current failures of aid can
be attributed to two main causes. First, aid originates in patterns
Of economic relations that reflect international inequity and flows
a traditional, feudo-colonial framework resistant to change,
thus injecting the wrong impulses into the recipient economy and into
International economic relations. Secondly, while aid’s quantitative
aspect has been stressed, too little attention has been paid to the
need for supportive changes in the structure of donor nations, recipi-
ent nations, and the international economy.
As Parmar explains, if aid increases the productive capacity
and export potential of a developing country in manufacture, although
that represents an important element of structural change and this
alone is not enough if not accompanied by donor-nation acceptance of
a new international division of labor related to the emerging pattern
of production in the recipient nations. It is precisely this kind of
continuing interaction between resource transfer and structural change,
Parmar observes, that has generally been lacking, thereby impeding the
efforts of aid recipients in moving towards self-reliant development.
In the Third World itself, dissatisfaction with the fruits of
imitation and borrowed-as-is models has brought in its wake rising
alarm over the manifest "poverty of affluence" in materially prosperous
63
Samuel L. Parmar, "Self-reliant Development," pp. 16-17.
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nations and raised the question: "Why should we become enamored of a
new kind of poverty when we still have to overcome the old?"64
The role of the external adviser, not less, his accoutrement
Of methods and materials, has come up for increasing scrutiny. On the
one hand, he/she is acknowledged as potentially useful in providing
the perspective and the linkages to the world outside during critical
phases of program development. On the other, and all too often, the
expert acts as a discouragement to the very local initiative and in-
volvement so crucial to the life and rootedness of the effort in a
particular setting.
Curie has even ventured that: "the very role of adviser is a
kind of veiled insult. It presupposes that the persons for whom the
advice is intended are inadequately trained to do their own jobs
properly, and, at worst, stupid and incompetent
. . .
The difficulties of further pretence
It becomes more and more difficult to pretend away "the crisis
in international co-operation" referred to by the authors of the Faure
Commission Report. Or, to brush aside the widespread disillusion-
ment borne of the contradictions and dead-ends clustered around this
troublesome third leg of our conceptual stool.
64
L. Parmar, "The Environment and Growth Debate in Asian
“I Potion (Geneva: World Council of Churches, Augustly/oj, p. 5. ^
65
Adam Curie, Education al Planning: The Adviser's Role fParis:
UNESCO/IIEP, 1968), p. 13.
66
Faure, Learning to Be
, p. 235.
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It would perhaps be useful to examine some of these contradic-
tions and their implications on the rural scene before attempting to
formulate a viable alternative to international collaboration, as dis-
cussed within the conceptual frames of this study.
From a philosophic, or. for that matter, an ideological stance
the^ very existence of the nomenclature
"developed."
"under-developed"
or developing reeks of cultural paternalism. To awaken to it
experientially, Goulet writes, is to "undergo the shock of under-
development." Indeed, as he sees it:
•
.
. the developed viewer is a large part of the under-development problem. Therefore, if he chooses to treatthe matter as a mere problem extrinsic to himself \e iscondemned to misunderstand it and not solve it He needs0 be shocked intodiscovering the falsity of the certi-udes he brought with him into the "problem arena " He
herenr ?r, f an ?n-rent St uctural paternalism in the very relationship be-tween him as helper and the other as helpee. belweL himas developed and the other as "underdevel oped. "67
Even the path-breaking Pearson Report^^ with its "awareness
we live in a village world, that we belong to a world community
perceives the prime purpose of international co-operation "to help
the poorer countries to move forward
. .
. into the industrial and
technological age."
But surely there are some basic contradictions between the
cultural and technical dependencies fostered through such an approach
and the aspirations of independence and self-reliance advocated in
ment
67
Goulet, The Cruel Choice
, p. 25.
68
,
Commission on International Development
(New York: Praeger, 1969), pp. 7-8.
Partners in Develop-
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national development policies,
indicates
:
The Senegalese sociologist, Fatou Sow
places the i ndividuaTInd^the stlt^i^Il^a^^they are beina helnpH ^ situation where
cal. The forSs hi f"" I PolUi-
recipient countries is uneoual
supplier and the
of dominant and dominated. ^9
^ expressed in terms
Furthermore, the dislocations,
arising from the "catching-up"
and practitioners alike to the
measuring rods.
both quantitative and qualitative,
fallacy have already alerted planners
consequences of imitative models and
Is there a viable rnlp?
Against what appears to be a somewhat disheartening backdrop,
e may well ask. Is there indeed a viable role for international
collaboration in this context? Or, as Bing suggests:
dence"
“‘<^'"’"9 an era of interdepen-
that instifllillc essential
agencies determine-how'bL"''?rdevl?oI1Iosriy^erir"‘
Yet, as we have just seen, much of the prior experience with
international development work has frequently reflected a distinct
lop-sidedness in the exchange, whether it be of expertise or resources
Seneaalaisp^"°nimtpH
de 1 'Administration Centraleb g e, quoted in Harrari
,
Role of Technical Expert
, p. 17.
fln fl 1
"Selected Collaborative Programs in Education-An Analysis and Appraisal," Ed.D. dissertation proposal, Univer ity
of Massachusetts, December 1 977
.
.umverbi
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Even genuine attempts at nurturing a collaborative relationship in this
arena have tended to run aground, bogged down in the mire of donor-
recipient and/or teacher-trainee role expectations.
The Thy Project set about exploring to see if indeed it was
practically possible and consistent with the original spirit of the
New International Economic Order to work towards new forms of inter-
national cooperation which involved the mutual sharing of human compe-
tence and attempted a learning partnership between the local and the
global in a grass-roots context.
Partnershi p--1n perspective
Indeed, while conceding that a single, satisfactory formula or
strategy covering every aspect of development co-operation is not pos-
sible, the Report of the Commission on International Development has
stressed that there are certain common political and philosophical
principles that should govern the relationship:
the first of these principles is partnership, based on
mutual interest and mutual understanding.^^
Unfortunately
,
however, the term "partnership" has come up for
varying i nterpretations in varying contexts. Early in his nation's
struggle for independence, Kenneth Kaunda found himself strongly cau-
tioning his countrymen to think twice about partnership:
We have in Central Africa, in the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, so-called, a regime led by Sir Roy Wilensky.
He has hoodwinked the British public, and indeed the British
Government, into believing there could be a special kind of
^kester B. Pearson, The Crisis of Development (New Ynrk:
Praeger, 1 969), p. 60.
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p3rtri6rship bGtw66n thG rscGs thprp iin +<-> 4. •
partnershin ;,c t ? u thisF t tuM p, SO tar as I know, has never been ripfinpH hu
c;^m!
^ envisage between black and white is thesame partnership as exists between the rider and the horsp
not^takryorion^to’dr country, it would
the rider .7^ discover who is the horse and who is
In a different decade, A1 i Mazrui talks about "the new inter
dependence" where he distinguishes between three stages of inter-
dependence: primitive, feudo-imperial
,
and mature:
The Il.rst of these stages, primitive interdependence, exists
hori 7on^
' of rudimentary technology and limited social
fu VZl of'thei "!"
c;ppkI*^tn~romK-
IS feudo-imperial interdependence, which
seeks to combine some of the characteristics of feudalism
attributes of imperialism. A central charac-teristic of this kind of interdependence is hierarchy, andhierarchy IS of course founded on the premise of inequality.
The tji^ird stage of interdependence is one which combines
sophistication with symmetry. The sophistication comes from
enhanced technological capabilities and expanded social andintellectual awareness; the symmetry emerges out of a new
egalitarian morality combined with a more balanced capacity
for mutual harm
.
. . the combination of an egalitarian
ethic and reciprocal vulnerabil ity within a framework of
wider technological and intellectual frontiers provides the
essence of mature interdependence. 73
Keohane and Nye also refer to interdependence as "mutual de-
pendence,
. .
. situations characterized by reciprocal effects among
countries or among actors in different countries.
72
As quoted in Ward, Restless Nations
, p. 173.
73
Ali A. Mazrui, "The New Interdependence," in Erb and Kallab,
eds.
,
Beyond Dependency
, p. 39.
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Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and Interdepen-
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Human resources for intpr-
dependerTT^Fnabo^^
The question then surfaces: Is there a cadre of human resources
among current circles of international cooperation that are able to
interpret this mutual dependence in policy-making and practice? Are
there resources in that group who can not only conceptualize but ac-
tually carry through on a viable, alternative approach to collaboration
in which the accent is not so much on one-way transfers of expertise
and experience as on pooling resources, skills, and energies to turn
sentiment into strategy. And, in so doing, they focus more fully on
the capacity and confidence required for problem solution and the
generation of resources. Again, the picture that pieces itself to-
gether appears somewhat patchy.
Havelock and Hubennan, too, were left with some reservations
on the matter:
In the course of our investigation we have had an opportunitvto engage in extended discussions with many of these inter-
reason whatever to challengether their sincerity, or their wisdom as regards their
respective fields. It became obvious, however, from our in-terviews, that many members of the network and their national
counterparts are not well informed about the existing knowl-
edge of the process and management of innovation projects
It would therefore appear to be timely to begin infusing thisknowledge into existing training programmes, seminars, and
conferences, and to establish training events for the same
purpose. /b
It was in much the same vein that Philip Coombs voiced the
urgency for "a new breed" of planners:
dence: World Politics in Transition (Boston: Little,
75
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational
Brown, 1977)
,
p. 8.
Probl ems
,
p. 21
.
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of taking
^™wide-angle'^view^If*^th^^
minded people capable
factors in any snuaiio^ tl^^fectrum of development
have developed such cadres thev^wi
and agencies
in both rendering and receiving asslstancr'
The OECD Study on the Role of the Technical Assistance Expert
has explicitly concerned Itself with 'experts' as Individuals and
with their relationship to their original social environment and the
milieu In which they are called upon to work. The assumption being
made Is that "his Integration Into the field of forces
.
.
. will de-
pend on his personal qualities: his social and cultural Identity, his
training, attitudes, cultural background, experience, professional
situation, and so on."^^
In this study. Harrari provides us with a graphic framework
to Illustrate the relationships existing between the three sets of
values and expectations whose Intersection defines the expert's beha-
vior:
’
cSuntr^h'^^^*^"’
“nntry of origin (or supplier
that of the host country (or recipient country); and
his or her own system as an individual.
The author then proceeds to draw our attention to the possible range
of responses within the intersection of these three systems: from the
fullest agreement possible between the expert's values and those of
his country of origin; to values somewhat closer to the recipient
^Coombs et al., New Paths to Learning
, p. 97,
^^Harrari, Role of Technical Expert
, p. 12. See also pp. 26-29.
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country; to a position more aligned to the expert's own personal
priorities and satisfactions; and quite in the other direction, a
plunge into the affairs of the host situation with no further atten-
tion to the value systems of the country of origin. Or, in a position
centered within the points of intersection of these three macro-
systems, the person's:
demands 0^!^^
^
delicate one, between theof the three systems; and who manaqes to adaot in an
Of his Lass gnment] while not paying too hiah a price in termsof sacrificing his individual expectations and valueL78
Obviously, the reality of a given situation blurs the seem-
ingly pure compartments and categories of such representations ranging
from full to none. Nevertheless, Harrari's illustrations provide a
provocative frame of reference in analyzing the experience in this
area.
Another particularly useful source on assessing the "use,
abuse, and misuse" of external advisers has proven to be Havelock and
Huberman s extensive survey and analysis of educational innovations in
developing countries. Proceeding from the acknowledgment that "the use
of foreign experts changes the dynamics of collaboration,"^^ the
authors move in their analysis to accent the critical determinant of
timi ng
:
^^Ibid.
,
p. 29.
79
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 97.
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It appears that later and lesser for atgered and decentralized) excerticp ^^^9-
out make for a more effective rtrLla
l2^^inisJ_aMsers; "use, abusp.
and misuse" ^ ^
In the process, the discussion centers around the potential
strengths and setbacks associated with the use of external advisers.
On the one hand, we have the adviser in his or her role as
"Itinerant catalyst," a fresh potential channel to external resources,
new outlooks, a link to networks of expertise and influence within the
country, and without. And on the other hand, we are faced with some
of the possible dangers introduced along with the reliance on external
expertise, international as well as national: the tendency to orient
the project more towards solutions palatable to outside funding agen-
cies rather than to the actual needs of the host setting and the orien-
tation towards general izable models applicable to a range of other
situations so that "the local setting becomes not the subject but
rather the object of the innovation."
80
Ibid.
,
p. 91. And also,
The choice of timing can be crucial in determining the type of
solutions adopted. For example, officials can decide (a) todiagnose the problem, devise one or several appropriate solu-
tions and then seek resources outside the country for the ideal
solution or they can decide (b) to diagnose the problem together
with external advisers, with whom they negotiate the type and
amount of external aid available for various solutions. The
difference here is one of emphasis. The second procedure tends
to increase the dependence of the two systems ... on one
another
. .
.
[And] the danger of early involvement is that of
arriving at a solution which can be funded externally but which
may not be judged appropriate or successfully implemented in-
ternally" (p. 129).
51
There 1s also the danger of the gradual
"disinvestment" and
discouragement on the part of local officials and participants in the
face of the enterprise and enthusiasm demonstrated by external "ex-
perts." Such
"disinvestment" has a consequent toll on Internal Ini-
tiative, confidence, and self-reliance and of course on the Indigenous
sense of ownership regarding the work in progress.
As Curie Is wise to point out. It is not that the adviser's
skills are useless,
the^imoortan^rlr to the tasks in hand . . .ne imp rtant realization is that these skills do not consti
Illumination, but are there to supplement
tte%oi“f PO^^^^^dd by the peopl^oT
’
It would appear that Frelre's caution regarding education too
Often becoming an act of depositing, of "banking," instead of a
living-learning partnership "between two subjects" being a dialogue
IS no less applicable to the domain of international development col-
laboration. Whether the spotlight is on human expertise and inter-
change, or on the generation of methods and materials, it has become
increasingly evident that there are, as yet, too few instances of
initiatives and analyses that spring from the heart of the setting it-
self.
Havelock and Huberrnan indicate that their survey responses in
their empirical study on innovations in development yield the follow-
ing information:
81
Curie, Educational Planning
, p. 19.
side technlcarknowledge'™'^^'^*^^ °"
as on-ginaL^^^^f
nU?cn°of'proIecro^iec1]ves'i^
and^dominant ('mostly' or 'all outside help') in 40 pe^’
David Evans notes that within the field of nonfon^al educat
Itself, analysis and actual implementation are far from integrated:
In looking at the various writers and institutions artivp
d^r^v^’^omiL" oV"^
littiro^no majority of whom have
nonformal edn^a^iS^ ?
expenence in trying to implementr al uc t on. In addition, most of this group islocated in the United States or Europe and is engaged inwriting about situations in the third world. In^contrast
Ind
Pr^^'^^'J'.oner group is largely located in the third world
IflttPr ^
within their own culture and country. This
thm^nh thp
people produces much less written material, al-
ners^nd acaSemicians^i"'"’'' ^roup of plan-
There is yet another note of disappointment on the road to
collaboration: the role of research as assistant in this process.
Carl Nissen articulates this position:
Commonly, the idea has been if you found a problem you go tothe researchers, the scientists, for sol utions--in the tech-
nical field or the natural sciences. But the more the problemdeals with human characteristics
,
with the quality of life
the less the researchers have been able to assist us
And it is frustrating that the problem has to be defined
in such a way to the researcher that eventually the statement
^^Havelock
^^David R.
and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
,
Evans, "Nonformal Education," p. 18.
P- 131
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Then the reslarchir goL^off you started with,
are left with the proMem
research, and you
This division between the researrhpr a r>i •cult, on the one side and the rp.fnf c ^
with which we must cooe ic; hprnm^ ^ problemse pe-is becoming more and more evident.
It was this very concern over divisions and dead-ends, as
formulated in this discussion on our three-legged stool, that provided
the conceptual impulses for the work in Thy.
The Conceptual Impulses--
In Summary
The conceptual backdrop, pieced together from a review of the
pertinent literature, has moved us from some of the disenchantments
and contradictions clustered around the three legs of our stool towards
the emergent emphases and directions in this arena. In the process,
this section has raised the essential questions at the heart of the
effort in Thy:
indeed to emerge endogenously fromthe heart of a particular local setting; if it werr?Sdeal primarily with people, not percentages-could itbe that not only the problems but the vital resources
witMn? ^'50 *>e nurtured from
If education could indeed be viewed as a process of on-going and integrated interchange between the individual
and his or her own community (local as well as global)
could It be that the "stuff" of such learning; the
methods, the materials, the analyses, might also origin-
ate at source?
If each "pressing global problem" had, after all, a local
manifestation, a local point of impact--could it also be
that the global perspective, when introduced into a
"The Thy
Carl S. Nissen, Ministry of Education, Denmark (on tape),
Project--In Wider Perspective," July 15th, 1978.
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u1nto'lrp?rVeib-'m? ht^
alternatives? Possibly point to viable
These then were the questions that had woven themselves in-
extricably into the very warp and weft of the project fabric. Was
It practically possible, the initiative in Thy set about investigating,
to attempt a "learning partnership" between the local and the global;
between the policy-planner and the practitioner; between expertise
and day-to-day experience; and between the motley configuration of
educational and developmental components in a local grass-roots con-
text?
And indeed, to move us into the next chapter of our study
What was the role of action research in fostering such a learning
partnership?
CHAPTER III
action research and the participatory process
• .
. Counting bones
counting heads
measuring behaviour
the independent variable
formulating a proposal
what is important?
a knife in the back
in order to measure
the quality of the design
in order to measure
the social behaviour
of the delinquent
of the misfortunate
of the poor
of the oppressed
and they ask
what are the causes of hunger?
why are families so big?
why aren't urban products consumed?
why are salaries so low?
why is the mortality rate so high?
why does the peasant live in misery?
what percentage don't know how to read?
and the foreigners arrive
with their fixed minds
and their values waving like flags
talking about methodology
the truth in order to help
to improve the physical condition of the peasant
of the misfortunate
of the poor
of the oppressed
and with paper instruments
and words without conscious
with their sleeping bags and per
they rush out to the countryside
contracting peasants
who speak the language of the
of the
of the
of the
di em
people
unlucky people
misfortunate
oporessed . . 1
1
Alberto Ochoa, "Evaluation," n.d.
,
unpubl ished.
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A Related Questioning
In the previous chapter, we have reviewed some of the disen-
chantment as well as the consequent shifts in emphasis related to
current thinking about development, education, and patterns of inter-
national collaboration. As we have seen, it is conceptually, at least,
a shift from top-down strategizing to more endogenous approaches; from
plans and priorities based on urbanized expectations to a more inte-
grated focus on rural growth and change; from perspectives that view
education and development as "problems" awaiting external expertise
to their interpretation as an awakening process, drawing upon the
active involvement and decision-making of those concerned first-hand.
Along with these shifts in thinking has come a related ques-
tioning about the role of social investigation, and the relationship
of research to these emerging emphases. A closer look at this ques-
tioning reveals that it has arisen essentially from two sources.
On the one hand, one senses an increasing unwillingness on the
part of program personnel and indigenous leadership in various settings
to continue their reliance on external program definitions and analy-
ses and on over-sophisticated research designs and methodologies with
their harvest of poor usability, and even poorer side effects. Coupled
with this recalcitrance is the growing unease in development circles
over the contradictions between such research paradigms and the inher-
ent principles of nonformal education and local development which
stress self-reliant growth and participation.
At the same time, we have the marked angst voiced by a core of
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born-again' research workers in the soda, sciences awakening to the
meaninglessness of masses of quantifiable computations and the relent-
less quest for objectivity" in their investigations. Much of their
discomfort stems from the overall implications of collecting and
analyzing information to enable select groups of institutions or
individuals to make decisions on behalf of others.^
^otlightinq Some Traditional Shortcomings
Indeed the changing priorities in education and development,
complemented here and there by actual attempts to formulate an al-
ternative research direction, have served, if anything, to spotlight
the shortcomings of traditional survey methodology.
Budd
(a)
Hall touches upon some of these shortcomings
research approach tends to over-si mpi 1 fy
oTexitv of
Its attempt to aggregate the com-
tatw ®Kperience into quantifiable compu-
Jften
forced-choice frameworks which
^
^ questions; in its presentation
snc?a? roI^^ '‘'"''ty when in facto i l eality is a continuous dialectic.
(b) liOgtJ:esear^ alienating , dominating, od-
^
epive in charact^ --in that its instruments tend
to be externally-designed; one-sided; and in its
treatment of people as sources of information, as
particular the writings and discussions of the Parti-
thf
Research Project; Budd Hall, "Creating Knowledge: Breaking
Paper°No^1''horon[o: development," Working
• .
. the need to serve policy makers is recognized as they
represent an obvious market for the ideas. The need to serve
the people from whom the information has been gathered (the
unemployed, the villagers, the students) is indirect and by
necessity of low priority. These groups will not buy the re-
sults (and perhaps don't want the research in the first place)"
(PP- 2-3).
objects (rather than
vestigation.
active agents) of the in-
rea Titles are^not stimu^atL^a their objective
ity is kept within narrow mnf?^ creativ-
with the problems and whose dl ir^ilSence^s^affrj'fhpoor health, poor nutn't-ion ^ is fected by
past failures of edu^Hnn^’ “ Production or
out of the active o™?eI? n) offootively taken
lead to improvements. Con?rorirUt r t’"'' "'’S«
;™ss; s:,r»si js'iis'st;;,;’ sts "
*''' research methods are not cons istent with thegrinciples of adult education--whirh are mr,tna ,
fundamentaT taith in the vaTITe of learner-centered
?i?u?a?e1h of to ar-t culate t eir own needs and directions.
3
Hall IS not alone in his concern over the underlying short-
comings of traditional modes of investigation in the social sciences.
Goulet, in his essay "An Ethical Model for the Study of Values," also
voices strong reservations against some of the operating biases in
this arena:
Social science, thanks to its positivist bias, favors quanti-ty over quality. It processes qualities with quantitativeinstruments of measurement and classification, thereby losingthat precise element which makes them more than quantity 4
3
Budd Hall, "Partici patory Research:
Convergence
, Vol . VII, No. 2, 1975, p. 27.
An Approach for Change,"
4
Denis Goulet, "An Ethical Model for the Study of Values," in
^
ducation. Part icipation and Power: Essays in Theory and Practice.
Harvard Educational Review Reprint Series, No. 10 (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 1976), pp. 37-38.
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And from the same source, we have dissatisfaction with
another bias of social scientists, elitism:
daine^c^ericr'^burof '^'^I'ical ism-not of Or-
el us ivetarb^^ =v 1 '"^tf'O'Jologlsts initiated to the ex-
No matter how insistent]"® crucial dimensions.
elit?st views.
„
researcher disclaims
tool
-kit the contents n/fh^ possessor of a mysterious
"objects'' of his s?mh, ^ fathomed by the
fesu\ me hinTof h1-"m ?car"oo\r
Strauss when h^ speaks orfh^powre^wMchlccr: f to"
ove?lKe p?;nted'word]5®^‘''"® '^ck mastery
Using an illustration drawn from the world of management.
Marcuse brings to our attention the stultifying consequences of re-
ducing vibrant concerns into researchable propositions.
dit1onfand'’win«*'^sh"°''''®'""' about working con-ani s and wages, the researchers hit upon the fact that
conLiLd formulated in statements which
reference" re sta’ndS f'".] ‘P® "objectiveo to n ards which are generally accepted andhad characteristics essentially different fro^rerproper-generally associated with "common facts." In otherwords, the complaints were formulated in such general
statements as the washrooms are unsanitary," "the iob isdangerous," "rates are too low."
Guided by the principle of operational thinking, the
researchers set out to translate or reformulate thLe
statements in such a manner that their vague generality
could be reduced to particular referents
^-u
example: a worker B makes the general statementthat the piece rates on his job are too low. The interview
eveals that his wife is in the hospital and that he is
worried about the doctor's bills he has incurred. In this
case the latent content of the complaints consists of thetaetthat B s present earnings, due to his wife's illness,
are insufficient to meet his current financial obligations.
5uch translation changes significantly the meaning of
the actual proposition. The untranslated statement formu-
ates a general condition in its generality ("wages are too
low j. It goes beyond the particular condition in the
Ibid.
, p. 38.
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particular situa-
in^icimenJ'which'ukes^ihf"particular case as a manifestation of a universal state nf
by the^•mp?oveme^t'ff1he^fo^m'^^
On a parallel track, Freire distinguishes between the "tech-
nocrat's
'problem-solving' stance" and the image of "problematization'
In the [problem-solving] approach, an expert takes sometance from reality, analyses it into comment parts ^
^°*]/®^olving difficulties in the most efficient
soivina^ policy. Such problem
reducino’it
totality of human experience byg to those dimensions which are amenable to treatment^as mere difficulties to be solved. ButIf-problema
Of codifvinn^LJ^i^^^^r-f^^-®*^
entire populace to the task
total reality into symbols which can generatecritica consciousness and empower them to alter tLir rela-tions with nature and social forces.
. .
. Only thu^drpeople^become subjects, instead of objects, of ^heir own
Despite the growing list of shortcomings attributed to tradi-
tional research approaches and despite the recent strides in thinking
about alternative angles, it would be fair to point out that research
as a participatory process is in fact a relatively unusual newcomer to
the practical sphere of nonformal
, development-oriented activity.
One comes across the occasional indication scattered through
the literature that the matter was however under consideration. From
a predominantly anthropological perspective, Claude Levi-Strauss
visualized increased participation as a remedy to the current dominance
g
Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man, Studies in the Ideoloqv
of Advanc ed Industrial SocTety (Boston: Beacon Press. lQ64 )^pp iriQ-in
From Introduction by Denis Goulet, to Paulo Freire, Education
for Critical Consciousness (New York; Seabury Press, 1973), pTTx^
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of one-sided research relationships. « Margaret Mead came to favor
"the possibility Of substituting voluntary participation for Informed
consent" as a pre-condition of ethical research work.^ And Rosalie
Wax, in her experiences with field research, explored the
reciprocity as a field technique.
avenue of
IlLO
.
Discussjm on Qualitative Indicator^;
More pertinent, perhaps, to our sphere of concern in this
study IS the discussion under way on qualitative indicators.
Filstead's introduction to his work. Qualitative Methodology
,
has shed useful light on this theme:
Qua! itative_ methodology allows the researcher to "get closeto the data
_
thereby developing the analytical conceptual
se?f--rathe^‘'than°nn°?r*'^
explanation from’the data it-
pirlcal sociai"wnHf pigeon-hole the em-
?he r^L^rch^r Hs consTruct"e7ff"*""' definitions that
Also stressing the qualitative angle, Glaser and Strauss have
Its Future®"
"Anthropology: Its Achievements and
sMenre
^^rent Anthropology 2 (1966): "For anthropology is thecienc of culture as seen from the outside and the first concern ofpeople made aware of their independent existence and originality must
side" (p"l26)? themselves from 16^ 0 -
9
Margaret Mead,
From Anthropological Fi
1969): 361.
"Research With Human Beings: A Model Derived
eld Practice," Daedalus
, XCVIII, 2 (Spring
. c-
Rosalie H. Wax, Field Methods and Techniques: Reciprocity as
Ho^Tian Organization
, Volume II, No. 3 (1952), quotedin John M. Johnson, Doing Field Research (New York: The Free Press
1975), p. 58.
^^W.J
1970), p. 41
Fil stead. Qualitative Methodology (Chicago: Markham,
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advocated
'Vounding theory 1„ social research itself"; generating it
inductively from the data:
speciafLJhlsisfbeca^e
mInrcriti'cr\h'?nk’of®^
deserves
tr"rear''^(scientific)
as being merely preliminary
in a sphere of life and action’
^ »^st-hand immersion
dends Thp h\/nnfh
" "
’ yields important divi-
the^field Of observ^tiortha"\rbl lIp^rLdVro^Ilhr'^^j"
£o;ri;t‘Sfme*xrri?-Xoin^^
On a similar search for qualitative, in-depth interpretation,
still others have stressed the value of
"participant-observation" as
a viable alternative. Identifying participant-observation not so much
as a single method, but as a characteristic style of research, "where
the research steps of data collection, analysis, and reporting are not
sequential, but components of a cyclical process continually influenc-
ing and impinging upon one another.
Goulet, however, remains skeptical as to the extent the re-
search investigator is able to make himself an integral part of the
process of participation:
Of course, the field investigators have long practiced the
observation, but participation is subordin-
ated to the observation and to the demands of research
12
p j
Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, The Discovery offounded Theory, Strategies for Qualitative Research (Chicaao: AldinP
Publishing Company, 1967) Tpp. 226-27.
13
^ . ,
^George McCall and J.L. Simmons, Participant Observation: A
lext and Reader (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
, 1973), p. 61.
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t^c^pluon'^n^lerfe^e w?tr[hosfi? obferJa?1o™l4“' P^'"
The author claims a closer kinship to the research orientation
Of Georges Alio, = the French philosopher and change theorist, and to
the basic premises underlying his value-explicit approach. Key among
these being:
' P^terns of value cannot beObtained If people are treated as objects of observa
"esl ofst'u'd^f"Jb ti^rfinite
"
p oce s O st dying their own values as subjects oractive judges of the study undertaken;
that images and conscious profiles of themselvesheld by individuals and groups express their values
measurements, cor-relations or classifications dealing with their eco-nomic activity, political life, kinship structure orinter-societal roles; and
,
• that while under study, members of developing socie-ties should be allowed to appraise the value changesthey are undergoing or which can be anticipated.
Goulet further explains the stages in Allo's comprehensive
research sequence:
• Prel iminary synthesis : the investigator solicits from
natural leaders in a community and from popular spokes-
men
.
.
. their perception on what their total human
existential situation is, what it means, and what it
ought to be
. .
. from this phase of "pre-reflection"
preceding systematic empirical study, the researcher
obtains global notions of what is valuated and evalu-
ated by a populace
.
. .
Systematic observation : under ideal conditions, system-
atic observation should then take place at four differ-
ent levels. The first is that of primary groups or
14
Denis Goulet, "An Ethical Model," p. 39.
15
Georges Alio, Research on Values at the Crossroads in Modern
^ivi 1 ization (Beirut: IRFED, 1961), quoted in Goulet, Ibid., p. 49.
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the broad woHdlview'. or''p^?yo'sophro)
research team:
Reflective synthesi s by t
elaborationTy
5uT,nrt% critically consciousdisti ct from the naive synthesis of the first
the third
the research
synthesis as
stage
.
,
feedback of reflect ive synthesis to populacp! the finalFtage of the normative sequence consists in re-submittinqthe critical synthesis obtained in stage 3 to the in^
^
choirp of
the naive syntheL's in Stage 1. Thece of appropriate teams and symbols evidently depends
reprSentativi'^^^'^f^^^°^^®J''^®'^ research team and aesentat ve portion of the interested populace In-formants of the initial phase may reject ihe synthesis
it tentatively as a newoutlook to be considered in their growing awareness oftheir own values and value evolution. They may endorse
stan^it
qualification, or they may not under-
The model (Allo's normative sequence has never been tested
from beginning to end in any field setting) however stops short of
action, unlike Freire's framework for "investigation of the genera-
tive theme" and his insistence on the ongoing interplay between action
and reflection as represented in the following sequence:
(a) analysis of the solution with the subject
(b) selection of the important theme
(c) codification of the theme
(d) analysis of the theme
(e) action on the theme
^
^Goulet, An Ethical Model," pp. 50-52.
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(f) i^efl6ction on the action^ ^
In his writings, Freire further explains this process of
'dialogical research":
divorced from men r?
nor yet in reality,
the men-world relationship apprehended in
theme is to investiPatfman's generative
And again:
aVthP Phi^°e‘’^'^P’ instead of taking the people heres the objects of my research I must try, on the contrary
PeseaPchP^s wi?h’me‘''''°®'ih"^-'"P°'-''®‘'
subjects, as
educaMPg^ln^P^i:^ educatS^^ilK S^^eP^l^rg^’
" ™
However, as we have seen in standard research methodology,
indeed, even in some of the alternatives just touched upon, the par-
ticipatory emphasis has been interpreted to mean largely the partici
pation of the observer, the investigator, the researcher-worker in a
society's life for purposes of study and interpretation.
And it is only quite recently that the direct participation
of the insider "in the elaboration of rules governing the research
undertaken" has come up for any significant attention. Interesting
17,
in- + h Wc-I-
in Bonnie Cain, "Participatory Research: Research
with Historic Consciousness" (Toronto: ICAE, 1977), p. 33.
1
8
and Herder!"l970)7p!~^97'^'^‘'"^°^^
Oppressed (New York: Herder
Paulo Freire,
(Spring 1974), p. 135.
"Research Methods," Literary Discussion
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1n this^regard is the
"participation survey" developed by Robert
Caniot as a mechanism whereby the populace becomes its own leading
probl em-sol ver.
As formulated by Caillot. there are five phases to such a
participatory process:
1. definition and qualitative description of thestructures which comprise development;
2. geographic localization of these diverse structures;
5. an operational phase which consists in transforming
study groups into action teams.
^r
A noteworthy feature of the Caillot formula, as Goulet points
out, is that quite apart from stimulating cooperation between experts
and people, the method encourages the collaboration of different sub-
groups among the people themselves. Goulet indicates its originality
consists in transforming study and discussion groups into action
groups.
From yet another quarter we hear a related call for the func-
tional necessity of the participation of the insider in the research
process. Method observes that:
[this type of research] probably requires a different rela-
tionship between researchers and research institutions and
the researched
. .
. Much more of this research must be
done by local researchers and through local institutions
20 .
.
„ ,
As^cited in Denis Goulet, The Cruel Choice (New York:
Atheneum, 1975), pp. 161-64.
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Reasons: (U ™ch o?1hl° ‘^ree
that may be difficult for the sensitive issues
national researchers, to qraso- ( 2^^^
'"‘^’“^'"9 unfamiliar
assess values and motivating ffearch attempts to
the local beLviourand Wai’ ""^''''?':^bly more insight into
for the inter i 'o °
„P?,^^\P ^°"^;--”be,necessary
local communities, families, and'leadLs.21
contact with
Research as a Partin' pa to ry Process
Certainly, a substantial contribution to recent thinking on
research as a participatory process or, as it has been termed: "partici-
patory research," has come from Budd Hall and his associates in the
Participatory Research Network.
As Hall puts it.
The combination of community participation in decision
making with methods of social investigation resuUs in theconcept of participatory research. The term refers to the
w"c°h Invoiv"^ T approLtes
ar PS"Trlr expected "benefici-ies of tne research. The term deliberately focuses oninvolvement of those who are traditi onal ly the "researched"in formulation, collection of data (widely interpreted) andinterpretation of information. ^2
He also sets forth some of the principles of participatory
research, as derived from his experience with the development of such
participatory methods:
r
Method, "National Research and Development
Lapabilities in Education," in Education and Development RecnnsidPrpH
(New York: Praeger, 1974), p. 138.
^
22
Hall, "Creating Knowledge: Breaking the Monopoly," p. 10.
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«n4e_oLjmm^diate and direct
r^riil'!nMM‘'^.i^PP‘'^^^i
involve the communitv or
fat i . r I .
research proiect from theTorm,,-
CM, P?
of problem to the dis£Ut?i^f how to seeksolutions and the interpretation of the findings
--In
?ysL"o? dis
':osoa':ch process should be baLd o^ a
thfrLeIrcheS arl°,";
investigation and analysis in which
reLIrcher ^ P^^ess as the
4.
The research process should be seen as pa rt of a total
minitvTppds^’^^^a^^'”^^
"'^ioh'TeVves to Ltabiish com-
wUhln
’ o"‘^.l"oi'oase awareness and commitmentithi the community. Research of this nature could beseen as a natural part of the educational planning ordevelopment planning process-rather than as a byVoduct
(fnt Which may or may not be picked upor further follow through).
The research process should be viewed as a dialectic
Pioc^, a dialogue over time anTTi^t as a“YtatTc~^c-
ture from one point in time.
5. The object of the research process, like the object of
the educational process, should be the liberation ofhuman creative potential and the mobilization of human
resources for the solution of social problems.
6. A research process has ideological impl ications -therp
IS a hidden curriculum" in the way a research process
is carried out. [By way of illustration] a research
process may be structured to allow for popular involve-
ment and increased capacities of analysis--enabl ing new
political actions; or it may be used to help a group of
landlords work out a set of tenant-tight rules and living
arrangements.
While somewhat hesitant to align herself too closely with
23
Ibid.
,
pp. 10-13.
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Hall's principles. p . CHsin outlines three characteristics that she
perceives as necessary to formulating
search design:
an effective participatory re-
(a) the time allowed to the
sufficient to deal with
problem;
research process must be
the complexity of the
(c) the research process must be a permanent
etc
action, reflection.
sequence of
analysis
,
Missing, However, From the Analyses
Despite strongly worded calls for participant involvement, the
key consideration related to the
_locus of initiative and control seems
to be missing from both Hall's and Cain's analyses.
For, in approaching the moot question: "participation—why?"
It seems important to point out that there are indeed distinctions
between the varieties of participatory research: that brought to life
as the mind-child of the social ly-conscious
,
social scientist or re-
searcher dissatisfied with the current state of the art and searching
24
See Cain, "Partici patory Research":
Neither research nor participation can produce change with-
out appropriate action in an environment supportive of that
action ... To load 'participatory research' with the mystic-
al powers of liberating human potential may make the package
too heavy tobe functional and obscure the usefulness of
adding the dimension of participation to research" (p. 15 ).
^^Ibid., pp. 31-33.
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for a .ore inclusive angle in his or her work;^^ participatory re-
arch which argues that program planning and implementation take
into account, and be responsive to, the "felt needs" of those affected
by US outcomes; and of the conception of participatory research as
used to imply a more explicitly internalized problem-definition and
analysis, an action approach initiated, implemented, and evaluated by
the people concerned in a process combining the development of compe-
tence with community action.
While Hall provides us with a rather impressive and helpful
stock-taking of alternative research angles through his participatory
research network, the process of investigation here essentially
originates with the researcher. And much of the analyses, at least
in the initial discussions reported in Convergence ,^^ constitute com-
mentaries by one research worker on the participatory perspectives of
the other.
Cain in her working paper is actually quite assertive that it
is the research worker who controls the research environment, and who
26
D
Pme]di Hais-Eakins, eds.. The Partici-
O'!" the Europea n Seminar on Particioa-ory Research in AduV^ducation (Amersfoot: Netherl^inrk centre for^Research and Development in Adult Education, 1978): and de Vreis'formulation of the motives for being concerned with the participatory
approach:
_
We want it because we believe that the function of educa-
? pvp
service to the clients; and because we be-lie e that by recognizing the concern of the clients in the results of
our scientific activities, those results will be more valid, or rele-
vant when the clients are really involved" (p. 7).
27
^
particular reference to the two issues covering the theme:Volume VIII, No. 2, 1975 and Volume IX, No. 3, 1976.
regulates the participatory dial, as it were, in a particular setti
by'virt^ul o^Ms/Ser pom?on*''a°nd°^ environment
encourage participation
...
Potion is not a natural phenomena
to be gained through the subiect^s
something
he/she still has the problem' of implelenLtion
29
colletta moves us more closely into this implementation
cycle in his account of an USAID-funded initiative in participatory
research conducted in South Sulewesi, Indonesia. Questioning the
and indeed political, overtones and undertones introduced
into the setting by outside agents; international, national, or in
some cases, local, Colletta reports:
obstacle from the Mayor(of the Mumcipality). He had great concern over wh^would determine the definition of "participant" in our
hirmind^^^°7 effort. _ It became clearer in
^
,
and ours, that the definition of participation
V sionPh'^V^-^
^ different than we had en-
holdr ?hP
was of villagers, heads of house-lds, t e grass-roots
; his was that of village offi-
somlVMs“ 1n the District and
In commenting on Colletta's approach, Cain^^ suggests, not
unreasonably, that by projecting his own pre-concei ved research para
28
Bonnie Cain, "Participatory Research," pp. 11 and 21
.
29
n ^ n o
'^o^letta, "Participatory Research
Fut-Un.--The Jakarta Dialogue, Reflections on the
an Indonesian Experiment in Nonformal Education "
IX, No. 3 (1976): p. 32.
or Participation
Research Phase of
Convergence
, Vol
.
^°Ibid., p. 40.
31
Cain, "Participatory Research," p. 29.
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oigni and culturally-based framework of participation on a very dif-
ferent society Colletta may well have shut himself off from under-
standing what might have been
indigenous participation.
a more subtle but intricate pattern of
The basic set of questions that Colletta raises, however, out
of his experience with implementing participation remain pertinent:
Other, delusion; a new termfor outsiders directing community development?32
It would be hard not to conclude, from a review of the recent
documentation on participatory research as currently fonaulated, that
It IS first and foremost the researcher who seems to Initiate the
investigation and frame the concern in a problem-solving mode and
including others in this process when and as appropriate. However,
any meaningful implementation of the principles and priorities
outlined earlier in our discussion on alternative research stands
clearly calls for quite a different starting point and locus of
control
.
This in turn would seem to have implications for a range of
related variables. At the most fundamental level, we are talking
about a shift from the "study mode" to the "action mode."^^ But more
tangibly, there are the considerations of;
32
Colletta, "Participatory Research—Jakarta
33
Denis Goulet, "An Ethical Model," p. 39.
Dialogue," p. 44.
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program ownership;
the role of the research
than pedagogue;
-worker as partner rather
program methods and materials
fundiJa ^-elated to sources of
use of’outcomes.°'*''^^’
^''aluation and the eventual
Given some of these considerations and the impression that,
at least in practice, participatory research has not as yet satis-
factorily reckoned with them, the study turns at this point towards
growing body of experience clustered around the canopy of "Action
Research.
"
Action Research--A Different Starting Point
As crystallized in the work of Palmer and Jacobsen, action
research, both in theory and experience, begins from the very outset
with the participants themselves:
Action-research is an approach which combines the develop-
ment of competence with community action. In such a col-lective undertaking, people empower one another. And withthe research method, people are equipped with facts and
skills of analysis. The disciplines of research are em-
p oyed to cut overwhelming social problems down to human
scale and to reduce the stultifying level of rhetoric which
usually accompanies our efforts to solve them.
But what has research to do with action?34
The authors point out
34
C 4- 1
Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, Action Resea rch: A New
^
^
^ ^ ^ ^ Education (Boston: Institute for Responsive
Education, November 1974), p. 1.
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;Hs: r”'”
problem.
35' ' ' * ®"9ages people face to face with the
In their work Action Research: A New Style of Politics in
Educati^, Palmer and Jacobsen walk us through the bewildering maze
which voluntary associations often urge their members to plunge.
Along the way they refer to the recent forays "into 'sensitivity
training' setting its followers aquiver with new-found feelings and
insights, and yet devoid of any competence to do anything about
36
^
these." But, as they argue, sensitivity by itself is hardly enough.
And, confronted with the complexity of the situation and the feeling
of insecurity and incompetence among the people who feel compelled to
do something, one natural reaction is to call in the experts.
Inevitably, on this path, the question surfaces:
What shall we think when we discover that 'what to do andhow to do It IS not even a question most on the minds of
academics, for it is not a question demanded by their work
of research and publication and scholarly debate. 37
Action research, on the other hand, is presented as a process
whereby people can develop their own diagnosis and prescription.
What, we may ask, are then the main components of such an action re-
search program? In summary. Palmer and Jacobsen offer the following:
Legitimacy -
-uni i ke "politics," which can seem
frightening; research is considered legitimate.
There is also another kind of legitimacy, the
35
Ibid., p. 2.
^^bid., p. 4.
Ibid.
,
p. 3.
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legitimacy of facts.
2. Action-research is capable of definino problems
5^3^-^222050^ for there ITlIFTifttiF^to
tha^t^Du^^^^?"^’M"‘^^ a people
rea2h ArJ nn ’’ f P™51ems far beyond theirc . Action-research is a process of scalinq
m^geaWel ^'>"'"^''"9 ^^f'"^51e and
3. provide some interestinq al-
^rnatives in dea ling with confl ict --diffprpnrPQ~
of opinion or belief can be formulated in termsypothesp to be tested. "The resolution
by fiat but by fact."
of
comes not
Acti on
maxim:
just facts
research is a
"
knov;l edge i
s
way of giving life to the old
^ower
.
" Real knowledge is not
.
-
it is the competence that comes from
participating in the fact-finding process.
5. Action research can help develop the power of
collectivity . It could be one way of tapping the
vita I strength in "intermediary groups"; voluntary
associations.
6. Action researches a mode of natural and manageable
^uma n organization : the research has clear and un-
derstandable elements; around these elements a
sensible and workable division of labour can be
developed.
From this initial overview, it becomes apparent that although
"participatory research" and "action research" are somewhat closely
related in general concern and focus, there are probably some differ-
ences worth noting. What follows is a tentative comparison of the
two on a number of key considerations in such a research process.
A tentative comparison
In terms of the locus of initiative
,
we have observed in the
earlier discussion on participatory research that the starting point
of such investigation tends to be the research-worker himself/herself--
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searching for a .ore inclusive perspective; convinced that the In-
volvement and engagement of those concerned will lead to more valid,
-re useable outcomes. In action research, taken In the context just
described, the accent from the very outset is on the people as the
prime participants. It Is formulated, we are Informed, as an approach
which combines the development of competence and confidence through
community action, ".
.
. with the research method, people are equipped
With facts and skills of analysis.
An earlier work on the theme is even bolder:
Some of the most important research data ... are to befound in the minds and hearts of the people who use a re-search approach to the examination of practical questions.
On the matter of thej^ese^^ as far as could be
determined from the available documentation on participatory re-
search, the question is initially formulated by the researcher, or
the research-team. In action research, we find that it arises more
organically out of the setting: "while most research begins with a
focus in the mind of the researcher, action research begins by de-
veloping that focus out of the larger community.
And on a consideration closely related to that of the locus
of initiative and of problem formulation, ownership
, here too, it
appears that action research places the heavier stress on the insiders.
38tu-.
Ibid.
,
p. 1
.
39
. . .
^'"9^ Foreword, Abraham Shumsky, The Action Research Wav
of Learning (New York: Columbia University, 1 958) .
“
40
Palmer and Jacobsen, Action Research
, p. 11.
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''
action research program be
'owned' by the community from the very outset.
Needless to say, these factors in turn bear implication for
program impact and follow-through. Basing their conclusions on the
findings of their survey on innovations in development, Havelock and
Huberman inform us:
„e have seen that
in participatory research, it is still by and large the researcher who
claims center stage;''^ who determines, or at least, initially proposes,
who else will participate, when, and how. The action research model,
however:
oni,/,^?h! experimenter asly a therapist or as a detective (collecting evidence)
enqLes°h mself ^ ^s one whogag i in a search process along with others. 44
41
42
43.
Ibid.
,
p. 11
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems, p. 110.
upinnmonf
Swantz
,
"Research as an Educational Tool for De-
somewhat
’ yUl, No. 2 (1975): does however take adifferent stance, conceding that research can become "an edu-
rnncr
of the educator and the educated areconstantly reversed and the common search for solving problems unitedll tnose engaged in the common endeavour" (p. 45).
Here there is a marked resemblance to the action-research per-
spective of Palmer and Jacobsen: "Too often research has functioned tokeep people apart and distant from problems. Action-research turns
those tables around and uses the research process itself as vehicle forhuman interaction and exposure" (p. 16).
44
Alderfer and Brown, quoted in R. De Nitish, "Action Research
as a Learning Strategy," Paper presented to Pan Commonwealth Seminar
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Moving finally to researcV^j^eUti^^^ with artinn u is
conceivable, as in Georges Allo's conceptual framework outlined
earlier, that participatory research could stop short of action. Ac-
tion research, on the other hand, does not just lead to action. As
we have already been informed, it is itself a form of action. "Re-
search becomes a form of action when it is done not by the experts,
but by the people who themselves must act.""^^
In his paper, Action Research as a Learning Strategy," which
outlines grass-roots experiences with local, community-based action-
research situations, de Nitish points out that "action research tries
to negate the separation of research from action.
nut
^ ^ learning as an inseparable continuum with-o the trappings of top-down training strategy; where adichotomous relationship exists between those who provideknowledge and those who passively receive knowledge
. .
Indeed, in action research, we are reminded: "the quality of
action IS as important as the quality of research. In the same
context. Palmer and Jacobsen look closer into the conditions under
which people act:
1. People act when they have some sort of self-interest
at stake
on Issues in Public Enterprise Development, New Delhi, February 1978.
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Palmer and Jacobsen, Action Research
, p. 1.
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De Nitish, "Action Research as Learning," p. 27.
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Ibid., p. 33.
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Bill Burges, Facts and Figures: A Layman's Guide to Conduct-
ing Surveys (Boston: Institute for Responsive Education, 1976), p. 7.
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SsS‘of1he'siLa?"„^
the'preL'HpUo„!4r ^ iense^Oower to enforce
The authors contrast these conditions to the normal appeal
to altruism In Initiating citizen action
. . . "„e ought to act be-
cause these people need our action." They further distinguish action
research from the
"action-reflection" technique In which participants
are made to plunge Into some action and then given an opportunity to
reflect on it. Rather,
;h;
' research reverses the sequence of events on
search7hpfn^^^^^^^°'^
engaging in "reflection" (re-) before or as part of the action will lead to moresignificant consequences . 50
There are other areas where, in practice, action research may
diverge from partici patory research: questions related to the genera
-
jipn of proqramjpethods and materials and to the locus of fund-raising
49
Palmer and Jacobsen, Action Research
, pp. 4-5.
50
i.tpH
Jacobsen, ibid., p. lO-a conceptualization re-lated to the fusion of knowledge and action" referred to by Kurt
+
oi^ganizational change; and de-
r^eloped further by Michael McGill and Melvin Horton in Action Research
^signs for Traini ng and Development (Washington, D. C. :Tational Train-ing and Development Service Press, 1973), p. 13.
_
Not that action research as a concept is interpreted uniformlyin theory or practice. Ray Lees and George Smith, for instance, in
Action Research in Community Development (London and Boston: Routledge
and Kegan-Paul, 1975), envisage it more as a "dove-tailing of action
and research strategies" and an approach in community development work
combining action, research, and eval uation— to facilitate a productive
working relationship between administrators, fiel d-workers
,
research-
oriented social scientists and local residents" (p. 50).
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For instance, the questions arise: Do the tools and
techniques of investigation emerge out from the roots of a particular
situation or are they designed elsewhere? Does the research-worker
enter with a grant? Is he or she called in as specialist by the
project leadership? Or are the participants themselves in a position
to raise the initial funds? And to invite in the research worker to
participate as a partner in the process?
These are questions not as yet adequately addressed in the
current documentation on alternative research strategies in the non-
formal field. Nevertheless, they are questions worth raising in the
context of research approaches that build so heavily upon the com-
ponents of self-reliance and participation. Which brings us then to
the other arm of action research in community context-the participa-
tory process.
The Parti ci patory Process: Nuts and Bolts
The program committee estimated that the volume of business on
siL require approximately three hours of discus-ion and parliamentary procedure to complete. Much to everv-one s surprise the People's Congress which was cailed to orLrat 7.30 p.m. was still in full session at 2:00 a.m. Thisdespite the fact that there had been relatively little dis-
agreement on the issues presented to the convention
The constant repetition of the demand for a polled deleqa-tion became exasperating to all of the local leaders until
wnat was actually happening dawned upon them. They recognized
what by this time was completely obvious: that the average
American citizen
. .
. when given one of the few opportunities
to participate directly in the democratic process
. . . refused
to be satisfied by simply sitting in the audience and being
referred to by his chairman as a number: "As chairman of thisdelegation I cast the vote to be six yea and three nay." John
bmith, the average American, wasn't willing to be identified
as simply a "Yea" or a "Nay." John Smith wanted to be called
up before the entire convention as part of a polled delegation
81
3nd, wh6n th6 chdinnan ^
your vote?" to turn around and
standing on both feet as
entire convention
plication, "I, John Smith'
'
'
a
saying by im-
just a number ... by heavens' haJp
about it, say, -'yg^ ’
*^^^0 got something to say
Despite the recent crystallization of concepts such as par-
ticipatory research and action research, despite the seeming preoccu-
pation with the theme of people's participation In development
Circles, a generation after Allnsky's ringing reveille, the confusion
and lack of clarity surrounding the actual nuts and bolts of the par-
ticipatory process persist. The how's and why's remain shrouded 1n a
certain mystique.
Even in the specific context of local development the subject
IS treated either with maddening, arm-chair abstraction as an un-
mitigated good In Itself, 52 or with myopic near-sightedness, focusing
exclusively on factors such as attendance at meetings, farmer bene-
fits and the like. Unfortunately, the search for a priori definitions
may have resulted in even more dead-ends.
Chicaao Press
Radicals (Chicago: University of
People's Oraani 7 ;:itinn
71
-72--relating the experience of a real
congr^L^
^ ^ ^ southwestern American city, at their annual
52
,1
riti7Pn
Concepts of Citizen Participation," in
^
ze Participation Certifica t ion for Community Development: A Reader
¥n~ D C Patricia Marshall ,^d. (Washing~NAHRu, tebruary 1977): Ernest Erber cautions against such
ann?e^ni^
effusion: Citizen participation, much like motherhood andppl pie, has come to be regarded in the United States, publicly at
n!
unqualified blessing. Though many regard a citizen com-ttee per se as the personification of virtue, I am reminded of the
comment of an elderly black labor organizer who said: 'The first citi-
zen committee I met up with was a lynch mob'" (p. 19).
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An attempt is made in this section to identify some of the
key dimensions and phases of the participatory process under current
discussion in development circles with a view to constructing a back-
drop against which to interpret and analyze the experiences of the
Thy Project. What follows then is an introduction to some of the
more useful 'optics' through which to focus upon the operational com-
ponents, the actual nuts and bolts of the participatory process.
Useful optics
In their working paper on the theme, Cohen and Uphoff®^ offer
a conceptual framework constructed basically of three dimensions: par-
ticipation-who, what, and how, for use in clarifying some of the in-
dicators of rural development participation.
If we summarize their framework into a graphic representation
of these three dimensions of participation, we have the following:
53
T. Uphoff, Rural Development Par-ncipation: Concepts fo r Measuring Participation for Proiert Hpc;innImplementat i on, and Lvaluation llthara. Wel, VnrV. u„..i
Committee, Cornell University, 1976), pp. 7-17.
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• impetus to participate--
where initiative comes
from (above or below)
•local residents
• local leaders
(elected or
appointed;
formal or in-
formal; tradi-
tional or
modern)
• government
personnel
(central or
local level)
• foreign
personnel
(donor
governments
,
international
agencies,
volunteer
agencies
,
etc.
)
•participation in
decision-making
•participation in
implementation
•participation in
benef i ts
•participation in
evaluation
• incentives
--what in-
ducements are there
for participation
(voluntary or co-
erced)
• structure
--oraani7;^-
tional patterns of
participation
• channels of partici-
pation O'ndividual or
collective; formal or
informal
; direct or
indirect representa-
tion)
•duration-
-time in-
volved
• scope
--number and
range of activities
(once and for all
;
intermittent or con-
tinuous)
• empowerment -
-effort i\/P
power accompanying
participation; how
effectively people's
involvement in
decision-making, im-
plementation, etc.,
leads to intended
results
Figure 1. Graphic Representation of the Dimensions of Participation.
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While conceding that, in practice, there is in fact much
cyclical overlap along the various dimensions and their sub-components
and that the framework as such must be set fintly m the context of a
particular task and environment to be meaningful, the authors S'" sug
gest several potential uses for their analytical grid. Among these
bei ng
:
co£sc^n.ess;r^^ participation, an area
treatmen?
lend itself to quantitativet or easy analysis in terms of project de-sign, management and evaluation; J
-c a
of projects by clarifyingthose dimensions of participation that are relevLt
participation, in what activities! and Swhat conditions--i.e.
,
ho^
P>"oject management in terms of monitoring progress
along some of the specified dimensions, and/or thed^ agnose s^ of problems related to questions of par-ticipation as they arise;
and project eval uation by way of initial as well as
continuous or periodic measurement through the
various phases of a program.
David Evans, in his analysis of "Responsive Educational Plan-
ning--Myth or Reality?",^^ attempts to cast participation in an
operational mode by explaining that, on a practical level, the process
can take at least three forms:
nominal partici pation
--where the structural forms for
participation exist, and groups may even meet under
the general rubric of a representative process, al-
though in fact there may be no effective communication
54
Ibid.
, pp. 22-23.
55
David R. Evans, "Responsive Educational Planning: Myth or
Reality?' Occasional Paper No. 47 (Paris: DNESCO/IIEP
, 1976), pp. 27-
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upward as a result of such representation
;
con^ltative participatinn
, characterized by orocedurp^
various parties, but where the inter-chanqes are charar
c1s^•c"lat^^anf^
I^sponsible participation
, where the opportunity to
annth^^
issues, exert influence on behalf of one oranother alternative, to vote, and finally to know by
what process the final decision was reached, all over-
ap. Many would argue, Evans continues, that the ef-fects of involvement in such a process (particularlyin terms of nonformal education and of mobilizing
be moreimportant than the details of the particular plan ar-
rived at.
5 6Arnstein has detailed three rungs of participation and pre-
sents them as rungs on a ladder:
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Citizen Control
Delegated Power
Partnership
Placation
Consul tati on
Informing
Therapy
Mani pulati on
Degrees of
Citizen Power
Degrees of
To ken i sm
Non-participation
Figure 2. Eight Rungs on the Ladder of Citizen Participation.
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Sherry Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Participation," in
Citizen Participation Certification for Community Development: A Reader
on the Citizen Participation Process
,
ed. Patricia Marshall (Washing-
ton, D.C.: NAHRO, February 1977), p. 41
.
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Although such a conceptual ladder 1s an obvious oversimplifi-
cation and does not include any analysis of the most significant road-
blocks in achieving genuine levels of participation, it is neverthe-
less, useful in Illustrating the possible gradations of participation
that can occur.
Beginning at the lower end in Arnstein's illustration of the
ladder we have (1) tenipulatum and (2) Iher^-actual ly forms of
non-participation, such as rubber-stamp committees, programs to "cure"
people and the like. Rungs (3), (4), and (5), Informing
. Consulta-
il^, and Placation, represent differing degrees of "tokenism" which
allow people to hear and be heard through public Information meetings,
collecting opinions on proposed programs and involvement in the formu-
lation, but not in the decision-making, of programs. "The ground
rules allow have-nots to advise, but retain for the power-holders the
continued right to decide.
The higher rungs of the ladder represent increasing degrees of
decision-making, and hence real participation. In (6) Partnership ,
individuals achieve an equal sense of power with those who have pre-
viously been dominant. In (7) Delegated Power , they assume complete
decision-making control over a portion of the program. And finally
Citizen Control
,
people are in full charge of a program or
activity, including its structure, resources, processes and personnel.
Havelock and Huberman, too, have arrived at a related
^^Ibid.
,
p. 42.
58
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 203.
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analysis of the levels of participation: from the most rudimentary
"awareness"; to "being informed"; to "representational consent"; to
"direct consent"; to "vicarious participation"; and finally to "full
participation.
"
Who initiates? implications for
program implementation anH
impact
More interesting, however, from our point of view is the dis-
cussion hinging upon who participates? More specifically, who ini-
tiates the participation? And what are the related implications for
project implementation, capacity and follow-through.
With an eye on development efforts, we turn again to the find-
ings of Havelock and Huberman's survey:
[A] rationale for outside assistance is the "initiating"
strategy, the idea that innovations can be sustained withinternal resources if they are only initiated by outside
funds--presumably initiated to the point where all can seetheir benefits. Unfortunately, this strategy in its most
naive form almost always leads to nothing
. .
.
[for] the
unusual enrichment of a project from external resources
renders its pilot status meaningless since others
cannot hope to imitate, nor can it even be maintained at
the original site
.
.
.59
And, from the same source, by way of re-emphasis:
Repeated analyses of the innovation process have shown
that successful follow-through on the initial decision
depends upon the involvement, knowledgeable action, and
sustained motivation of numerous members of the system
. .
. participation is not only socially and morally de-
sirable but functionally necessary.60
We also have the voice of Julius Nyerere:
59 60Ibid.
,
p. 173. Ibid.
,
p. 194.
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provided it is development of
pf dffd^
rfse thinlf
f'"” ® *1™®" being,
tinn^ T'^ ^U- in himself by his own ac-o s He develops
_ himsel f by what he does: he develoofimself by making his own decisions, by increasinq hisunderstanding of what he is doing, and why; bf ncrelsinahis own knowledge and ability, and by his^^ivn f Tari -
Using the optic of comm^'ty work
,
we have the insights of
Batten on the "non-directive" approach in community development:
The theory underlying the approach is that people are far
themselves have freely de-
ought to d°
62^*^ ^ worker has convinced them they
Changing the vantage point somewhat to the lessons of non-
fo rmal, adult education
,
the argument for learner participation is
no less convincing. Knowles' work on andragogy, the art and science
of helping adults learn, makes the point quite clearly:
Every individual tends to feel committed to a decision
(or an activity) to the extent that he has participated
in making it or planning it . .
. Accordingly, a basic
element of the technology of andragogy is the involvement
of the learners in the process of planning their own
learning
. .
.bo
Taking the practitioner's perspective on research
,
here too.
Nyerere, Man and Development (London: Oxford Universitv
Press, 1974), p. 27~
62
T.R. Batten, The Non
-Directive Approach in Group and Commun-
ity Work (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), p. v.
63
Malcolm S. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education:
Andragogy versus Pedagogy (New York: Association Press, 1976), p. 42.
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we have seen that participant-initiative
the picture. For, in such a context the
in the action research sense of the term
plays a prominent part in
very process of investigation,
becomes a meaningful tool in
the hands of the community. Such is true not only in finding solutions
to the Immediate problems at hand, but also in drawing together dif-
ferent sectors of the population, identifying indigenous resources and
patterns of natural leadership, and opening up the potential of two-
way channels of exchange. Also, en route it attempts to ensure that
change comes "not by default but by design"®^ while fostering the edu-
cation and development of those engaged in the effort.
A Word About Costs
No discussion of participation, hov^ever, would be complete
without a word about the potential costs involved.
The previous pages have alluded to a number of ways in which
participation (indeed, in the context of participatory research) can
turn into a "put-on." Colletta“ has alerted us to the possibility
of external agents in fact enhancing their dominance and directiveness
in a particular development setting by creating the illusion of par-
ticipatory relations, while Chambers has cautioned that increased par-
ticipation per se does not necessarily result in a more equitable
environment
:
Delano Lind, "Rural Communities Use 'Enablers' to Bring
About Needed Change," in Marshall, ed.
,
Citizen Participation, p.
1 4y
.
65
Colletta, "Participatory Research--Jakarta Dialogue," p. 44.
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indeed be recognized as a fact of life.66
Introducing the critical factor of ti
potential costs, Lindsey draws our attention
of time, as well as energy, that the research
to the very real demands
process imposes on its
me into the discussion on
partici pants
:
A research worker, being an intellectual
On a similar note, the United Nations document. Popular Parti -
While people may actively work together, attend meetings
and discuss issues for short periods of time, maintaining
such activity over time has proved to be difficult. Even
traditional form of participation based on communal self-
elp tend to be episodic; people will organize to harvest
a crop, prepare for a village or neighborhood feast or build
community works, but these efforts do not form the basis for
continuous involvement in community affairs
. .
^
Chambers, Managing Rural Developmen t: Ideas and Experien
(Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies,
Evans, "Responsive Educational Planning,
p. 29. ^
67
J.K. Lindsey, "Participatory Research: Some Comments,"
Convergence
, Vol . IX, No. 3 (1976): p. 47.
68
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Popular Participation in Decision-making for Development (New York:
clpation in Deci;sjonHT^^ Development
, carries the observation
that participation at the local level is not easy to sustain:
UN, 1975), p. 35.
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There is also the possibility, moving specifically into com-
nunity-based research that, in veering too far from the morass of
designs and objectively quantifiable analyses, the research
process may become all participation and no research. It may well
lack the distance and detachment, the externally formulated query or
critique, that very often only an outsider can bring to the situa-
tion.®®
Midwinter has pointed to another crucial element in the
participatory dynamic, the educative dimension, thereby underscoring
that participation, particularly in the framework of community de-
velopment and action research, calls for an on-going process of train-
I'ng, growth, and practice:
I have found community developers taking a dangerously
casual, or perhaps worse, romantic view of people's
ihff i- successful decision-making schemesThey sometimes seem to expect village Hampdens to rise
combJstion^To"'
^<^>'®ets by some process of spontaneous
The Educative Dimension
Indeed it is this very "educative dimension" of participation
that forms the crux of this study. For, we are referring not only to
69
n .
Curie explains in Educat ional Planning: The Adviser's
^ contribution does not consist only of his profes-
sional abilitip, but also, paradoxically
,
of the very thing which can
whole contribution: his foreignness. If he is not in tune
with the country there is little he can do to serve it, but if he is,
the fact that he is an alien may lend a valuable sense of distance tohis view' (p. 19).
„
.
,
^^Eric Midwinter, "A Note on Community Education," in Lees and
omith, eds
. ,
Action Research in Community Development
,
p. 122.
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an analysis of particular experience (what is happening? why does it
occur this way?) but also to an identification of some of the crucial
components that make up the hidden curriculum of the participatory
process, a basically nonformal educational process which we have
canopied under the rubric: action research.
It seems important in recapitulating to highlight, if only
very briefly, the essential inter-rel atedness of action research and
the participatory process as presented in this chapter. Again, from
a conceptual vantage point, the section has introduced the who, the
what, and the how of participation as the essential building blocks
of a locally-grounded educational/developmental/research process: a
process in which people equip themselves with the necessary skills and
competence, as well as the confidence, to proceed with the identifica-
tion and analysis of problems in their own settings and the generation,
or regeneration, of resources required for their resolution.
Before moving, however, into the actual experience of the Thy
Project as an analysis and interpretation of participation-in-practice,
it seems important to locate the effort in its physical context; to
acquire an impression of the environment and the setting in which this
initiative sprouted to life.
chapter IV
the physical SETTING: THY
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HE «EG10« m TERMS OF ,TS PROBLEMS AND NEEDS
AN INTERNAL PERSPECTIVE^
94
Education a nd Vork in Thy
Are
for unemployment?
tje^young justified in placing responsibility for unemployment on the
When will we establish alternative schools relevant for Thy?
Agricul ture
Wi?r;il 25 years?
Is if n
.^ncultural society disappear from Thy’
Energy
To implement, manage and maicp nca
SNPPOTt Fpt toe
Local Public Transportation
contact^bSerpLp?e^' ’ transport-network that facilitates
Touri sm
h":
gel ations between Public Authorities and Residents
People "give up" in dealing with public authorities
^ACE 0, ,„T„„at.on LNat ,s necasLp,
,„ca, p„,u,ca, ,.Fa
gelati ons between People in Thy
Fear of one's neighbors
*'tnrotIie?
'A':'’ ttiiPKing in its own way and prejudiced against
«eUtions'SeLll’''?Srold'a"2d’?"^^^^ "non-Thyboer" : lack of contact
The no°sltb',u/K^ '"A HAMiddPPedp s ibility to express ideas and opinions to each other
Thy and the World QutsiHp
c\™1c\?Sn“nr:oHd^!ld1\"Llrn'^
Difference betweeh the stable society in Thy and the
-new- fro» outside
Hope
Feelings of inferiority
HOW Ho^«^ih,ol,e the young and
.nake them aware that they have a common
?he nece"ss'??r-r°han^e“'’r''”i;'’ "“Asible to take action?
jnat
'
' ^ heself and one s society, and to receive support for
To make use of hope
Group [l!^7hr°roS'^97r’nL^^ Faciborska during meetings of Work^
-f ' ly/d 1 C I a So 1 f 1 ca 1 1 on : Gunnar Iversenj.
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Why Thy?
In any attempt to discuss the makings of the Thy Project with
those further afield, the question invariably surfaces: Why Thy?
There obviously seems to be no single, clear-cut response.
Indeed, in that it developed as a people-initiated, people-based ef-
fort, the clue may well lie within the community residents themselves
participated in the project through its various phases. Another
response might be found within the larger cultural backdrop against
which this initiative came to life. There is also the physical setting
in which the local project members live and work, the region viewed as
an entity with its own particular configuration of paradoxes and po-
tential. What follows then is a quick broad-brush of the area to
acquaint the reader with some of its background and salient character-
1 sties.
In terms of geographical parameters, the peninsula of Thy,
located in the north-westernmost corner of Jutland, Denmark, lies
wedged between the North Sea to the west and the Limfjord at its
southern and eastern flanks. Although there are now a couple of
bridges and ferries connecting Thy to the mainland and the neighbor-
ing island of Mors, the region retains much of its prior sense of
rugged isolation and individuality.^
4
Reflecting these sentiments in a think-piece about his own
region and its historic relationship with external centers of power,
Aage Rosendal Nielsen writes:
"When the kingdom of Denmark developed about a thousand
years ago, it was of course interested in having as big a
territory as possible to support the king's court, and to
honor the symbols of power in peace time and try to sustain
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raw westerly wind, the uncertain weather along the fishing
coast-line, the relatively small, family-owned farms have prevailed
generation after generation to infuse into the region a gruff, provin-
cial self-reliance of sorts. I„ curious juxtaposition, we have the
region's historical role through the 9th and 10th centuries of forging
one of the earliest Viking links overseas. As early as 90 A.D., the
Roman Tacitus refers to the Teutons (Ty-tons); and Vestervig stands in
the records as the last port of call for merchant ships cutting through
the Agger canal for their voyages westward.
them in times of war
E,;::! si:,
or liss believers t°M, more
,
iiev a that his was a glorious thina to dn- puph
In
’; moJe a d L^e’do Mfulthe beginning of our kingdom we took part in electinathe new king and that was done by holding "Ting' meeUngr
®
svmbo?s'i’L'T“'''''^i'
t^^te are uncountable numbers of Tino-
north ?he 1 no W frh P'^tes in the
'
to neaotia^P nr^o h
t^®.t°«"-mceting. The Ting was the means
its Tin^ ni!rr, ^
"1 and thus every little community had
the land h
where It could negotiate about issues
.
. . Then
non ki?omo?
1^'ng-P'aces; one of them was in Viborg
“P PPa latter half of tl«12th century we sent Ting representatives to these meetings inViborg to help elect the new king.
And as long as we sent people who were appointed from localTing-meetings to these central Ting-meetings to appoint the
the issues of the land we felt rather comfort-
a part of the developing Denmark. But when in
the 12th century the king and the church joined
Pope giving the king the right to let his son
him, and we thus could no more elect the king--
King and discuss
able about being
the last part of
forces, with the
take over after
,
- uiici vvc LMUi uu iu
the trouble started in the kingdom of Denmark. And as far as wein Thy are concerned, it has lasted ever since. (From "A
Historical and Universal Voice to Welcome the Learning Partnersfrom Other Places, to The Thy Project," Skyum; February 1978,
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Present-day Thy stands as a
sparsely populated, an area termed "
region at the cross-roads: rural
developing" in its struggle to
forge a viable economic and socio-cul tural future of its own
Areirwise, the region covers 1,100 square kilometers (of the
total 43,000 square kilometers constituting Denmark); 590 of which is
farm-land. A good 20 per cent is forest area. Although the soil
along the Limfjord is very fertile and has been cultivated for
thousands of years, there are extensive sand-stretches along the 70-
kilometer long western coast, which makes the area difficult to cul-
tivate or inhabit. The dune areas have resulted in a lower proportion
of agricultural land in this region in comparison with the rest of the
country
.
Compared with Denmark as a whole. Thy is characterized by its
rural nature, its largely unbuilt spaces. Two-thirds of the region's
inhabitants live in small villages. Agriculture (around 3,000 farmers)
and fishing (with the rich access to the North Sea and the North
Atlantic) stand as the principal occupations in the region, accompanied
by forestry. Since 1960, there has also been a development of urban-
type trades.
Population-wise
,
the three "kommunes" (municipalities) con-
stituting Thy have a total of approximately 47,454 residents,^ out of
.Source: Statist! ske Efterretninger
,
Danmarks Statistik, 1978
(Statistical Information)
.
A reform in the national "kommune" (municipality) structure,
April 1970, grouped the smaller, parish-sized kommunes into larger en-
tities--thus reducing the total number of municipal units from 1,300 to
275. Thy as a region was sectioned into three separate kommunes:
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Which about 20,000 ace engaged 1n the trades: a third in agriculture
and fisheries, a third in industry and the crafts, and a third in the
service industries.
Until very recently, only one of the three "kommunes ,
" Hanst-
holm. which boasts a new harbor, has managed to grow in numbers since
1950. with the other two having either stagnated or declined. Statis-
tics for 1978 yield a turning point in population counts both in
Thisted and Sydthy and indicate a new shift from urban centers of
growth to the quieter pace of the countryside.
In explaining the marked population decline in the region be-
tween 1955 and 1970, it has been pointed out that as long as the small,
local farmers could function as economically viable units, the balance
between the age groups in the region could be maintained. But with
development taking a new, more mechanized direction around the early
60s, the area has witnessed a steep exodus of younger occupants leav-
ing the very young and the aged to form a growing bulk of the popula-
tion.®
Thisted, hanstholni, and Sydthy, all under the larger provincial admin-istration of l/iborg "Amt" (Province).
g
an excellent Study on "Conditions of Life in North Jutland"(l^evevilkgr I No rdjyl 1 and--Belyst ved Samtaler med Fiskere, Landm^nd,
A rbejdere og FunciVonaerer
, Landsplanudval gets Sekretariat, December '
pp. /j and 15), Hans Kristensen points out that in 1960 in Sydthykommune there were 1,300 youths in the age group 15-19. By 1970 how-
ever, there were only about 600 persons in the age bracket 25-29, which
means that more than half of those who were there in 1960 ages 15-19
had moved away during the period 1960-1970, primarily in search of
’
higher education and/or employment opportunities.
At the same time, the author of this report continues, the pop-
ulation tally among other age groups remained almost the same, so that
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is also evident in other
trades. Despite the more modernized harbor at Hanstholm and the ac-
companying externally-owned cutters, the norm in the other fishing
villages dotting the coast line is still small vessels with two-to-
four men on each, owned by one or all of the members of the crew.'
The farms, too, are almost exclusively family-owned, usually ranging
from 10 to 60 hoctaro*^ in civq
• There are no big estate owners, with
the possible exception of the Danish state which owns most of the
forests.
The same pattern also prevails within industry, with very few
companies employing more than 100 persons. National chains have
established only a few branches in the region. There are, however, a
the percentage of over 65 year-olds rose from 11 to 15%for this group was that it would go up 20% by 1980.
The forecast
j -j. •
^*^_The same report cited in the foregoing footnote nn "lifpconditions in North Jutland," Hans Kristensen observes that as an nr
SteJoHel ^''on^hP®
fishermen in the region fall basically into two'categ ri s. On t e one hand, there are the traditional fishermen whnhave chosen their occupation as a way of life and m nto a oXrnwhich dates back hundreds of years. It is a hard and uncertaifmebut they have retained their freedom to decide for themselves- to ownor to work on their own small fishing boats; and to hold on to their
their
f^'iends and family members whom they have known all
UD work nn thp ^
growing number that have taken
them thP fishermen, but fore work is a salaried job much like any other such occupation.
rn;,cf.i
' his conversa
1
1 ons/ i n terv i ews with the fishermen in the
coastal villages, Kristensen notes that the relations between ship-
owners and fishermen are also undergoing a transition from the tradi-tional camaraderie of equals to the more matter-of-fact, impersonal
and contractual dealings between the big external companies that ownthe larger cutters and their "hired help "
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number of co-operatives® owned and controlled by consumers in both
wholesale and retail matters and by suppliers when it comes to dairies
slaughter-houses, etc.
Local Resources
Agriculture, fishing, forestry, and the brick industry are the
major trades in the region drawing upon the local natural resources.
There are also a number of service-oriented industries and machine
factories supplying the neighboring farms and ship-yards. Although
it has received special stimulation and some governmental support,
industrial development in the region remains sensitive to general
market condi tions--rendering Thy considerably more vulnerable to unem-
ployment than the rest of the land.
The scenic beauty of Thy, its large stretches of unusual sand
dune formations, the seascape, and the wild-bird preserves, attract
many tourists to the region during the short summer stretch. This
serves both as a source of seasonal income along the seaside centers
and of considerable concern to local residents and interest groups
working to preserve the year-round fabric of their communities.
In the wake of the Thy Project, another natural resource, in
the form of non-conventional energy sources (renewable), has generated
marked local interest and involvement and has sparked a number of note-
worthy initiatives in wind and solar energy as well as bio-gas
g
An historical footnote of interest: the father of the Danish
co-operative movement, Hans Chresten Sonne, was himself a native of
Thy. And it was in fact in Thisted, in 1866, that the land's first
co-operative "brugsforening" (consumer association) was established.
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technology in the region.
j_ne bducational Landscape
On the educational landscape, Thisted (the region's largest
population. 12,000) boasts the only Gymnasium and Trade and
Technical Schools in Thy. As such, several hundred youngsters (ages
16-19) from the neighboring two kommunes must travel to Thisted, or
alternately to NyknSbing, Mors, for further formal schooling.
There are at present no "folk-high schools"® in the area.
Several village schools stand empty (or converted to other arrange-
Ha?
been taken from without" (Seeoch, ^undtvig (Antioch, Ohio: Antioch Press, 1 952), p. vii).
worth noting, in the context of our discussion of the
son frorThisted'tha? Chresten Kold, a shoe-maker's
tion of a "srl^n^i 5 T e
originally to implement Grundtvig's concep-
school for life by founding the first actual "fol khdiskole"
n the annex of the vicarage of Ryslinge in the early 1860s
_
First enliven, then enlighten" was Kold's dictum, ’ihere is
an^interesting anecdote (Nbelle Davies, Education for Life fLondon-W lliam and Norgate Ltd., 1931), p. 118)~rhlt relates the“man's con-
viction in the power of "the living word":
.
. One of Kold's students once said to him, 'I like tohear you ^ speak, but I am sorry that I cannot remember what
you say. 'Do not worry about that,' said Kold, 'it would
be another matter if we were speaking about dead knowledge.
It IS like what happens out there in the fields. If we
put drain-pipes into the ground, we must mark the place,
in order to find them again. You may be sure that the
things that you have heard from me with joy will come up
all right again when you want them.'"
Indeed, it was in large measure through Chresten Kold's early
leadership that the "Fol kh0jskole movement" became a training ground
for a quiet, but deeply rooted rural transformation in Danish society.
(See also. Erica Simon, "Grundtvigian Humanism," in Lundbaek 's African
Humani sm--Scandi navi an Culture: A Dialogue
,
p. 20.)
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ments); a quiet testament to the lost stnmnioruggle for economic viability.
Almost, as it were, to offset the formal picture, there is
an extensive system of publicly-supported evening school education for
adults in all three kommunes. The region as a whole could be likened
to a vast reservoir of out-of-school learning resources and activities
traditional
"forsaml ingshus" and "foredrags-forening" (people's meet-
ing houses and lecture-societies); youth and church-related groupings;
and citizen associations; music and theatre societies; and a number of
Other special-interest circles.
lOn
Aage Rosendal Nielsen, "A Historical Voice " touches unnnanother aspect of this theme:
vu , l n po
''What the development of the school system here in Thy came
thinor that Pd^
two hundred years was, among other
J
educaUoh and learning became the same as
ta-clay when you ask a "Thy-bo"
has learned, or even if you ask him what he haslearned in nte, it becomes synonymous with what he haslearned in his seven years of school
.
This cultural suppression by the school system makes
It even more imperative to find out what people havelearned here in this region outside the school, because wedo not really believe we have learned anything. It was not
legal to learn anything outside the school, because it
was not approved by God, or the king. What we did learn
outside the school we learned through our own language--
and that is not an approved tool.
We can just talk to each other in our own language,
but we cannot learn things. And we can just have fun with
our own language, but we cannot develop. We can just ex-
press our innermost sel ves--almost--in our own language.
But what comes through that expression is not considered
authentic enough. It does not come from the priest, or
the teacher ... or the insurance man. They speak a real
language, a fine language. And they are dignified" (p. 3).
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All 1n all, the picture that emerges is a patchwork of com-
munities already engaged in their search for "the human scale," and
for the survival of their fragile centers of life: the village co-
operative store, the school, the local hospital, the neighborhood
merchant-man. and the basic quality of their day-to-day aspiration
and experience.
CHAPTER V
PROJECT BEGINNINGS AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS
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Having gained an impression of the physical setting in which
the initiative is located, we move towards an analysis and interpreta-
tion of the experience. Before this stage, however, it seems impor-
tant to provide a closer orientation to the effort itself: its be-
ginmngs and subsequent developments.
What follows then is a quick, almost anecdotal, sketch of how
the initiative sparked to life-acquainting the reader along the way
with some of the participants as well as with the actual nuts and bolts
of program initiation and formulation.^
The Orlqinal Impetus
Somewhat surprisingly, the original impetus for the Thy Project
was to come, in the winter months of 1973-74, from the freshly adopted
United Nations University Charter. And yet-rural Thy, wedged remote-
ly between the North Sea and the Danish Limfjord, seemed an unlikely
prospect to have much in common with the corridors of New York and
An explanatory footnote: I was faced in this chapter with
c oice between providing an abstract description of the efforts with
anHhe'actuaTttrL's Participants
nl^hJnn ?
th ead of program development anonymous. Or, fur-is i g as close as possible, a first-hand acquaintance with th^characters and characteristics of the effort-in several instancesthrough the perspectives of the participants themselves.
sistent
course, also because it is more con-
thif^^iiH/^^ U research, which forms the basis of
rniLrti^^'^'
Vidich, "Participant Observation and the
f f ^.^"terP'^etation of Data," American Journal of Socioloqvb0(4j (1955): 354 has pointed out, the ^1 lection and analysis of data
such a research process must also proceed within "the medium,
symbols, and experiential worlds" of the participants.)
It is also worth noting here that Chapters V and VI relyheavily on the source material presented in Roshan Billimoria, ed.
,
Xhe Thy Project: Final Report (Arhus, Denmark: Husets Forlaq,
November 1 978)
.
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Paris and with tha communities at work there on the plans for a new
direction in international education.
u Thant's brain-child^ had, through the early years, been
successively stretched, stamped, modified, and manicured by various
working panels and General Assembly resolutions until what finally
emerged from the Founding Committee in late 1973 was a skeletal
Charter of the United Nations University in search of endorsement at
the hands of the international assemblies within the United Nations
system.
The Charter referred to a somewhat decentralized global ap
paratus, a number of research and training centres and programs
established or to be established in various countries ..." with tl
accent quite clearly on:
research into the pressing global problems of
survival, development, and welfare
human
• [and] dissemination of the knowledge gained ... in
order to increase dynamic interaction in the world-
wide community of learning and research.
The working documents accompanying the Charter suggested three
critical areas of focus: the problem of world hunger, the area of human
and social development, and the use and management of natural resources.
Indeed, the early blue-prints for this United Nations Univer-
sity had managed to stir some i nterest--and not a little skepticism—
by U.N.
The concept of a United Nations University was first proposed
Secretary-General
,
U Thant in 1969.
4
See United Nations document A/9149/ Add 2 of October 1973.
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The major underlying question was: Could
this new-comer to the field really carry forth on charting a fresh
course, or would it soon stoop under its own weighty purposes? After
all, the basic idea of a world university, an international university
was hardly new-born; having sprung up previously in a number of unusuai
variations and locations around the world.
The Connection With Thy
But to return to the connection with Thy. The winter of 1973-
74 found one of the persons who had taken part in the work of the
United Nations University Founding Committee^ on a visit to Thy. and
to a cluster of "World University" Centers struggling to keep afloat
with their own peculiar brand of educational enterprise. The par-
ticipants, largely from outside the immediate community or region,
appeared encouraged that the United Nations had taken up the challenge
of creating a World University. But, the Charter seemed too remote;
the United Nations-a world apart. The discussions turned circular,
dwelling largely on the pre-occupations close at hand.
Mid-way through Roshan Billimoria's visit, Aage Rosendal-
himself from Thy, and leader of one of these learning centers (New
Experimental College, Skyum)--invited in a roomful of old friends and
neighbors from the surrounding community to dinner and "to hear about
the United Nations University." It was intended as an informal winter
get-together.
II -4.
in her capacity as representati ve ofthe United Nations Youth Caucus.
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The neighbors arrived. And before long, the question came up:
If we had a center of this U.N. University in our community here in
Thy, what would it look like?^
Anders Skj^dt, one of the neighbors, stood up part way through
the evening s animated exchange to suggest continuing in smaller work-
groups. Midnight came and went; the smaller groups were still at it.
The following morning Skjddt called Rosendal asking if it
might be possible to hold another meeting about this U.N. University
at his home with his friends and neighbors. Another few days, and
Lund-S«!rensen from Vestervig telephoned. He had heard that there was
to be a public meeting on the local interest in the idea of a U.N.
University, and thought he could help with the agenda and some of the
planning.
By early February of 1974, almost a hundred local people were
involved: the village blacksmith, the mayor, the farmers, the banker,
housewives, teachers, the green-grocer
,
the lawyer. The subject at
hand was the problems and paradoxes of small rural communities in de-
velopment-as experienced internally by the residents of such communi-
ties themselves.
Roshan returned to Massachusetts, to be informed through the
Interestingly enough, we find that Alinsky talked about a
similar first-step in identifying priority issues in a people's or-
ganization: ".
. . In which community members each answer: 'If I had
my way, this is what I would do to make my city the happiest, healthi-
est, prettiest, and most prosperous place in the world'" (Saul Alin-
» Reveille for Radicals
, p. 128--quoted in Suzanne Kindervatter,
Non formal Education as an Empowering Process with Case Studies From
Indonesia and Thailand (Amherst, Massachusetts: Center fnr Tntprn;^-
tional Education, 1979), p. 79.
no
.a.l that the work 1n Thy was proceeding. More precisely, that there
were five task-groups meeting regularly once a week on the local plans
to help create a Learning Centre of the United Nations University In
their midst. The first group was to study the Charter and to draft an
actual program proposal for such a center; a second helped with spread-
ng the word around, and the third explored funding possibilities while
the fourth group set about proving how such plans would never work.
The fifth group-the self- termed 'Commoner’s Group" with some of the
local farmers, the house-painter, and blacksmith-made sure the Ideas
were firmly rooted In the soil, and "understandable to even us ordinary
people.
"
Already in January of that first year, UNESCO had sent their
man, Arthur Gillette, to find out first-hand what was afoot In Thy.
Out of these Initial exchanges had surfaced the barest sketches of a
program outline. It was to call Itself: "The Search for Communities
at Human Scale.
"
It now fell upon Preben Maegaard from Ydby/ who was absorbed
with the need to "keep our small communities alive," to give direction
to the early stages of program formulation and development. Under his
working leadership, task-group one: "The Program Group" continued to
come together, week after week, through the spring, summer and fall of
1974 to draft a program proposal for a U.N. University Learning Centre
in Thy, linking the local to the global. This group was charged with
^For locations in Thy, refer to Map of Thy--page 96. Refer
also to Appendix A for a more detailed impression of the project
participants
.
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giving words to the underlying principles and assumptions and to the
concrete work-themes and methodology behind such an attempt to forge
international research and training program out of the roots
of a living community.
It was a proposal basically hammered together by the local com-
munity residents themselves: Preben; Knud Hartmann, the technical
school teacher In Thisten and Lillian, his wife; Aase Jdrgensen,
Administrative Secretary with the local Municipal office; Bjorn
Rossing, recently retired; and Gunnar Poulsen, the folk-high school
Roshan decided to return to Thy in the summer months of 1974,
pitching in here and there with the proposal format and the English.
November 1974 saw the proposal completed and being mailed
officially to the United Nations University Council, Tokyo, by the
participants, who already in March of that year had formed a 150-
member association to formalize their effort: The Nordic Association
for Establishing a U.N. University Centre in Thy.
As the Mayor was to note in his letter introducing the local
proposal
:
With the submission of this proposal for a United Nations
University Centre in Thy, it is important to me to express
my great admiration for the remarkable co-operation which
has taken place for almost a year among the many persons
who have taken initiative and who have invested much in
this work of developing a framework for a U.N. University
Centre in Thy.
A very positive attitude towards international under-
standi ng--not least in relation to the developing coun-
tries--has to a high degree served as the guiding prin-
ciple for this project. And it is my firm belief that this
attitude is so common to this region that it will have
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great
with
significance in terms of
the problems of the world
a Learning Centre concerned
as a whole.
o
An internal Momentum
By the end of that first year, the effort seemed to have
gained an internal momentum of its own. The United Nations University
Charter may have inspired the early beginnings or, more accurately, it
™.ay have intrigued the local residents in Thy with its bold challenge
to deal with pressing global problems at their root.^ But the very
process of working together with different members of the local com-
munity seemed to have brought with it a fresh consciousness of the re-
gion here as an entity and of the possibility of tackling some of the
problems that had come up for discussion. There seemed little point
in sitting back to wait for some external green light, or to postpone
next steps for lack of massive funding. "The Search for Communities
at Human Scale," the participants discovered, was already under way.
The Work Continues
The early months of working together by the members of The
g
nnc.i r Sydthy, Letter, included in the pro-posal from Thy, Vestervig, Denmark, November 1974.
9t ...
^
In a poetic piece, "The United Nations University--A Com-
moner s View and Vision" (Skyum, December 1973), Aage Rosendal ex-presses some of these sentiments:
Universities are often an object of our suspicion. But
this giant control system—which at first will be the heart
of the United Nations University, and which will not always
be easy to cope wi th--guarantees
,
courageously and confi-
dently, that the techniques being used are fully for the
advancement of man. This is an uplifting situation for we
can work now without suspicion or superstition. The univer-
sity is for all of us . . ." (p. 6).
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Nordic Association had already triggered a number of meetings and
activities, both local and international.
In the summer months of 1974, the local town festival in
Vestervig used the United Nations University as its motif, with an
arts and crafts exhibition and music concert highlighting the local
involvement and interest in the idea of such a university. A few
months earlier, the Association had sponsored a Nordic meeting and
invited Solomon Hailu from UNESCO and representatives from several
institutions and organizations in the North to review the locally-
generated proposal on "The Search for Communities at Human Scale," and
to exchange perspectives on its future development.
The following Spring (1975), a study circle of local community
residents working with the initiative joined forces with one of the
organizers of the publicly supported adult educational arrangements
in the region to plan another local learning activity: "Fest-uge I
Thy," a week-long summer series of study-circles, workshops, and com-
munity debate evenings on topics of immediate local concern, as well
as broader relevance. The study-week, with its working title: "Thy-
land— Et af Mange Lande" (Thyland, One of Many Lands) borrowed from a
Danish hymn, was planned for late August and was to bring in over a
hundred local community residents each evening.
Carl Nissen from the Danish Ministry of Education traveled up
to Thy to make his initial acquaintance with the effort. And John
Fobes, then Deputy Director-General of UNESCO, decided to follow up on
his interest in the work under way in Thy with a personal visit.
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The summer of 1975 brought another Working Meeting between
local project participants and a handful of international representa-
tives from UNESCO, from the Centre for the Study of Changing Societies
in the Netherlands, and the People's Educational Association. Ghana
The following summer, the activities of the Association focused more
directly on immediate local concerns: the regional development plans
the locality, and the accompanying community debate and dialogue
on What Constitutes Optimum Development for Thy?"
A Project in the Making
There seemed to be a project in the making, but not quite the
ambitious blue-print conceived of initially. It was a more modest
venture, on a considerably smaller, more life-like scale, one which
was rooted in the homes and work-places of the project participants,
and which followed the natural rhythms of their every-day working lives
and responsibilities.
id-ei^tifyinq char^ristics emerged as it were out of the
very nature of the effort. It was to be a voluntary self-reliant ven-
ture making use of home-grown or cost-sharing funding approaches. The
learning material was to be the region in its entity: its struggle with
alternative energy sources and technologies, its largely untapped
reservoir of life-long educational resources, and out-of-school learn-
ing activities. The effort tended to veer away from a rigid institu-
tional location or identity. Rather, it belonged organically to the
people who participated in it, and in their homes and work-places where
the work and planning continued.
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Very slowly, almost imperceptibly at first, the tangible out-
comes sprouted to light. At a national meeting of the United Nations
Association where the local initiative in Thy was presented and dis-
cussed. Preben Maegaard was elected to the Board of the Danish United
tions Association. Closer to home, the persistent struggle on the
handful of project members to support people-based initia-
tives in alternative energy gave birth to N.I.V.E. ("Nordvest Institut
for Vedvarende Energi"), the Northwest Institute for Non-depletable
Energy
.
Local members of the Association discovered each other par-
ticipating vigorously in shaping regional development policy'^ and in
leading study-circles on a variety of items of local concern from
energy issues and local tourist policy to transport and educational
facilities in the region. A surreptitious process of "animation
rurale" seemed to be at work.
This surge of activity and participation are not to imply that
there was an irrefutably direct cause and effect relationship. The
project participants constituted after all a small handful of com-
munity residents in terms of the region as a whole-in many instances
“Thyboer" by long residence, rather than birth. Furthermore, it was
also plausible that the more active project members had originally
. I.- i.
’
Viborg Amt (Provincial Administration of Viborg),
0 w 1 C Thy belongs, initiated a two and a half year process of com-
munity participation, debate, and action on upcoming regional develop-
ment policy. Refer to Viborg Amtskommune, Alternative r I Regional-
^
1 anl^gningen
,
—
Et Debatoplaeg, Juli 1977. (Alternatives in Regional
Planning, A Discussion Paper, July 1977.)
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engaged the effort precisely because it addressed concerns and in-
terests that had already crossed their path earlier. It was becoming
increasingly difficult, however, to deny the catalyst role played by
the initiative in the local region.
in the meanwhile, the leadership patterns in the project also
emerged as situational. Anders Skjddt. the banker, who chaired the
Board of the Nordic Association during the early years, was followed
by Lillian Hartmann, housewife, in that role. Knud Hartmann and
Preben Maegaard emerged as the project facilitators. Aase Jorgensen
and Bjorn Rossing offered to help out with the typing, the corres-
pondence, and the mailing. Arne Hyttel, also on the Board of the
Nordic Association, managed to obtain working space for the project
the old county courthouse at Vestervig. Skipper Kragh-Mdl ler ar-
rived with a typewriter; Pallesgaard initiated the painting of the
walls. Working with radio, Gunnar Iversen used his writing ability
to draft program material. Skammelsen, the blacksmith from Skyum,
insisted in his quiet way that international participants ought to be
hosted with local families.
It seemed that the duplicating machines housed at Aage Rosen-
dal's or Preben's were always being used to turn out project documen-
tation. There were also the postage, the telephone calls, the driving
back and forth to weekly meetings and other activities. What seemed
much harder to generate on a local basis were the travel funds needed
to invite in a handful of "international learning partners" from de-
veloping communities elsewhere to assist in implementing a small-scale.
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trial-run version of the educational program in formation.
At one of the summer working meetings of the project, Carl
Nissen had suggested that the UNESCO National Commission and the
Danish Ministry of Education be approached for seed-funding. And by
September of 1976, another considerably smaller proposal was in the
naking, its intent to scale down the first-run implementation cycle,
to test the feasibility of the principles and methodologies proposed
and to yield pointers for further development.
"The Search for Communities at Human Scale" was a reasonably
expressive idea-canopy for the work in progress and the participants
now needed a functional name for their efforts. The Thy Project was
born.
The Proposed Experimental Run
The Thy Project
"Community on Human Scale"
. It deals with how a local community (society) in a so-
called under-developed region can find the strength to
regenerate itself, without setting aside its human worth,Ur, how It can develop itself on its own conditions sotnat It can attain, hold on to, its human proportions.
2. Within this context, the project emphasizes first and
foremost that such a process be formulated, implemented,
managed and evaluated by the ordinary people--whom the
process concerns.
3. Philosophically, pedagogical ly, the initiative-takers
in Thy feel a kinship with the ideas of Grundtvig and
his belief, his confidence in people and in their own
resources/worth. There is also a sense of alignment
with that thinking in the international debate on de-
velopment programs and projects in developing lands (as
well as other places) that establishes people's own
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development program
.
.
.11
^ success of any
What follows 1s an outline of the proposal for a scaled-down,
trial-run implementation of the Thy Project. Included are the key
principles and working methods guiding the initiative, the objectives
of the experimental phase, the project work-themes, the participants,
the tentative program schema, and the proposed lines of organization
and funding.
^t;y principles
The proposal'2 underscored the central principles and working
methods that had evolved largely out of the initiative itself:
that the research and training undertaken take placein :^M^rrMSem^^ composed of interested localpeople and participants from outside Thy; in other
project participant as "learninq
g_artner woul d be both learner and teacher;
the research and training process combine both
tha-
practical and theoretical dimensions, striking abalance between working on actual problems and learn-ing about the process related to their identification
and solution;
that the work undertaken with each theme be of sig-
nificance to the local region as well as those coni-
munity settings represented bv the internationaT~Dar-
tici pants. (With each "theme-team" having as its
central task the production of some concrete result,
^Vrom Carl Nissen, "Progress Report on The Thy Project,"(Copenhagen: Ministry of Education, September 1976), accompanying the
proposal from Thy for the experimental run of the project.
12 „
.
Project-- 'Search for Communities at Human Scale':
An Experimental International Research and Training Project Proposed
for Inclusion Under the UNESCO Participation Program," (September
1976).
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another to the local itv
turn to ^hef^ ^
project participants on their re-t ir own settings and institutions); and
furthermore, that the educational set-up reflect a
t^ P^'ticI a ts
in the re^-on
activities and fetitfe
Objecti ves
The objectives of this phase were detailed on three dimen-
sions: in terms of the region of Thy, in terms of the international
learning partners, and in terms of the local participants and the
im'tiativo as a wholo.
Broadly speaking, these were:
to acquire knowledge and skill of direct use in the
solution of problems at the com-
munity level
;
to experience and to grasp the importance of pos-
sible new forms of international cooperation also ingrassroots context; and
more specifically, to identify and to work towards
the solution of concrete problems in the Thy region
related to the two project work-themes.
The overall purpose behind these objectives was to explore
the feasibility of the principles and approaches formulated through the
early years of the effort and to yield insights and practical pointers
for future direction.
Project Work-Themes
The two work-themes identified by the project participants for
the initial small scale implementation phase dealt with:
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the emerging role of alternative energy sources and
in the wind-power and bio-gas^development of rural communities- the usfnf
in locally
the potential for local development of learnina
settin In^naly.SIS, of .the edu^ ^nal
, socio-cultura l and e^SKSii/-unaerpinjTTjigs of community development
.
'
The Participants
The participants in this phase of the project were to be local
residents already engaged in one or another aspect of the effort, a
wider circle of community members interested in joining forces on
Work Group I or II, and a handful of international participants from
the developing world with the stress being on practitioners, although
It is expected that the team will also include persons with research
interests and skills.
The Program
The program, when scaled down to a four-month implementation
span, was to constitute a sequence of week-to-week activities, incor-
porating a cycle of orientation, formation of teams, formulation of
task-areas, in-service contacts and activities, recurrent points of
evaluation, continued "theme-team" contacts, and in the final v^eeks
sharing of outcomes, report writing, and various other project conclu-
... 13Sion activities. In drawing up the tentative program schema, an at-
tempt was made to achieve a balance between work within each task
13cSee program schema, on following page.
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tentative program OUTLINE: THE THY PROJECT
Week
I (joint)
II and III
(separate)
IV and V*
(separate)
VI (joint
week-end)
VII and VIII
(separate)
IX*
(joint)
Dates
Sat. April 8 -
Fri. April 14
April 15-21-
April 22-28
April 29-May 5
May 6-12
May 13-20
May 20-26
May 27-June 2
June 3-9
Planned Program Activities
• Orientation Week
• Introduction to Project and
its Members
• Language courses
• More detailed introduction to
each work theme
• Identification of tasks in
each theme
• Initial introduction to pos-
sible relevant local insti-
tutions and activities
• Actual implementation of tasks
in each work theme begins
• In-service experience/contact
with relevant institutions
and activities
• Initial stock-taking
Exchange of initial impres-
sions and experience from
each work theme
• Discussion of project assump-
tions and principles
• Continued in-service contact
with relevant activities
• Discussion of key concepts,
issues related to the work
• Working seminar with repre-
sentatives from institu-
tions, projects in Denmark
and abroad
• Mid-point Evaluation Week
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Week Dates Planned Program Activities
X*
(separate)
June 10-15 Individual visits by Inter-
national Learning Partners
to relevant institutions,
activities in Denmark
(outside Thy)
XI
(separate)
June 17-23
• Consolidating final tasks in
each work group
XII and XIII
(partial joint)
June 24-30
July 1-7
• Producing and presenting
Project work (reports,
manuals, exhibitions, radio
programs
)
* Possible public meetings
XIV
(partial joint)
July 8-14
• Final Report Writing
XV
(joint)
*
July 15-21
• Project Conclusion
• Evaluation
Sharing of substantive results
and outcomes of experimental
phase: Thy Project
Weeks that will require special advance planning
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group, in the community-at-large, and among individual
themselves.
project partners
Organization and Funding
The proposal also discussed the lines of project organization
and funding related to this experimental run. The effort was to be
sponsored by the Nordic Association, and was to be organized and ad-
ministered, largely on a voluntary basis, by the local project workers
in combination with the international participants that would be join-
ing this implementation cycle. A Project Group, a small secretariat,
and the two Work Groups (one on each of the project work-themes) were
to constitute the working apparatus of the Thy Project.
Building upon the facilities and resources made available
through the time and energy of the initiative-takers in Thy,’’^ a cost-
sharing budget was drafted requesting a supplementary sum of Danish
kroner 89,800 (1976 exchange rate 6 DKr = U.S. $1.00) to match the
local contribution amounting to kroner 119,200 in available facilities
and resources. This sum was primarily to cover the costs of interna-
tional travel, of partial housing expenses for the international par-
ticipants, and other program-operational activity.
The project administration was to be housed in office space
made available at the old Vestervig County Courthouse, by the Sydthy
local council. International project participants were to be housed(on a cost-sharing basis) with local families, especially those
di rectly involved in the project work-themes. Local transportation
,
translation services, much of the duplication and mailing, not to men-
tion participant time, were to come as the local contribution to the
effort.
The proposed project budget is included in Appendix C.
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The four-month experimental implementation of the Project was
accepted later that year (1976) for support by the Ministry of Educa-
tion with the first 30,000 kroner forthcoming from the Division of
Adult Education. The remainder was to arrive considerably later from
the International Office of Education.
Preparatory Steps
In the summer of 1977, by way of fleshing out the operational
tasks and launching the preparatory phase, a small project group con-
stituted itself. Shortly thereafter, two of its members, Preben
Maegaard and Skipper Kragh-M|41 ler, set to work mapping the lines of
organization.’® The Board of the Nordic Association was to serve as
the overall organizational umbrella for the Project with the Project
Group playing the role of coordinator and maintaining contact between
the two work groups, the local host families for the international
partners, and assuming the responsibility for project management.
The two work groups were expected to function more with the
practical implementation of the program themes, that is, concretizing
the interest areas, formulating criteria for the selection of inter-
national project partners, following through with established contacts,
local as well as global, and participating In the final stages with
report writing and presentations. Working in conjunction with the
board as well as other groups, the secretariat was to help with corres-
pondence, report writings, membership records and project mailings.
1
6
"Samarbejdsformer for Thy Projektet" (Forms of Collabora-
tion: The Thy Project), August 25, 1978.
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As the project group was busying itself with questions of an
operational nature, a small handful of project members and other com-
munity residents had begun to meet tentatively on each of the program
work themes.
The Selection Process
With the patterns of program operation beginning to emerge, the
next priority clearly appeared to be the selection process, the task of
Identifying and corresponding with the handful of "international learn-
ing partners" that would join the local project participants in the
first-run implementation cycle in the spring of 1978.
The plan was to send out an initial contact letter to about a
hundred individuals previously acquainted (firsthand or through earlier
written contact) with the effort in Thy, asking for their personal
recommendations.
development, as viewed from within.It IS thus persons from within this process we are lookingfor as Learning PartnersIFthe Thy Project. The accent ison demonstrated competence at the grass-roots level, and a
wil ingness to enter into a fruitful exchange with a group
ocal residents working with similar concerns and com-
mitments in other regions of the world; rather than on
traditional formal educational qualifications, or on aca-demic or high-level administrative expertise
. . .
To follow up on the flurry of responses to this initial contact
letter, more detailed correspondence followed. This latter correspon-
dence communicated a more detailed orientation of the project in Thy
with a description of both the work themes and solicited a clearer
^^From the initial
tember, 1977, to 'contact*
contact letter. Thy Project, mailed in Sep-
persons acquainted with the initiative.
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picture from the other end.
™n'p1lon'™SeTLiS a?S
and insight you can gain in Thy will find a nn^tion upon return to your home country.18
In December of that year (1977), the two work groups met to
sift through the correspondence and to identify their first set of
international learning partners. The actual finalization of the selec-
tion process, and the arrival dates of the international participants,
however, were only to fall into place many weeks and countless tele-
grams and telephone communications later!
The questions being asked by the proposal writers in Thy, and
the enthusiasm and commitment accompanying the effort through its
early stages of planning and program formulation were now almost ready
to be tested in practice.
From the follow-up correspondence with
tional learning partners, November, 1977.
prospect! ve interna-
chapter VI
WHO? WHAT? HOW?--AN ANALYSIS OF THE
PROGRAM IN PRACTICE
The rationality of clear ends and distinct means is clearlv
L? L ^’“1 "J'"® " "'"'P'® idealized structure
woefuTy Adequate"
approaches problems it is
rnore^inThe^m!^"^*^ r"
levels-approach their problems much
n?u V ™ ?r stumbling sometimes quite skill-ful y) from "pillar to post" than in the manner of a man
working with clear blueprint in handJ
W.E. Doll, "A Methodology of Experience--An Alternative to
Behavioral Objectives," Educational Theory
. 22(3) (Summer 1972):
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New Challenges
The early stages of project formulation and development had
lowed a distinctly peristaltic pattern of action, peaking for short
stretches throughout the year when local participants had been able to
mobilize the energy and time needed for working week-ends of planning
meetings of one sort or another with the regular working rhythm having
basically taken the form of weekly, or fortnightly, task-group or
study-c i rcl e type sessions.
But with the Thy Project now moving into an implementation
mode, the participants were confronted with a challenge of quite an-
other sort. From being co-discussants and co-planners, it fell upon
the core members to become co-project managers. From a commitment of
time and resources that ordinarily spanned a few hours each week, the
project workers now realized that this was to become almost a full-time
responsibility for some of them through the upcoming four-month phase
in addition to their regular home and work-lives.
There were at least two additional challenges implicit in the
proposed trial-run. The first was the project's experimental nature
which placed it somewhat on center stage for those within Thy and those
further afield who had been following the effort to date with more than
a trace of skepticism. Just as demanding was the "Hawthorne effect"^
introduced into the situation by the project participants themselves:
2
Which refers to changes in behavior that occur when the per-
sons participating in an experiment or evaluation are aware of their
special status (after the Hawthorne experiments conducted by investi-
gators from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1924 ).
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meanr^ery^pe^son imol ver"'"^h" And that
1ze what U mean^to lakr u K ''^^’-
make our starting point our st^tin^ni “ 90 t to
possible; and also to define our U^^’a'^eVL^ill
^ a1
portIn1lo“Iep'thrproiS"an e“‘ «-
possible for others tn loa ^
expenment--and to make it
oartir
o learn from it, as well as for the
we didn't learn ^^That is^ that^^^
recorded by those 2l\He reTdfhaJe lo
--Hspe^
hot PotatoV??rts^':n'?f^“^‘jL\^n::n1nr
A second challenge was the international nature of the project
repleat with the accompanying logistical details of international con-
tact and correspondence, overseas travel arrangements, visa formali-
ties, stipends and so on. At the same time, there was a pronounced
keenness to hold on to the original focus of the work in Thy, that
being its catalyst role in the immediate community.
The previous chapter has drawn us descriptively into the
effort, and into the sequence of planning and program crystallization
characterizing the early years of the Thy Project's development. It
now seems appropriate to interpret the process, and its outcomes,
through some of the analytical optics touched upon in the introduc-
tion to this study. To begin, the three basic dimensions of this par
ticular experience in partici pation-the who, what, and how'^-will be
n K.
Discussion Paper: "Out-of-School Educa-tion, March 1978, p. 1 (unpublished).
4
.
A reference to the graphic representation of the dimensions ofparticipation (Figure 1) presented in Chapter III of this study. The
analysis draws on the overall framework discussed by John M. Cohen and
clarified.
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The Participants
The original proposal from Thy outlining the frames of a
UnitscJ Nations UnivpK'Q'ii’x/ \ ^u ivers ty Learning Centre in the region had already
touched upon the subject of project participants.
togetherTIseareh workers^Ind
expected to bring
and decision-makers
.
.
. sharingT^*^^
’ '-°'™“'”ty members
to participate in an
dimensions an^ pa^^met^fM
"oS^n^es^^^t^iT
pHnefirthe tasl"' f with different disci-
broader L?a, ends
And yet diverse in terms of;
QGographic area of residence,
age and professional experience
involvement in like community-focused undertakings
• levels of decision-making and responsibility
• and prior exposure to advanced research and training.
^
Indeed, given the very real--and not entirely unintentional-
fragility of the project structure (founded as it was entirely on
I- pTtir^mn^,’ ^
Development Participation: Concents for M«s„._
Jjesi^ImpleUtation and Lvaluatinr ~
97fil nn n 1?
development Committee, Cornell University
Lsto^he L’t “P sub-components of these three di'men-sions t the particular processes of the project in Thy.
Huma^^™NoJe'mbe7]97].''°'“^ IM^earcbJorfo^^
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voluntary effort and having to adapt to the nonna,
, worh-day rhyth. of
Its participants) the program was to quite a large extent, the people.
Who then were these project participants?
There are several possible ways to slice the participant pie
in this Thy Project: in terms of regional location, levels of involve-
ment in the work, variety of interest areas and background.
Locally speaking
Locally speaking, we find that there were several configura-
tions. The core group of 20-25 who had been the initiative takers and
project planners through the early years constituted the project base.
Then, there were the local work-group members, up to 20 on each of the
two program themes who were a mix of old hands and newer faces. There
were also the project host families who partnered the international
participants on a day-to-day basis, taking them into their homes and
everyday lives. And then, there was the wider ring of interested com-
munity residents in Thy who took part from time to time in various
project activities on a more ad-hoc basis.
The national component
While the project found itself playing occasional host to visi-
tors from other parts of the country and to the Danish participants
that joined in the working weekends and planning meetings through dif-
ferent phases of the project, it was Carl Nissen, representing the na-
tional Ministry of Education, that provided the steadiest contact with
Copenhagen. Even more valuable perhaps, from the point of view of
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program growth and crystal 1 ization
, was
dence in the work under way in Thy.
his quiet support and confi-
In curious juxtaposition to this encouragement was the prevail-
ing attitude at the Office of International Programs in the Ministry
Which remained haughtily skeptical of a Nordic Association that dared
"to list a green-grocer on its Board!,” and of the entire idea of a
people's university in backward Thy when the "official University
Centre for this region was already set up in the city of Aalborg."®
Internationally
Internationally, too, the project was characterized by a some-
what unusual range of participation. Roshan Billimoria,
"participant-
grams Ministrv*'of'^H^^atf International Pro-
Ko^’ih'^
on ?he omciarrec\p?ISn y v^n‘?o1htster
^in^s‘ f
"
;unsuitL;;^r;?hyi^
Pr!s-! 1%:L
Laboratory (Oxford: PergamoT
General ^MWPsrn° > “eputy Director-
"VocTh anrue^v"
UNESCO European Regional Meeting onY ut d Work in Venice, November 1977:
^
You have a difficult road to travel. I would suogest that inthe recommendations or conclusions you draw you don't threatenthe central bureaucracies too much. They are powerful and they
are dangerous, and they aren't going out of existence. On the
+
^ siJQgest you don't become too close or too cozy
with these bureaucracies; they have a capacity to seduce and to
swallow or absorb movements of the kind I think are needed.
However, you need a few carefully selected friends within the
bureaucracy, and they can be found in all institutions. For-
tunately there are people everywhere who understand or at least
have a sensitivity to the coming transformation" (UNESCO,
Youth and Work (Paris: UNESCO, 1979), p. 165.
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catalyst," travelled back and forth each year from her work overseas
to the task Of consolidating the work In Thy. UNESCO was officially
epresented through the various stages of program development by
Arthur Gillette and Solomon Hallu, with John Fobes, then Deputy-
General of the organization, spending a week with the project and Its
participants on his personal travels In Scandinavia (August 1975).
There were also the participants from other Nordic, European,
as well as other Third World lands who came to Thy as representatives
Of their Institutions to take part In project meetings as well as those
visited during the actual four-month Implementation cycle. In
September 1976, after the conclusion of the four month Implementation
phase, there was a visit of a delegation from the Council of Europe
which was Interested In Including the Thy Project among Its network of
innovative efforts in adult education.
The International Learning Partners that joined the local pro-
ject participants In the spring of 1978 were themselves quite diverse,
not only In regard to geographic and professional background but also
In terms of prior experience with community-level decision-making and
partici pat ion.
Work Group I, concerned with alternative energy, had decided
to invite two leaders in bio-gas technology from the Gober Gas Research
Station, Etawah, India, to join their team. On the recommendation of
I.N.C.A.P. (Institute de Nutricidn de Centro America Y Panama), the
group accepted the application of a young animal husbandry student from
Guatemala.
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work Group II, struggling with how best to operationalize its
work-then,e. the potential of out-of-school education with regard to
local development, chose a community worker/priest from the Kibaha
Educatio,, Centre, Tanzania; and a research assistant at the University
of Poznan, Poland, who was working with human development and decision-
making.
As the previous chapter which introduced the work in Thy and
some Of its participants has already illustrated, the range of occu-
pational profile, experience, and location was no less pronounced on
the project home- front. ^ Local project workers found themselves
motoring the length and breadth of Thy to take part in planning ses-
sions held at each other's homes and work-places and possibly even
longer distances in terms of their respective political affiliations.
The ongoing dialectic
And yet the ongoing dialectic among project participants them-
selves, as well as the larger community, remained one of "How repre-
sentative of the local aspirations is the project in Thy?"
Community residents would, after all, flock by the hundreds to
local bingo evenings or to traditional religious meetings while the
beyond the''ban-c^aL"?vHr“'‘f
'discussion on project participantsu onatne basic analytic categories presented by Cohen and Uohoff
PP. 5-17 in their attempt to clarify
teresSna tn
context-it is nevertheless in-
th^tmir ^
participants in the Thy Project spanned
lnr;^[ iLho^! authors: (a) local residents; (b)ocal leaders; (c) government personnel; and (d) foreign personnel.
Thw D •
^ detailed picture of the participant spread in theThy Project, refer to Appendix A.
p h i
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Thy Project was fortunate to have two dozen at most of its work-group
sessions! Furthe^ore, a large part of the local project people were
themselves
"Thy-boer" by residence rather than birth or grandparentage.
Did that not dilute the essential
"grassroots" nature of the effort?
Not less convincing, however, was the catalyst role assumed
by the local community members that helped shape the Project and their
ady conviction that it took a relatively small core from within
their own community to take the first steps, step by step, through
the various phases of its four year development, the Project had
^anaged to assemble its motley collection of participants. Fr™ the
"who," the Project now appeared ready to move concretely to the "what."
The Work-Themes
They [the themes] have been developed by members of thplocal community, concurrent with the proposal Uself?o
menTo?\h' f ^ denominators . . . determining ih^de^elop-t of this region and also likely to have a bearina nn^the wider Search for Communities at Human Scale. ^
fr. A
^/"^derlying emphasis is on an integrated approachto deve opment-as experienced and formulated at the local
It is an
'=°'"™'”'by. the immediate setting.
to Lie SlLl ""'"d «bat it has
ings eUewhlre.^
The two work-themes identified for the trial-run implementa-
tion phase emerged partly out of the program outline formulated by the
initiative takers during the early stages of the effort, and partly
out of the more recent interest areas among the project participants.
As we have seen, these were:
From the original proposal.
Human Scale
, November 1974.
The Search for Communities at
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technologies [partiLlnH sources and
Ian °r?* commenUi'e t re f fhuma and technological resources in lo^al derelor
the potential for out-of-school education for local
ceUu?ar"ro^"
analysis of the educational, socio-
ment
’ underpinnings of community develop-
It fell upon the members of each Work Group to clarify the
specific tasks under these two thematic canopies and to establish their
own working rhythm to carry them through the implementation cycle. It
was not intended that they follow a symmetrical pattern of develop-
ment-either in terms of composition, working methods, project out-
comes. or partnership patterns between the local and the internation-
al participants. As it turned out. each group embarked on a course of
its own.
Work Group I: "Towards the
Regenerative Farin'"
Preben Maegaard and Knud Hartmann^ in a report on the early
impulses leading to the formation of their task group note:
While we were considering which concrete areas within thefield of non-conventional energy technologies we should
take up—we were approached by a number of farmers in the
j O
In "Pa vej mod det sel vforsynende landbrug" (Towards the Re-generative Farm), September 1978 (original in Danish).
.
keeping with one of the basic action-research prin-
ciples of this study— that the essential process of data collection,
analysis, and reporting also proceed from within--this section draws
heavily on the writings and reflections of the project participants
themselves.
Author s note: Citations from Maegaard and Hartmann's report in
this section of the study are taken from the unpublished English trans-
lation of the original draft.
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region, who said:
making bio-gas?"
How can we find out something about
The assumptions
tiered
:
The assumptions behind the initiative appeared to be three-
1 . For the individual farmer
nology means:
the use of bio-gas tech-
self- reliance in terms of energy;
the Improvement of the quality and
their fertilizer; effectiveness of
success in combatting
among their livestock
parasites and resulting disease
2 .
• an improvement
aesthetically
in their immediate milieu,
in terms of smell, etc.; and
al so
• the basis of
(for instance
new areas of energy production and
: green houses, grass-dryers)
.
use
For the country, the
represent a positive
emerging concerns;
extensive use of bio-gas could
response towards a number of
• unemployment;
deterioration of the environment; and
problems associated with the balance of currency.
context, bio-gas technology holds out thepossi bi n ty of:
the flow of appropriate technology from the develop
ing to the industrialized world;
the protection of scarce energy resources; and
• more global independence, vis-a-vis the dominant
international economic interests.
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Despite the strong interest in a technology almost unknown in
industrialized countries, there was a lack of theoretical and prac-
tical experience with regard to bio-gas systems in the immediate re-
gion. Competent support was clearly needed. In the process of find-
ing the International Learning Partners to join the local members of
Group I, the group facilitators approached approximately one
hundred individuals, organizations, and research centers in the de-
veloping world, where there was such local interest and experience.
Out of the 20-25 responses to this international correspon-
dence, the group selected two'^ bio-gas research workers with long in-
volvement with the theoretical and practical details of this technol-
ogy, and its transfer to other locales. Accepted at the same time was
the application of a young agricultural student from Guatemala. He
was selected with the purpose of acquainting him with the technology
so that he could guide Guatemalan farmers in the construction and use
of small, bio-gas plants upon his return home.
Next steps
Maegaard and Hartmann, in reporting on the next steps in the
actual consolidation of their work group, noted:
At a public meeting dealing with an orientation on the con-
bio-gas plants, which was held in
Ihisted (Thy) three months prior to the beginnings of the
project, 25 out of the 100 participating voiced a seriousinterest in proceeding further with the work on bio-gas.
A month later, these 25, together with a number of the
initiators of the Thy Project, started on a series of meet-
ings. The purpose of these being:
10
One was subsequently unable to attend.
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to get Into the basic concepts of bio-gas technology;
flel'd^'an^
literature and material in the
0? 1ndn[^ua^farmrrr'and1hef
'
ot fertilizer.= ri‘^-[ocren;-^ JsTanTs*^^^
fa™ers*^most"kLn"to’aersta't’H'^^!i,“
?^r s^ime"1im:"l\
lo9.^there we. also craffLl^ML^LllSi-^^Lj^r^o^mr^"
What seemed to be occurring was a process of action research along the
lines discussed earlier. What, one may ask, were some of the tangible
steps along the road?
Sequentially speaking, the group facilitators had kept track
of the activities during the project period drawing on the joint ef-
forts of the local and international learning partners:
fam^ In7!
^“^terested in bio-gas were visited at theirt rns a d a record concerning composition and size of live-stock, treatment and transport of fertilizer and
composition was compiled for each farm.
energy
A meeting was held at one of the farms where the owner,
n^r?nlri°h
^ ^^nd worki ng with the young Guatemalanpa t e ) had already built a small test plant. Following
a demonstration of this plant and a subsequent discussion
with Ram Bux Singh, the international partner from India,there was the showing of an Indian bio-gas film and slidesfrom a number of plants in various Asian countries
At Its weekly meetings, the group began with "dimensioning"
a number of concrete plants, and determining choice of
type, material, and practical construction. There was
quite some time spent discussing the level of mechaniza-
tion; and which plant-types lent themselves more to self-
construction and which to construction by contractors.
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participants from th^Zlboro U ™ '’J'
various folk-high school
in bio-gas who Ld thomsoi.,!^^ P^^ons interested
perience on the matter i so o'^thlf
^°^"e practical ex-
tors from the rest of thp m? these meetings came visi-
wanted to exchange experien^eflnd^^n LT
of their own initiativL ^ assessment
versity Centre \o^two^of^thI^^^^^^
1'"°'^ Aalborg Uni-
demonstration lecture show
partners to give a
test plants.
’ ilnis, and look over their two
'
vaHous^n'ergrg^^^^ Copenhagen to meet with
the existina^hi^npc exchange with almost all
coSn[r'''’ ^ Plants’i^tKar
held''with''in“^?
the project period, a training workshop was
some parti
'"terested Danes, and
^ J 5
^ Norway, all people who were especial-
lech oW implementation of bio gts
I
L
^ could be said that the training seminar/
ttsi ut t t th^ p^Jicalconrtr ction of the plants which were later constructed in
Along the way. efforts in the area of other
energy technologies in Denmark also came upfor attention. Much material was assembled
tion of wind-mills and sun-collectors, with one or tnelearning partners collecting this material for the purpose
of editing a book on the subject in his home country.
alternative
qui te natural ly
on the construc-
f h
Project members also took part in an energy festival atbkive on International Solar Day, where N.I.V.E. ("Nordvest
Energi"), initiated in fact by some
of the Thy Project people, was awarded the nation's first
prize for people-based initiatives in alternative
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Participate in
in Arhus. ^ iniportant get-together
Impact on larger community
In gauging the impact of the Work Group on the community at
large, Maegaard and Hartmann both draw special attention to the sig-
nificance of the local press involvement in the theme: "For it was
through this channel that the project was able to spread knowledge on
the general value as well as some of the concrete details of this new
energy technology.
"
Were there indeed any immediately observable indicators that
such a spread had occurred? Again, we turn to an internal analysis:
r i +
special style of v;ork adopted by the oroiert h;^t; rp_
is normal
probably wider educational effect thanwith research and training projects Even after the
wUh re^^fmee^™^^ irconuLnT
craftsmen
® PPPepPS that a number of local
buifdinrof^h
contractors, and engineers are making thelding o bio-gas plants a new field of activity
the oroiecr^i? formulated at the start ofn p ject, it would be fair to say that some of these havenot only been fulfilled; but there are some clear indicationsof positive development in areas not even anticipated. (Twoexamples are: the potential of generating a new activity amonglocal craftsmen and contractors and the claim on national at-^tention concerning the validity of this technology).
the tran^fo!
we feel we have been successful in
frL^r
^ application of an appropriate technologyom a developing to an industrialized country. [And, in theprocess] of working together with the local population on
energy resources,
. .
. there has grown out of this group--newtypes of co-operation bringing together widely different human
and professional interests around the solution of a concrete
activity
.
. .
As we shall see in the following sections, "the bio-gas Work
Group had only completed Chapter One in its growth and development.
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The actual construction of the bio-gas plants 1n Thy, the functional
Shape and role of local facilitator; the substantive Investments of
time and energy and resources In this work-theme (the use of human and
technological resources In local development) was only just getting
under way.
Work Group II, whose focus from the start was less technically
oriented, constituted Itself and Its activities along quite another
pattern. How did the process of action research take shape In this
configuration?
Work Group II: "The
Learning Community"
Work Theme II: '’the potential for local development of learn-
ing acquired from sources outside the formal school setting" was
hardly a newcomer to the work in Thy. It had served throughout as
one of the prime underlying emphases of the project. By formulating
this emphasis Into a program theme, the intent was to move towards a
more conscious Internal analysis of the community as a learning society
and as well, possibly, to spotlight some of the educational, social,
economic sign-posts on the road to self-reliant local development.
The implicit challenge
Not unlike the focus on alternative energy technology, the
challenge implicit in the second work theme again spanned the local
and the global. Taking an immediate setting such as Thy, to what ex-
tent could Its residents draw out the actual out-of-school educational
impulses in this small, rural community? Was it possible, partly
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through the theme-team"” approach proposed by the project and partly
through the various efforts that might spin off from that, to accent
perhaps even to reinforce, the learning resources right In the local
region?
In the global context, the challenge centered basically on the
educational methodologies and outcomes that would help
rather than hinder endogenous development. Was the process of imple-
menting this program theme, as part of the trial-run cycle of the Thy
Project, able to contribute In any way to practical pointers In that
direction?
Early meetings
In the summer of '77, a handful of project participants par-
ticularly interested In this theme had started, in a series of meet-
ings, to clarify the concept they would be working with, and had begun
to examine the proposed Thy Project Itself In the context of out-of-
school educational and local development.
A survey-letter to local institutions and organizations in the
region was drafted out of these early meetings.
.
.
. As our first task, we plan to draw up a profile of the
Domi^a? religious, economic, andp litical organizations and efforts in the region.
also like to clarify how these regard themselves intext of local development.
vnij
request that you send us what materialyou may have about your organization/effort; and possibly the
We would
the con-
approach in which local and international learning part-
ners would work together on the identification and solution of key
concerns in the immediate setting, related to the overall program
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work furtherw^th'thfprojea^
on the enclosed questions
9'^** to hear from you
What is the purpose of your work?
• How many members (active, passive) do you have?
’
w?th‘'?oca^ dlvelopmentT"'''‘’“ connected
JJork?
’t a gratifying result of your
terL'oV?he“egion?l^° development, in
The next major task of this group, that winter, was to select
the international learning partners'^ „ho would join the local partici-
pants. and together come further with this theme during the upcoming
implementation phase. The local group was to follow through, during
the succeeding months, with the correspondence and contact needed to
facilitate their international partners' arrival.
Unlike the work group on bio-gas which had whittled down its
general thematic focus to a narrower, more bite-sized area of opera-
tion even before their international counterparts got to Thy, the
second group, it is worth noting, retained its original parameters in
the expectation that local and international participants, beginning
12
inn
L^^tei^-Survey (original
-Danish) mailed to approximate!
v
I he two international learning partners invited to ioin this
rentr^^r'^'
Kirumbi
, community-worker at the Kibaha Education
and Alicja Raciborska, working with human develop-
ment and decision-maki ng at Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland.
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together as a tea., wou,d identify areas of
.utual interest and use-
fulness to proceed with.
In terms of the experimental cycle, the Thy Project got under
way ,n the first week of April 1978. And after a couple of animated
initial sessions of orientation and exchange, Work Group II for the
xt fortnight or so fell into the usual sequence of "collaborative
program development." The local partners, several of whom had only
joined the group after the arrival of their two international counter-
parts. tended at first to look to these two for an indication of their
interests and proposed activity while the international partners called
for more traditional lines of organization and direction, having ex-
pected apparently that their assignments and roles would be spelled out
beforehand by local participants.
authority, and freedom of one's research
roo esstve° n undoubtedirvtyp gr i a d human; but on the other hand also vervdifficult and untrustworthy
.
14 ’
There was also the very real challenge of basing program de-
velopment on a voluntary local footing:
not take part in all the meetings, orwasn t lOO/o active during them—was characterized by [oneof the partners] as irresponsible
.
.
,15
But there were also some sources of encouragement like the
following:
From Alicja Raciborska's Notes on the Thy Project, July
From evaluation comments, Gunnar Iversen, September 1978.
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confront your^conception of thl'^
as possible, we have to
goess that you havl you? ?Hea^
P™blem with ours. We
should try to find out what
hope that this common concLris I?sn" • ^nd we
of the people here in thi<^ h
interest to some
the transmission of non forLT^ something aboutTormal and informal knowledge
. .
Patterns of collaboration
From the early confusion, two patterns of collaboration-two
theme-team arrangements of sorts-gradual ly emerged from within the
natural rhythm of this group, a rhythm which took into account, and in
fact built upon the daily home and work responsibilities and some of
the day-to-day problems faced by the participants in Thy. These two
patterns of collaboration are illustrated in Figure 4 below.
The first pattern (A) followed a relatively internalized theme-
team arrangement, where some of the group members (i) having identified
a specific interest area in common (ii) proceeded to form small-task
forces of two or three to continue with the work and (iii) reported
back from time to time to the group as a whole.
As a team, Alicja Raciborska and Gunnar Iversen invested their
time and energy on researching, through a process of in-depth inter-
views and participant-observation,
"Channels of Information between
the Local Administration and the Residents" in the two local kommunes
of Sydthy and Thisted. Alicja worked with the public authorities to
obtain their perspective while Gunnar talked with local residents and
16
’Jens Roikjer, "Out-of-School Education," p. 1.
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PATTERN A; where the theme-team
arrangements constitute small
task-forces of two or three
members from within the work
group itself.
PATTERN B: which consisted more
of work group members moving out
intothe community at large, or
forming their own study-circles--
by way of theme-team arrange-
ments.
Work Group II: Patterns of Collaboration.Figure 4.
\/
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their families to record theirs
Kathe Johannesen, Roshan BilH.oria and Else Bisgaard fo™ed
an action-research" team to probe another facet of out-of-school edu-
cation and local development. They sampled over 150 local youngsters(f- the formal and nonformal educational tracts) with a guestion-
naire intended to yield some indicators as to what fostered a sense
of belonging to one's region and how, if at all, the immediate educa-
tional environment (formal and nonformal) influenced this perception.
The second pattern of collaboration (B) within Work Group II
consisted of (i) members moving out into the larger community and ini-
tiating their own contacts and (ii) group activities among a wider
circlG of local pGoplo.
Lillian Hartmann set to work outlining an evening-school course
she was interested in leading in connection with the "Lasre for Livet"
(Learning for Life) adult-educational effort around the country.
Richard Stevens made plans for a local fall discussion on The New In-
ternational Economic Order. Aage Rosendal initiated a study-circle on
local tourism with the purpose of clarifying the situation in Thy and
influencing regional development policy-making on this concern. Peter
Alicjd Raciborska, "Information Flow in the Proce'^q nfommum cation between the Municipality and the Inhabitants " in herfinal report, July 12, 1978. And Gunnar Iversen^^omrBa^ie^s o?
(irDanish)°"
Lommune and the Residents," July 10, 1978
•
,1
i^esponses (100%) to this questionnaire; "Indicators of
imoressions’^''nnt'^i'^
a fascinating and somewhat powerful collage of
Duroosps of’pdM^ 1
‘ contradictions and cross-p p e education and employment in rural areas such as Thy.
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Klru^bl ™oved out Into the co«un1ty at large to witness
,outh une.-
Ploynent and various youth group activities face to face i„ Hurup, and
ater in Holstebro. In the process, he drew a number of fresh faces
and energies into the project effort.
As such, the work group hobbled through the concluding weeks
of the project, bogged down more than once by the general focus of
the theme and the lack of a clearly-defined facilitator role. As a
forum, however, for exchanging notes on initiatives under way, and
even more as a starter-group for a number of smaller initiatives and
projects that were able to gather their own momentum, it had been
reasonably successful on several fronts, among them:
by focusing attention on some of the tangible intpr
and krthfr’af^e^r
*
rLearch^ir?lL?r'^^^^ community-based action-the theme-teams face toce with problems and their prospective solutions;
?n
ground for the international partners—
InH^h
possibilities and pitfalls of working in
® living community with its con-Tlicts and contradictions; and
' clarykation and direction for the par-
hlil? r ’ international, in the nuts andbolts of collaborative program development and the chal-
ea^ninl
t™''"ing program founded on suchl r g partnerships
.
In retrospect
In retrospect, both work groups--al though markedly diverse in
composition, activity, and outcome--had moved the project several steps
further into the community. The one, it seemed, had timed itself to
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nde the crest of a renewed enthusiasm in alternate energy sources andhad emerged from the four-month implementation even sturdier, especi-
^
^
9'"d"P had struggled along
the poor step-child of rural communities: namely, the sources of
learning to he found outside the formal school setting. On the face
Oh things, «orh Group „ was decidedly a more fragile, more scattered
ertaking. But, the seeds had already begun to sprout in odd and
assorted locations.
Having talked about the “who" and the "what" of the program in
practice, it is now timely to move to the "how" of the matter: the
nature of the participatory process, l^ and the working methods emerging
from, and in turn shaping, the initiative in Thy.
Program Methods
peoDlX*o!j?'^'’®^r'"^ verbiage in development circles about
of Concepts s c crystallization
5 ^
" participatory research and action re-
initia^ii«'’ifonQ°'ihoif r*" to implement
this io riilid ^ 1— lines-the actual how's and why's of
certain'miliiqur2o'"'''"*°'"^ 1" a
19
,
tion nn Pural Developme nt Participa-have in their conceptual framework interpreted the
^
what of participation in terms of the various phases of the oartiri-
evaluation.*^'
to implementation, to benefits, to
noca af
seemed more appropriate, and more useful, for the pur-pose of our study to discuss this dimension of "what" in terms of^its
TOrkithlmefidooied*^i^
context of the Thy initiative has meant the
to^v proceL iiS
implementation. An analysis of the participa-
_
y ocess and its operational components is deferred to the fnllnwmg section on "how," the Program Methods.
20
Persoertivp 'Methodology' of Participation: Ap c e on The Thy Project, Discussion Paper, Skyum, May 1978, p. 1.
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In the previous section on project work-the.es,
„e have ac-
quired an initial impression of the program methods in action. What
"light be useful is to continue the discussion, in terms of the actual
nuts and bolts of the participatory process as it came to life in the
Thy Project.
Indeed, insofar as the project itself was an attempt to ex-
plore the operational dimensions of participation in a common context
the program methodology (to the extent we can call it such) touches
’
upon two angles of this process: participation between project members
themselves in various configurations (local as well as international);
and participation in the identification and solution of community con-
cerns in Thy, and indirectly, further afield.
Using these two angles as points of reference, let us look
"lore closely into how the program methods-in terms of project imple-
mentation, management, and evaluation-also evolved from the natural
working patterns of the initiative.
Project implementation
As we turn to the specific how's and why's of the work under
way in Thy, it is worth stressing the somewhat unusual nature of the
21
111 r
Uphoff, Rural Development Participation nn sfi-
IdPntifyVng characteristics of thrpirtj’cipatorv
(crstructure^orDarfi^i'^^P^^^^ incentives to participation;uc f participation; (d) channels of participation- (&)
5 KSDijOio”: ml (,) ifL
work of project implementation, management, and evaluation
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n-ethodologr of project implementation, in the sense that it too
emerged largely from^ the initiative. As such, it has seemed
™re consistent with the general action research thrust of our inves-
tigation to highlight these patterns in the form that they surfaced
rather than re-mould thpm tn .e to fit some externally conceptualized set of
compartments or categories.
What then were some of the actual nuts and bolts of project
implementation?
A peristaltic rhythm
As earlier sections of this study have indicated, from its
inception, the effort had moved in peristaltic pattern.^^ a wave of
concentrated periods of activity and program development followed by
a lull, peaking again later in the year around some other task. It was
a rhythm, a method established basically by the voluntary nature of the
local initiative and commitment, and woven into the day-to-day home and
work responsibilities of the participants in Thy.
Although considerably more concerted in time and tasks, the
four-month implementation cycle also tended to reflect this ebb and
lems- The Theorv^Ind°pi??t
»“l>e™an. Solving Educational Prob-
a pane™
™tbC0
, 1977], base their-tWTSflKHS^^
"Our theory starts with the idea that people and qrouos are always aspiring to 'complete' themselves or to “eveZ' ?nto
traced their pattern of energy output and activity over time
aspiring, we would find that it
oeriodS
Pa'"l0'is of rapid growth followed byp s of integration and consolidation" (p. 14).
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fiovj, an authentic, endogenous response to a
with participatory local development.
learning program working
This pattern of program development was also noticeable in the
process of collaboration among various configurations of project work-
ers. local and international. Hamden-Turner's interpretation of the
double-helix" provides a useful illustration in this context,
pointing out how project participants moved through successive cycles
the continuous redefinition and reflection of their common tasks
Figure 5. Illustration of the "Double Helix."
23
1970), P.
Charles Hamden-Turner
39, quoted in: NonformaT
Ra dical Man (New York: Doubleday,
Education in Ecuador. 1971-1975M • j-tyiMUMiiai cu Ldn L
^Amherst, Massachusetts: Center for International Education, 1975),
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' inustration represents the co«n tasks
he areas of activity undertaken hy the participants (either 1 „ a tea^
arrangement between the local and International partners; or between
local project workers acting as facilitators and the larger work group
Of communny residents). The 'r' represents the stages of reflection
by the participants on preceding events, after which they return to
act again at points A.
Project participants had not launched the Implementation with
a Clear blueprint of this double-helix In hand! Certainly, local par-
ticipants, who had discussed this operational rhythm, did attempt to
convey this pattern to their International counterparts:
And w?i^ rtar.rfjirji-
Despite their Interest and prior Involvement In community de-
velopment, It was demanding, nevertheless, for some of the Interna-
tional partners to find their location within this ebb and tide. These
sentiments emerge In the following:
other hand, to find out If and how thev assumed
p rticipatory process between participants with varvina back
and natural fona’J Partnership Is the most mature
COTdItlons
. ? 2?
® participatory process In the given
24
Roikjer,
"Out-of-school Education, P.
25
Alicja Raciborska, "Some
at the Community Level," Discussion
Remarks about
Paper, April
1 .
Human Development
1978, p. 5.
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These observations bring us to another program method,
"the
learning partnership." which grew, as it were, out of the initiative
and Which e.phasited a mutual, rather than one-way fiow of experience
and expertise between the local and international participants.
"The learning partnership"
The proposal for the Thy Project had highlighted the idea of
a learning partnership as one of the central principles guiding pro-
gram implementation:
peoplel"'dH^-^'""^'™^^
tha? eacH pro]ecrpar?[c?pant--as
be both learner and teacher. 26
earning partner"--would
And It stood to be tested if. and how. such a partnership would func-
tion in practice. Indeed, there seemed to be almost as many variables
in learning partnership as there were project partners.
In Work Group I. the two international partners each played
very different roles in the further development and implementation of
their work theme. The one was very clearly a resource person bringing
directly pertinent experiences and techniques to bear on the situation
at hand, and required, if anything, a local team counterpart to act as
facilitator and bridge to the larger circle of work group participants.
The other fell more into the traditional track of "trainee." and was
unable-without very structured assistance and direction, to draw upon
the learning resources around him.
26
"The Search for Communities at Human Scale," p. 5.
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As the distinctions in Work Group II were considerably less
pronounced, team arrangements within and without the Immediate work
group tended to be more flexible, both in structure and duration.
In initially conceptualizing
"the learning partnership" as a
project working method. It had not been clear what exact form or dura-
tion these partnerships would take. What did emerge out of the trial
run. as a pointer, was the
"asymmetrical partnership, learning ar-
rangements between local and International participants that did In-
deed reflect a mutual flow of experience and expertise. This flow was
not necessarily In a symmetrical fashion in terms of time investment,
in interest area. In project perception, or In direct usability of the
work undertaken. Perhaps most significant of all. It was not sym-
metrical In terms of prior experience with voluntary initiatives and
with people's participation in the development process.
Furthermore, It had been generally anticipated that the learn-
ing partnership would draw upon the local partners as local and the
International
-in that capacity. In fact, the tables were turned as
often as not during the four months.
The local and the global
The international participants were drawn right into the vortex
of a local community: into its homes, its community planning debates,
its transport problems, and its cultural cracks and cross-currents.
27
Roshan R. Billimoria, "A Review and Tentative Assessment
of the Four-month Implementation Phase, The Thy Project," (draft)(Thy: July 1978), p. 8.
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Thy was to become also their local concern. At the sa.e ti.e, the
local partners, who continued viewing the.selves, gulte naturally as
the local counterparts, were thrown headlong into the larger world
brought ,n by the partners from outside Thy. and Into the Intricacies
Of International visas and airfares, and the intense day-to-day
management of an International program. It was one thing to theorize
about patterns of collaboration between the local and the global and
quite another to make the linkage operational.
Gunnar Hjelholt. who followed the effort from a distance, had
the following to contribute on this facet of implementation:
that a^reai'on^Uself^i-av°^^^*'lj-^"'*-*'®^'^-'^ quite outstanding
Jh:1?oba‘r^:rs°peJt1vra\*L™^drop^"‘
Partial Dan?r%rl!;^^h
''’"’"‘'IT’es when several worlds meet.
mLTcul?urL w??h representatives from
care of ’ Th^
claily practical world that also must be taLn
ta f if' - r? ' understand It. a tendency eitherto fa 1 into the "guest" role or to be part of the familyHow close should the relationship be?
The thought behind this educational program-that one
thriractlM?"!'^
be learning from one's experiences both at
exrhffnf*^ tLJ h through person-to-personc ange. That must have taken much energy out of the "steer-
University Associa-
~ X I icvc uriai
cantly from these experiences of the U
tion in Thy.
Is it possible to hold onto the zeal, to manage adminis-trative tasks one IS not used to, difficulties with university-
onented participants--and get something out of it yourselves?
11 ^
believe you have a model here that could
really help demolish the gulf between theory and practice, thelocal and the global
. .
.28
28
Evaluation Comments: "Some Impressions about The Thy Pro-ject, September 1978 (in Danish).
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Face to face with the problems
Indeed, a key element of program methodology, aside from the
nk between the local and the global and between project workers and
the wider local community was the conscious inter-dependence of
theory and practice.
The project was called upon to generate its own responses to
this learning principle through a gradual process of action-research
and 'action-training'29 engaging the participants face to face with the
problems while engendering the local competence and skills, and even
the learning materials^O needed to help with the solutions.
Project management
While the components of action research and training (as well
as the accompanying outcomes) were more clearly identifiable in the
two work group arrangements, the learning prospects implicit in the
project management--the soft under-belly of so many problems, even
participatory programs, in rural development-were no less challenging
in the case of the Thy experience.
29
^ "action-training" in much the same context as actionresearch to connote the internal generation of skill areas (technicalas well as 1 eadership/faci 1 i tator functions) arising out of the actualprocess of program planning and operation, and the organizing oftraining workshops, study circles, working week-ends, etc., by proiectparticipants, on related aspects of local development.
30p T ^ r .i-or a list of project documentation, learning materials, dis-
cussion pieces, etc. (over 45 in number) produced by the participants
of the Thy Project, refer to Appendix B.
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The soft under-belly
And, as a program method, the "learning partnership" appeared
at its most tenuous when it came to project management. In charting
program operation and management, the original members of the Project
Group had counted on the international participants to join as full-
fledged learning partners in terms of the project as a whole. They
were to be not only learning partners in the theme-groups, but also to
CO managers in the day-to-day tasks and responsibilities of project
coordination.
In fact, shortly after the initial weeks of orientation and
adjustment, the Project Group fell somewhat sharply into a "we-they”
syndrome, with the original group members cast in the unwilling role
of "Tordenskjolds soldater,"^^ coping as best they could on their own
with the nuts and bolts of program operation. Weekly "P-group" meet-
ings often turned into a regular stomping ground for the internation-
al participants to express their current demands and dissatisfactions
In addition, within the group as a whole there were varying
interpretations as to how best to steer the effort. Anders Skj0dt,
31t .
° ^ running from task to task, covering
several bases. (A historical reference to the ploy adopted by GeneralTordenskjold to outwit his drunken opponent, by trooping the same
different streets, thus giving the impression that thetown was full of them.)
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 150,in analyzing the findings of their survey on innovation related to
problems of procedure classify items under four basic types: decision-
making, co-ordination, communication, resulting delays or insufficien-
cies. They further note that 73% of those sampled record "insuffici-
ently clear structures for decision-making" as a key problem area.
Also judged serious are: "lack of clear lines of authority," "not
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chai™en of the Boa.d of the Nordic Association and host to
Peter Kirumbi, pointed out:
used in^hirorarreports''trme‘' “f*®"
up to that day. 33 ^ asked what he was
Bjorn Rossing, m his evaluation comments, urged for a "full-time
professional," while Skipper (Project Group chairman) had the follow-
ing reflections:
two work-groups^^^th^r^ro. characteristics of the
dlfficult^o accept ® ' f°“^d
^e\rr‘’?ho‘L'^ - -
1ng\
. 1
^
34
“ ^ somewhat off-course, than to be steer-
In retrospect, it might have been less taxing to structure the
project group somewhat differently and to plan coordination functions
more carefully with various members assuming specific areas of re-
sponsibility such as International correspondence, project finances,
host family contacts, transport, and the like, rather than relying on
the group as a whole to cover several bases jointly. It remained a
matter of future program development to Incorporate the details of this
experience, and to re-align the scope and functions (not less the
methods) of project management without losing sight of the key assump-
tions and principles guiding the initiative. There was little doubt
derstLd?nn'^l!?^^'°'^
people in different roles," "lack of common un-tanding of project objectives."
33
34
I
Anders Skj0dt, from written evaluation comments.
Skipper Kragh-M01 ler, from written evaluation comments.
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that the wor. of the Project Group had. however, shed useful light on
several of the how's and how-nofs of program
„anage.ent.
Pi^ojGct 6valudt1on
What we have not as yet touched upon. 1n this discussion of
program methods, is the evaluation mode adopted by the project. The
proposal for this experimental implementation cycle had taken into
account the need for an evaluation framework that would match the
special nature of the effort:
bala"ncrbetwleririnTOvatiJp''^’d*Il® Project must find a
caution required the
The evaluation desionLr' stages of such a venture,
these dimensions of the project^^''l'^'^35''^’
t^T'^ct both
A creative hybrid
The actual evaluation methodology used during the four-month
implementation period was largely a creative hybrid, striving for a
reasonable balance between the formative and the summative approach;
the goal-based and the goal-free; and between structured and spontane
ous channels of participation in the assessment.
35
36
From proposal for trial-run implementation, September 1976.
vations are'usl?u1:'"' MvJnS^alionaUrobl^ obser-
pitfalls of evaluation is to base it soleivthe dimensions which are most easily measurable This webelieve, is one of the dangers of analysis
. . The prio;
cnuntld^'^^h^n^y^
be 'what is important?,' not 'what can be
estabHshP^w^Th®^''?^ clearly?,' or 'what can beblis ed without the shadow of a doubt?' This means in many
bfaLert® • • • Which cannoT^e dded together meaningfully, which cannot necessarily be
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T^^«eek-by-week program outline
drawn up in the early months of project planning had factored i„
periodic check-points to monitor the various phases of this trial-
run and possibly to re-align the steps ahead. These ranged from the
exchange of expectations in the Orientation Week (I); to the
quarter-way stock-taking (program week VI); to Mid-point Evaluation
week (IX); and to the final, more su^ative stages of Project Conclu-
sion. Report Writing, and Evaluation (week XV).
Go^al based and qoal-jfrge. Equally important, it turned out.
was the balance between a goal-based and goal-free approach, that is.
reviewing actual outcomes and developments in terms of the stated ob-
jectives and assumptions of the effort and at the same time finding a
way to keep track of the unanticipated responses and spin-offs from
this phase.
^artlcnpatoa^e^^ In that the program methodology as a
whole was rooted in the participatory emphases of the project, it
seemed somewhat natural that project evaluation too should proceed
along these lines. Also, there were several vantage points from which
to review the implementation cycle: the perspective of the program
planners and managers; the work group participants; the international
learning partners; the wider circle of community residents and insti-
tutions in Thy; as well as the national Ministry of Education which had
provided the seed-funding for the effort.
compared, and which cannot be verified from independent sources
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Here again, as we shall see in
the discussion on project outco.es, the picture was pieced together in
a number of ways. Evaluative data and insights collected on a range
from the relatively structured to the spontaneous were used. One
local participant used his movie camera to record bey project moments
and outcomes. Several others kept track of evaluation discussions on
tape. Still others used the channel of participant-interviewing. Some
use was also made of evaluation questionnaires at the periodic check-
point sessions, and quite a few project partners, including the inter-
tional learning partners, concluded with written reports. In addi-
tion, one of the Project Group members took the initiative to send out
a letter to all project participants, asking for their perspective and
comments to fill in the wider angle of the experience:
c =
' •
1^0 really be able to assess the project, it is necessary to have an individual evaluation from as far as possible
e ther°as
directly concerned with the undertaking
’
i participants in the preparation or in one or othe^work-group; as hosts-or "guests"-in one way or anotherhe Project Group would like to request you to send insome short written comments about the tasks/activities you
Tb?erl7uoT of
3 about how you ex-perienced the project implementation, what value you attach
possibly also something about
r7 project as a whole: the signifi-cance it had, has had, or could attain.
Ideas and suggestions are also very welcome
. .
From Within
. . .
As we reflect on the who's, what's, and how's of the program
Knud Schj^dt-Pedersen, Evaluation Letter, August 1978 (in
Danish)
.
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in practice, one is left, first and foremost, with the distinct im-
pression of having experienced a cycle of participation, of action
research, from within.
The program participants, the work-themes, the project prin-
ciples and methods clearly did not, could not, in this context, spring
from the brow of some inspired policy-maker, on the eve of the experi-
mental trial
-run.
Rather, as we have followed through the analysis, they had
emerged, very gradually, and sometimes quite unevenly, from within the
effort Itself. Many were organic impulses and responses which
emphasized, on the one hand, the basic rootedness of such a venture in
local development, and, on the other, a certain integrity of project
implementation, management, and evaluation in participatory context.
The project outcomes, too, were rooted in the total time-
frame of the effort. It is difficult at times to detach outcomes
from the developments of the earlier years or the ripple effects that
were to continue after the actual conclusion of the trial-run.
Outcomes
I think we can justly refer to the original paper (the projectproposal; again because it outlines some working methods,
based on principles which to a large degree have proved their
worth. It has been--I think if you evaluate the project, as
we do now--it has been so that you have been able to test the
feasibility of the principles outlined.
You have found some principles and some methods which I
believe have proved that they have been able to generate de-
velopment as you have defined it. And this I think is one of
the greatest assets of your project, although it is still
difficult to evaluate all the details, that people discussing
165
Although the periodic evaluation check-points had proved
relatively useful in gauging program developments and outcomes during
the actual four-month implementation, it was not always easy to pin-
point precise outcomes as they surfaced. Nor. for that matter was it
intended that the results be demonstrated in terms of startling
stdtistical surpris6s.
It was clear, however, that the effort had yielded a number of
interesting responses, both anticipated and unanticipated, immediate
as well as possibly with longer-range implications. Indeed, the out-
comes of the Thy Project could be discussed along several dimensions:
as against the stated objectives set forth in the proposal; on a con-
tinuum from the tangible to the less visible; in terms of the impact
on participants themselves and the spread effect within the community;
as well as on an on-going time-frame.
In terms of stated objectives
The project proposal had set forth the objectives^® on three
bands, as it were: in terms of the region of Thy; in terms of the in-
ternational learning partners; and in terms of the local participants
and the initiative as a whole.
38
ThP Thv P
^''^istry of Education, Evaluation Discussionse y Project, July 15-17, 1978 (on tape).
39
For the objectives themselves, refer to the discussion onthe Proposed Experimental Run in Chapter V of this study: Proiect
Beginnings and Subsequent Developments.
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Taken together, these objectives raised five basic Questim,
that the project outcomes would be called upon to address. They were
;s
al'^undlrstandlL^in^n*^'^
a greaterisense of internation-
TTlo tho 1 !
° regiorT; at the same time as helo-
shLmL participants attain a broader per-
forms^^/into*^ initiative pointed the way to new
7uiiiL,.i I collaboration consistent with thesp r t of the New International Economic Order?
• To what extent had the effort served as a testing groundin terms of the feasibility of the pro.iect Drincin?p° ^nH
^grkljig methods , also with a view to undertake a longer-range program direction?
"
We take each of these questions in turn.
Identification and solution
of concrete problems
It was reasonably evident, in terms of the first of these
questions, that each work-group had come face to face with the process
of identifying and occasionally even of pointing towards solutions to
concrete problems and concerns in the region.
Preben Maegaard and Knud Hartmann, reporting on the activities
of the bio-gas group, had indicated the local significance of the work
in which their theme was engaged:
For the individual farmer, the use of bio-gas technology
means:
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self-reliance in terms of energy;
^ertiCrT"* effectiveness of their
an™in°lemfof"smell" Itc^fan‘d "^^th^tlc-
inltan^:^ 9^'ee"nrh^ul:s^°g;:™Xe^^?^S'- <^0^
Echoing this were the comments by one of the farmers, actually
on the way with his own bio-gas plant, that-
;Kk “v:’S.splant, at the same time as we can
80 head of^^tn manure. We have
ouU.ra "I™"* P’95’ 50 that It shLl^teq ite a lot of energy that can be generated.
Certainly, the construction of large-scale bio-gas plants by
the local farmers and craftsmen and members of Work Group I was by
far one of the most tangible outcomes of the project. No less In-
triguing though were the side-discoveries made by project participants
in getting to this phase of construction:
With this very limited involvement, in terms of persons andin terms of money, that we had this dissemination effect
•
. . That there are a dozen or so local farmers that nowfeel someconfidence; that there are local craftsmen andlocal engineers that feel confident that they can now do
And that it is possible to sit out in a remote community
and start up something, the encouragement and acknowledgment
40
Preben Maegaard and Knud Hartmann, "Towards the Regenerative
r arm
,
p . z
.
41
Aksel Kirk, Evaluation Comments, October 1978.
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^ effect. It focuses on
The second work-group, that on out-of-school education and
local development, had also wrestled with local concerns through the
assignments undertaken by individual members: youth and unemployment,
channels of information between the local administration and the
residents, and the local educational landscape and its influence on
factors of belonging. With Group II though, it was not always clear
what had actually been achieved directly in terms of their solution.
In Peter's words:
lontribJtL^Ifl'h' ; 'i'“° ^ tl'ot I have
_
uted to the actual problem solution. But it has
^no^^em^s
“o
-‘iJrthe
Acquisition of skills
and knowledge
On the question related to the acquisition of skills and
knowledge on the part of project participants, there seemed evidence
as well to suggest quite a range of outcomes: from the technical
specifics of drawing up and interpreting bio-gas blue-prints to the
somewhat more untidy demands of managing voluntary community partici-
pation; from the crystal 1 ization of earlier personal and professional
interest areas to the leadership required to organize community de-
bate evenings, or to function in the role of local facilitator:
42
1 C
Maegaard, Evaluation Discussions, Thy Project, July
15-17, 1978 (on tape).
43
Peter Kirumbi, Evaluation Discussions, Thy Project, July
15-17, 1978 (on tape).
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are also experts iTth farmers, and they
tnnir of way-but when you bring in this
fe?t you deal with I
Irl xoM „o «ked in Tfew cLes-a e y u people smart enough? ases.
lost^?heir^c™f?doL““‘
out there, and were fooling, we
They could not use us.’ meetings.
enerIv^‘^it h=r opinions on different aspects (of
r :S; picrsTi. hS>,::s£:.“;? j;r
a h nfL' the hand-workersTTthey will“^colse U gh
to gL resuuL initiative which is not leading
th,f“fh“^‘ 'i’® “"'Patent with what we try to do . . so
f dence "th'ercan"do1h"“- 9^- t^e ?on-
"
if tZ. 9
ive people confidence
have to know what you are dealing with
. .
.44
^ ^
On the part of the international partners, too, there was a
certain confidence during those final evaluation sessions:
It was really good training for me
. .
Or:
I am convinced that I have gained new skills, I have gained
new experiences, and a new way of looking at problems and at
u n "1 ^ Q s •
Even, it is a good experience for me to see such aproject run, not on a full-time basis. That by itself is
an education. To run a project by people who already have
other full-time responsibilities, but are thinking about
development at what they call grass-roots--and what I call
grass-roots--and at the same time trying to pave their way
using their time, their money, their knowledge
.
This is to me, by itself, an experience. 46
44
1 C 1-7
Maegaard, Evaluation Discussions, Thy Project, July
15-17, 1978 (on tape).
45 . .
Alicja Raciborska, Evaluation Discussions, Thy Proiect.
July 15-17, 1978 (on tape).
46
Peter Kirumbi, Evaluation Discussions (on tape).
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The
.anagenent angle of this guestion however regained some-
what strained throughout the experience, leading to the observation
that:
Projecril°s"t?(l"" °’'9®"’^ational frames (sic) for the Thv
ject theme, I would asr*^"how^tn crucial pro-
human and iechn™ogi?a1'resources o?’e^""
velopment?" ou f nergy m local de-
sumpiions
^Xted'to^"heTan^^i?a"• «-
its workers?47
capabilities and possibilities of
It remained a skill-area that called for further support and refine-
ment.
Greater sense of international
understanding
In considering the third question, there was little doubt that
the project had indeed contributed to a greater sense of international
understanding in the region, perhaps more so in terms of the spontane-
ous person-to-person points of collaboration than through any rigidly
systematized exchange. Through their various work-interests and ac-
tivities, the international partners had found their way into the com-
munity, and into the homes and lives of its residents:
The only thing we knew beforehand about
diagram we had seen about the Vesterviq
newspaper articles
. .
the project was some
Dommerhus and the
Alicja and Manuel, and
know ^
Singh. After we had met these three and got towsome of the people from the project-group
,
we began toget interested ourselves in this Thy Project.
^
Our acquaintance with Peter turned into a real friendship
1978,
^^Al icja
p. 4.
Raciborska
,
"Evaluation Report," Thy Project, July
the last two months he was here.
And again:
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48
We are so used to thinking along the track that ttEuropeans who have something to teach AfrL^f Ih ""opened our eyes to the ^^>^icans. This
learn the most
.
.
.49 could
The host families too had something to say on the matter-
it^became a warm and
.utuaiV^Ss^^p^rith^T^^^^ilVl^^,,
On the part of the International partners themselves what
seemed to stand out was the Insights they had gained into their own
homelands through the experience:
irst of al 1 , I must tell you that the conditions of ourfarmers are really completely another thing sf
Or, as Peter expressed the situation:
On the point of gaining broader perspective on the culture
onaflni°nrarf'^?'="“
own homeland tS?ou pe !
come!
experience
. . . here is where my riches
*'*’^*^ under-development means In one's own
look1r!raftho^®M’^'^® ^ seeing anding at the culture and development process at home 52
Ane Krogh, written evaluation comments, September 1978.
49
Ellen Rohwer, written evaluation comments, September 1978.
50
Missy Knudsen, written evaluation comments, September 1978.
51
Manuel Morales, Interview, June 24, 1978 (on tape).
17 1 Q 7Q
Evaluation Discussions, Thy Project, July 15-
I/, 1978 (on tape).
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New forms of international
co-operation
What was also somewhat intriguing, moving to the fourth ques-
tion. was the extent to which these four months had indeed pointed to
new forms of international collaboration. i„ grass-roots context.
Among these were the transfer of expertise and technology from South
to North and the dissemination effect of a little local effort drawing
mto Its work a handful of international resources and catalysts.
Iou«rmost.*^0f coursf "there
what I think
very many places but it nhx •
activities going on
to have Leo e here fr m throu ^i "^ t generative effect
Ushed relationshLtoX‘LhnoLy.«“ " ^
In this context. Ram Bux Singh, the international partner who
played this role of catalyst so effectively during his stay in Thy,
had an interesting incident to relate:
I tell you the real story
. . . i actually went to the
The£: ‘a “th- L‘hLe; he'ex^^L-nL
Lnron‘LI%™r„r' feasability of making a
Then she said, "Yes. where is he from?" From IndiaWhat IS his name?" Then the man said-Ram Bux SingL'shesaid, I am reading his book! Now he is here'"
^
hous^^"/^54''^°'‘^ ^heir
Richard Stevens, a work group member on out-of-school educa-
tion theme, pointed out another useful role played by the international
Preben Maegaard, Evaluation Discussions, Thy Project, July
o (on tape).
Ram Bux Singh, Interview, June 6, 1978 (on tape).
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partners
:
Sunnar Iversen. skeptical from the very start about venturing
such an outlandish link between the local and the global, only re-
iterated his past stand that:
thro?he^'s ^ocar^roblL^^^ ifdemands a local situation, not ^ Tan2anian''oni'56’"
Peter, himself from Tanzania,
di fferently
;
saw the possibilities somewhat
What I have been trying to do is to get hold of a problem
t?if
will be— one, a problem which is here but at^the same
Ir Mt ^ relatloLhi^lnworK with It ... I could go back to my villaqe or mv
WhPth
society, and see how the problem is over there
it ^s^th^s^^'L^n^
elements which are really common; whetherIS e same problem or is not the same problem. And if itIS not the same problem-why?57 ^
On the local front, too, there was a general sentiment that for
those who had engaged in the ups and downs of these four months--the
immediate community stood in larger relief;
The work resulted specifically, as I see it, in ... a new
and different understanding of our local community, and com-
munities, in the region. We discovered resources we have notknown about before, and we discovered new possibilities. Thishappened in both work groups and in the general meetings. 58
55
Richard Stevens, Evaluation Discussions (on tape).
Gunnar Iversen, Evaluation Comments, September 1978
57
. .
Peter Kirumbi, Evaluation Discussions (on tape).
58
Aage Rosendal Nielsen, "Evaluation of the Thy Project "
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Feasibility of project principles
and working methods ^
The very fact there were answers forthcoming to these basic
questions seemed to indicate the general feasibility of the principles
and working methods which evolved out of the early years of project
planning and formulation.
The working methods had, by and large, withstood the test-run.
From the practical implementation cycle emerged a fresh crop of con-
cepts and constructs informing the experience: the peristaltic work
y m of a voluntary initiative that must take into account the daily
work responsibilities of the participants, the asymmetries implicit
also in a learning partnership, and fresh angles of international col-
laboration. When viewed against the conceptual backdrop of the initial
chapters of this study, all were vital pointers for future program
development and growth.
From tangible to less visiblp
Another vantage point from which to consider project outcomes
might well be on a sort of continuum from the most concrete to the
less visible, more conceptual components.
On the most concrete end, these ranged from the construction of
the bio-gas plants, to the various learning activities growing directly
out of the project (study-ci rcles
, work-group meetings, community de-
bate evenings, training seminars), and to the written materials and
documentation produced by project participants (training manuals, blue-
September 1978, p. 3.
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prints, course outlines, discussion
orientation papers, and evaluation
Moving to the less visible,
and international interest aroused
pieces and articles, project
reports).
there were the local, national,
in the work in Thy, the somewhat
unique ingredients constituting program methodology, the spread-effect
achieved by the local media, and the concepts generated in the actual
process of implementation.
impact on partici pantc
Vet another dimension along which to view project outcomes
would be to consider the impact upon participants themselves, and the
points of their collaboration with the wider community. Here again,
there appeared to be quite a spread. For some, the crystallization of
earlier personal and professional interest areas into project-related
activities ranked high. The gradual nurturing of the action-research
and training potential among the core of local project workers had been
important. A sense of community fellowship and co-operation had de-
veloped among the project participants. Their active leadership roles
had expanded into the wider community, and their increased involvement
in all sorts of local development concerns and directions was notice-
able. And. in general, there had been a branching out into
59
A footnote of some considerable interest: The most recent
a
Participation in Regional Planning PoHcy in
1978 (Viborg Amtskommune: Reqionalplan-
_lggmng Offenti
i
ghedfasen, Forl0b oq Debat), dd. 57 and 55 -Tfi \/io1Hc a
Fomewha-’t revealing statistical piece of information: from the 115 dt-
cussion/debate pieces submitted by the local residents of the 17 'kom-
munes (municipalities) of Viborg Amt, the contribution from Thy (com-prising three small kommunes) totaled 40 submissions! Equally
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new initiatives and efforts in the region.
The international partners had a relatively shorter
on which to base their reflections.
time span
Perhaps what J^^ave^learned is more than what I am seeing
you have time to re-think work, unless
.-I k, •
to use what you have aained
gifii kih £
On an on-going time frame
In fact, given the special framework of the project and the
fact that it had assumed a momentum of its own almost from its in-
ception, it would be pointless to package all the outcomes into a four
month frame.
If anything, this first implementation cycle was part of an
on-going time sequence stretching back on the one hand to the early
months and years of groundwork and of gradual project growth and
crystallization. On the other, it set the stage for situations and
activities and responses that were yet to follow several paces down
the road.®'
interesting, for our purpose, of the 126 study circles run by residents
of thocl®
planning themes (and of the 34 run in Thy) 14ese were 1 ed by Thy Project participants.
tape)
Kirumbi, Evaluation Discussions, July 15-17, 1978 (on
time-frame of this study, it must be noted, covers
in Jhy from its early beginnings in the winter months of
subsequent crystal lization in the following years, up
to andthrough its four-month experimental run as a full-fledged pro-ject, in the spring and summer of 1973. While the work in Thy con-
tinues, again more as an effort interwoven into the daily patterns of
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given
Mid-way through the implementation cycle. Ram Bux Singh had
voice to these sentiments.
ar^:/°chievi„Tenoug^ -hers sometimes feel you
-o.VSrr^-rs" s-T? e e- e"
"" U
plants. This preoaratior!» u a '^'“-gas
great oreoaratln^^ v ^
^ ®
"loiths is a
in thar^^! a ’the ne nie achievemen
the sort 0^ wc?f I^1n'beg^^n my"l? -
Sure enough, as we have noted, the actual construction of the large
scale bio-gas plants in Thy only got under way after the fonmal con
elusion of the four-month cycle.
1
-n^o yet‘anot™chapter)' It' fa“n's
for this stud/ outside the scope and time-frame
L - -ong- b‘^? -r
the initiap-on of ?hfe^;S:^L^"c%1e!^inL/T/^^^ure5
nother international learning partner for two months a bio-qas technician from the Directorate of Technical Education, K^/r India t^'
innl^-°// ' (and other int/estL group-
be^VbuUt u“/n ihy°"
°P®''^‘'P"^’ details of the bio-gas plants
Mn/ U.N. University Project meeting^•n Sic?ly
TpLi ‘Goals, Processes, and Indicators ofDevelopment to a Bio-gas Conference in Wales. Indeed, this very
bio-gas farmers from Work Group IIS participating in an International Consultation on "The Role of Farm-ing Families Smallholders and Cultivators" in Canada-exchangina his
experiences from Thy and the Thy Project with some 30 farm and rural
organization leaders from the Third World and their counterparts in
Western lands.
62
Ram Bux Singh, Taped Interview with Roshan, June 6, 1978.
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Manuel Morales, the youngest and .cst guestioning of the in
ternat,cnal partners, had returned to his homeland somewhat unsure of
what he had achieved. Four months later, he sent word that:
ject about*^bio-gas
systems'^^and*'wrh”°'''^H'’^ ^ P™'
unit in an Indian vin.of’ designed a small
really happy to be part^of"fhI
*^^®,‘:®P'tal city ... 1 was
the group had any eU^ience"(prtcticI^’)^•n‘’h‘^"“'''
systems--and I do have Le
The Hartmanns, host family to Alicja Raciborska, motored down
to Poland during their fall vacation to compare notes with their part-
ner in her home setting. The latter, who upon returning to Poznan,
had written to find out:
9oing on round the Thy Proiect
r^ee I am tied
participation in Thy. ^u reel i to the project, and to Thy
.
.
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In Review
From sketching the conceptual frames of this study in its
earlier chapters, we have moved into an analysis of the particular
experience of the Thy Project. We have paused along the way for an
orientation of the physical setting in which this initiative sprouted
to life, and later took shape.
From its birth as an intriguing winter inspiration, we have
traced the various phases and facets of this effort as it set out, an
actual traveler on the pathway of community participation and action-
63
Manuel Morales, in a letter from Guatemala, October 1978.
64
Alicja Raciborska, in a letter from Poland, August 1978.
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research. We have followed the program through Its cycle of initia-
tion, planning and crystallization, implementation, management and
evaluation. Me have probed along the way, with our analytic
'optics
into the nuts and bolts of the program-in-practice.
It IS time now to step beyond the particular and to examine
the work in larger relief, to draw out and interpret some of the key
features that have characterized this project in Thy in the light of
a more general body of experience and documentation on people-based
initiativ6s in devGlopment.
Row,
1971
chapter VII
THE THY PROJECT AND BEYOND: AN INTERPRETATION
OF THE EXPERIENCE
No people are uninteresting
Their fate is like the chronicle of planets
Nothing in them is not particular
and planet is dissimilar from planet
Yevtushenko: "People"^
Chough an artist is painting a tiny leaf It i^inevitable that sooner or later he will react with "Whatam I doing spending my life just painting one little leaf?The hell with it. I quit." What keeps h^'m go g sblurred vision of a greater mural where other artists
I
painting their bits, and each
to the total.
2
piece is essential
De-schooling Society (New York: Harper and
1971 ), p. 115 .
^
2
Saul D. A1 insky. Rules for Radicals (New York: Random House,
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^£lyjl!lj.ng to the Paradoxps
Development, we have been Informed, real development, that is
concerns the growth of people. Why is it then that, by and large,
analyses of the process (even the participatory process) of development
handle facts, figures, trends, and techniques with deft efficiency and
relegate the actual players in this drama to the role of misty figures,
somewhere back-stage.
Development, we have further been informed, follows no uni-
versal formula. It is endogenous. It springs from the heart of each
society. Here as well, do we detect a contradiction between stated
conviction and the tendency, m practice, to encourage models that can be
generalized to other multi-lateral project locations sometimes at the
expense of localized, small-scale responses, specific in size and scope
to their setting.
The Thy Project, as this study reveals, appears to have grap-
pled with both these paradoxes. Drawing upon the participatory methods
of action research as its tool of ongoing action and reflection, it has
presented, indeed proceeded from, a fundamentally internalized analy-
sis. The canvas is full of the participants themselves. After all,
as Srinivasan has reminded us:
In nonformal educational programs, especially in the rural
areas, the people are not students by profession: they arefarmers and fishermen, mothers and market-women.
3
Specific as the participants and program methods are to this
Srinivasan, Perspectives on Nonformal Adult Learninq (New
York: World Education, 1977), p. 29. ^
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setting, to what extent does the experience bear implica-
tion (albeit as the "subject" rather than the "object" of an investi-
gation ) for the processes and patterns of endogenous development of
• -
- g^ass-roots international c.
laboration further afield? How indeed do the fragile workings of this
initiative in Thy speak to the questions raised earlier in this study?
Our concluding chapter is comprised of three parts. We begin
by reviewing the experience^ in terms of its key characteristics, in-
terpreting these characteristics in turn in terms of the larger body
Of documentation related to them. Me proceed from this discussion on
some Of the answered questions, as it were, to reflect upon the unan-
swered ones. These are areas touched upon by the study, but clearly
needing further analysis and investigation. Mhat remains then is to
draw together, in a final summary, the lessons learned, the pointers
yielded by the Thy Project on its modest mile towards the "learning
community.
"
Key Character! sties
We proceed then to a discussion of five of the main features
which characterize the project in Thy:
Problems Huberman, Solving Educati onal
rosed modeU- "The caution against externally im-
rather the object of “nova'tion'"
'™^^
5
for Radirals^^r*'cQ*'’
somewhat relevant, note: Alinsky, Rules
1 1^ .h -’ T- ns that "happenings become experienEii“
genera?X?tlrns'''‘"'’' re^aieTto
The participatory cyclejn a rural settThF
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Quite distinct fro. the outset, as we have seen, was the pan-
ticpatory tenure of the initiative. Participation was not so much
a desirable end-point towards which to lean but rather a fundamental
working method which formed the very basis of program growth and direc-
tion. A point is perhaps worth stressing. The participatory motif did
not spring full-blown from the brow of some external enthusiast, nor
was it injected mid-way through the process of program formulation to
solicit "the people's response," or to lend credence, in experiential
hindsight, to the conceptual scaffolding already under construction.
If anything, participation grew organically out of the very
nature, and sometimes the apparent constraints, of the effort. It
extended, a sort of unbroken thread, from the very earliest stages of
initiative-taking and formulation through the different phases of
crystallization, project preparation, implementation and management to
the rounds of evaluation, follow-up and the use of outcomes.
In the process, participation moulded not only the content
areas, the work-themes chosen, but also the program principles and
working methods, the research and training components and even the
learning materials produced. To a large extent, even the concepts in-
forming the practice also appeared to emerge from within, often in the
form of fresh frames and perspectives, rooted in the actual mud and
grime of experience. What seems important to underscore, in summing
then, is the basic inter-relatedness of the various phases of program
development which had participation as their key building-block: from
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we
the initial discussion evenings, through the subsequent years of plan-
ning and practice, decisions and demands, and stock-taking.
If we turn to the literature from the "development decades,
find the need for people's participation stated oft and clear.
from'on'high [tke^thrie^^r ta"not be handed down
by unleashing he fnleJests ener"'™^^'
people. 6
i t r , energies, and resources of the
The conception of rural development, too. seems to have under-
gone a certain transition in that direction. With it has come the
steadily growing recognition that "it must come from the people, and
require their full partnership and participation."^
In fact, it is difficult-in reviewing the current body of
documentation in this arena-not to come across repeated declarations
about the worth of participation in "mobilizing resources and ener-
8gies," or about its value as a “functional necessity."^
But then, as Arnstein has so appropriately expressed it:
loinarh' 'll’ iff ^ ^ eating.cninar-h. • • lo a I I L L I e I I KO i Qp c . no one is against it because it is good for you. 10
Sion 17th"^P^.M!f'pn'’
Social Council, Social Commis-
’
,
session. Repor t on the World Situation, Summarv and Cnrirlii-
sions (New York: Unitid Nati^H?TApri 1 1966^ P- 3 .
^ tonc_lu_
Scotlandi^wg)" J™17.’ - Enrope (Arkleton.
g
^
Hans^B.C. Speigel, ed.
,
Citi zen Participation in Urban De-
A
I: ^ncepts and Issues (Washington
,
D.C. : National
1968)^^p^ 220
Behavioral Science, Center for Community Affairs,
9
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 194.
Sherry R. Arnstein, “A Ladder of Citizen Participation," in
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In the practical realm of experience, however, we are left with
at least two nagging divergencies. For the first, we seen, to be sur-
rounded by analyses, written sources "in the main, written by special
-ts, for specialists.-ll The situation is only compounded in rural
communities where, for example:
Xare^a^m^"sfln11re^^cU Is
knowledge, and one,^^Utfo P^°P’a who have littley o Often li tle empathy with village life. 12
For the second, there seems to be overwhelming evidence to sug-
gest the lack of authentic participation in the total cycle of
decision-making, even in r.aiiQ/-i i • ...g. , so called people's initiatives. Havelock and
Huberman present the findings of their survey:
It IS against this backdrop, essentially a serious dearth of
locally-initiated innovations and analyses, that the experience from
Thy holds a certain relevance. The experience of the Thy Project is
pertinent in a consideration of the related question: "Mho initiates?"
and the implications of the answer(s) to that question for program
Ml"
pPPti fi cation for Community nevelngmenr ed..Patricia Marshall (Washington, D.C.: NAHRU, 1977), p. 40.
(Paris: UNESCo! IWe^p.’ .
Education and Development
Owens and Robert Shaw, Development Reconsidered: Brida-
^inQfon"Ln^!''Tr and_Pe^ (Lexington, Massachusetts:Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Company, 1972), p. 123.
13
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 257.
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direction and development.
For the issues of program conceptual ization ownership, con-
tent area, organization and structure, and even fo, low-through all
appear to hinge on this critical question: "Who initiates?" Also, as
we have noted, the twin program components of external expertise and
resources are intimately tied to the consideration of the locus of
initiative.
The experiences of another earlier indigenous initiative in
community participation in the black farming communities of southwest
Alabama suggest two lessons of interest.
'
zation\n\»’i^’ participation organi-tion to be freed from the paralysis of waitinrfor
P 0 come from outside the organization, ^
6
• and two, the greatest danger for the organization in
fo™I quickly tormalized organization and structure.
14
de-mytholog^d^^d^ihaf
"tteo^lz^noi mus?"h'”'^ be
practitioners can and should oartir?nate^*
become an activity in which
thenru' ic eh„
in uici p cip . Community development
ret?ral IL Jl w
exclusive property of academicians
.
. .
" In "fheo-
Ri I 1
l^esearch and Community Development Practice " in Edward iB akely, ed,
, Community Development Research
^ttategies (NeiTT^ik: Human Sciences Pressri978h P
15
D.
Stanely Zimmerman, "The SWAFCA Co-operative " in Citi 7Pn
^sser'^edr^'werY k Ba??rA;~ra set, ds. (N w York: Fraeger, 1971), pp. 170-171.
^
,,
®We find Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
p. 75, corroborating this observation-thiT heavy inputs
'
may ^fact
~’
therron^iude P^«t'’™-5ol''ing cycles. "Paradoxically,"y concl , the relative efficiency of smal ler-scale or local in-ovations IS often enhanced by constraints: the absence of consistenthigh level administrative support, inadequacy of funds and materials
' innovators with the only remaining option, viz. lowertheir ambitions to a more realistic
. . . level."
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Both lessons. Intuitively internalized as it turned cut, sur-
faced ,n the work under way in Thy and contributed to the second key
feature of this initiative.
Another hallmark of the Thy initiative was indeed the volun-
tary, self-reliant nature of the effort roniQ+-o -crt , replete, of course, with its
accompanying strengths and drawbacks.
What, we may ask. were some of the more marked manifestations
Of this characteristic self-reliance?
noted, there was the oeris
ebb and^f^lT"
of project development and growth: the
of the effort, depend
resDonJh??T^^ i day-to-day lives andponsibilities of its participants.
’
lSshiD’sfv?e*?h‘l'’\'''“®''" Situationaleaoership style that characterized the TnitTatT^
broLened^thrs^'*'^^"^^a®’ Bad'
Lri i^th
^
'"terpretation of the project
cSns "ten? w???%h f ^ “fBing modelo is t ith the voluntary/participatory nature ofthe undertaking where project responsibilities, by
dove-tail with the day-to-day livesand working patterns of the residents
^
limita"?irf
emerging leadership style was also anation, in terms of its consequent lack of a
llJ'lnn
defined structure of decision-making
actiSitr'"
" critical junctures of project
disproportionate
Remands of time, energy, and resources on the core
at critical junctures of program growth
and development. It was a case of too few strappL
r, 4-u -c
’ P- 41; "In fact no system can sustain a rapid level ofgrowth for long periods of time: there must be periods of consolida-tion, integration, or perhaps simply rest."
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with too much. 18
ry ^eal fragility
iiSasiaiaii*
Out from such an organic experience with trainina hadsprouted the contextual role of the local
the initiative into a manageable implementation mode-and ,n moving the project deeper into the toZnUy t 9
18
aaree- T Havelock and Huberman (Ibid., p 41)
viSs ifkiv rni "^here will be enormous stress on indi-
might L scarce™
" "" stretching of any resources which
19t
M 4: 1
discussing his experiences with The Ecuador Prniprt inNonformal Education, in particular the role of local facilUa^ws asdevelopmenVeducation/change agents, James Hoxeng, Let Jorge Do It-
^nterfor Internl?^
Nonfo^al Education (Amherst, Massach^em!
useful obsefvatfonf
Education, 1973), pp. 195-97. makes a very
"One Of the basic working concepts in all this is that the
employees of anyone. They are motivated
fL!! goals--general community betterment, prestige among
+
^ chance to make contacts outside the community
with other people like themselves— and later, by a kind of in-toxication with the process of learning how to work in a group
to manage a meeting ... to bring an idea into reality. Their
tangible reward comes with the achievement of change."
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institutional'^rol'es Ind struct ,
sonal commitment and project ownershinway of one small, but sinnif.v^nr ^ ^ (evidenced by
the extensive use of oartirina^i'*'! through
Places for
How do the experiences and insights borne of this voluntary
effort ,n Thy relate to the wider pool of documentation on this theme’
An emphasis on self-help, Havelock and Hubentan recall for us,
ir.eans that weight is placed in particular on the following character-
istics
:
probls'wU^:?nL^o^^s1de^ntlrf^^
maximum use of local resources;
local control, participation and decision-making;
• responsiveness to local needs, customs, and desires; and
the'lica?ytK?o'"“’''’^-' and choice at
We locate another particularly useful reference in the col-
lection of articles assembled by David Horton Smith of the Center for
a Voluntary Society (Washington, D.C.).^' In one of these, Keith
Warner^^ discusses the attributes of voluntary associations as a
mediating mechanism in society, listing among these:
20
21
I
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problem.-^
, p. 105 .
Smith, ed.. Voluntary Action Researrh- 1Q7^(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Co., 1973)
22
Tn„„i
W. Keith Warner, "Voluntary Associations and Individual
ibid!rpp"*'243- 44
^’’‘' Policy-making and Administration," in Smith,
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coercion;
financial renumeration or legal
*
iower
nature--placing them generally in
occupational and fami Vobl ^gations^
compared to
scopFsTTHif?^^^ Of the
Their reliance on intermittent activity--in terms nf
other meetings-rather than a pat-tern of daily operation; ^
to the control of a usual-
,1
members
, who are more invo’lved in
~
consuLen^sfanr^'"'’''*^’"'’ ''’"9
Jh® low level of orpanization-in terms of relatively
and lore
f^etores and practices, less coordination!
m frequent ad-hoc arrangements.
One would ordinarily deduce from the attributes just listed
that voluntary associations tend to have relatively low levels of per-
sonal impact on their members. The findings of social science seem to
suggest, according to Horton Smith, quite the contrary. These find-
ings lead him to point out that, in fact, the potential of voluntary
action upon individual capacities and skills is a much neglected area
of research. He suggests a broad analytical classification of the
personal impact of voluntary action into five, interrelated cate-
gories. those involving beliefs (knowledge, perceptions, images, in-
formation), dispositions (values, personality, and attitudes).
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emotions, capacities (skills \ oo
j abilities), and behaviour.
In a separate article takes up a related theme: the
«pact Of the voluntary sector on soc1ety-its
"functions" or "roles.
the author observer*"is it^f^^
voluntary sector,
jest bed ,-' to provide society with°^ f ''a_^rototy£i^partially tested DotPntip?iw variety of
tions. By being ’suffiripni-i'!^
Promising social innova-
straints that normally bind
kinds of con-
government thp uninn-t-
world of business and
the "s™ ai sk c to provideri K apital of human society.
’
ahifir the voluntary sector is its
to say that the emperor has no clothes'." ^
L‘unuer^?s "Tnr t^'t^Pl^tary element, Smithcontinues, is to provide the p av elomonf in ^nrirt.- "the search for HSTtTtTTfriirfck^^??!^^
Physical iv
“ °therwise increasingly structured andp ly fatiguing world of work and responsibil ity.
leverorsor'iaf'^r «P^ct on thel vel Of soci^ integration in sociptv
, helping at a
Ss^for^affi?i k''®’
to satisfy some of the human
roursnit
^tfiliation, belonging, and fellowship through
a pursu of common interests. ^
It is on a somewhat parallel track that Marja Liisa Swantz
raises the issue of participatory research as a force of social inte-
gration. She maintains that it is an "educative process in which the
roles of the educator and the educated are constantly reversed and the
common search for solving problems unite all those engaged in the
^^Ibid.
,
p. 183.
24
David Horton Smith,
Society," ibid., pp. 388-397.
"The Impact of the Voluntary Sector on
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common endeavour.
It was very ™ch this process of participatory research of
action research as we have termed It 1„ this study, that shaped the
third key characteristic of the project In Thy.
Oniqing internal dialprfiv
Appearing as a refrain throughout the Initiative in Thy, and
still characterizing the work in progress, was an ongoing dialectic
among project participants; the self-.onitoring; the guest for inter-
nal consistency and for representativeness (in terms of the larger
grouping of residents in the con«iunity); the angst over too little or-
ganizational structure, oralternately, too much.
It was a dialectic which seemed to surface most markedly dur-
ing the four-month implementation in the form of two interacting con-
tinuums: the one representing a sliding scale related to program ends
and ownership, and the other concerning the perceived role of the in-
ternational partners and consequent project outcomes (see Figure 6).
The dialectical relationship, we find, appears as a recurrent,
although not very commonly cited theme in the literature reviewed. In
a rather informative discussion on the subject, Rafransoa draws our
attention to the options of:
Dialectical relationships between planners and potentialbenepciaries, between experts and population, and inShort between governors and governed poses problems ofdialogue and co-ordination.
[We] recognize that any attempt at development without
25
Maria Liisa Swantz, "Research as an Educational Tool for
Development, Convergence
. Vol. VIII, No. 2 (1975): p. 45.
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Continuum I
PROGRAM ENDS AND OWNERSHIP
A
The Thy Project: an inter-
national research and train-
ing project, using Thy as a
setting, a base, for common
task identification and solu
tion between local and inter
national participants.
B
The Thy Project: a local
effort, locally owned--
drawing upon and using
international partners
as fitting local con-
siderations and needs.
Continuum II
ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
AND PROJECT OUTCOMES
C
D
International Partners:
basically researchers,
'experts' who would (on a
participatory basis) study
the local situation and
yield insights.
International Partners:
co-workers who were will-
ing and able to work with
different community
members on a mutually
useful and challenging
basis.
Figure 6. Ongoing Project Dialectic: Two Interacting Continuums
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th6 villag 0 P 5 will fail Rn-f n-i- • i
i^ural community left to* itself with ^
cannot develop itself.
26^^ ^ without outside support
Or, the motif was expressed somewhat more frequently in the need for
dialogue over regional divides.
muniMte^S?'''^’ rarely com-
It was essentially this dialogical partnership, a sense of
inter-connectedness between the concerns and aspirations of one local
community and communities elsewhere-with the world further afield-
that constituted another prominent characteristic of the experience in
Thy.
The link between the
local and the global
Indeed, there is little doubt that the project would have run
quite a different course without this ongoing interplay between the
immediate region and the world that lay beyond. It was an interaction
between the local participants, and concerns uppermost in Thy with
problems gnawing also at other rural communities in transition, with
related (if not always identical) assumptions and aspirations, and
with project partners from Guatemala, India, Poland and Tanzania. It
was not so much a process of comparison as of mirroring. The local
26
rprymn i\
Development in the Village
, Interim Report(Rome. Action for Devel orient, February 1974), p. 8 . This articlebrings to mind the Thy Project's own principle of forging a learning
partnership between the worlds of expertise and experience, between
the pol icy-maker and the practitioner.
27
, ,
Mahbub ul Huq, The Poverty Curtain, Choices for the Third
Id (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), p. 82.
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situation tnou,.t t.e othen Into s.anpen neHet. soo.estin, poss1tni-
ties alonp the way ton auennate 1 „.noads and 1 „si«,ts. instead of
ns traduional location in distant, murky unreality, the global
became, in a sense, an immediate metaphor for the local.
The link between the local and the global was a somewhat un-
usual but distinct strand running throughout the effort, with prac-
tically every phase of it being characterized by some measure of col-
laboration between the local and the global. It was almost as if
every significant point of program interchange with the world outside
had intensified the working patterns and the impact of the initiative
in Its home setting.
In the process, this "learning partnership" between the local
and the global seemed to be pointing to a viable alternative to models
of international cooperation struggling with today's awkward, and
largely dysfunctional dichotomies between "developing" and "developed,"
"donor" and "recipient,"
"trainer" and "trainee."
When we turn to the literature to explore how it speaks to
this linkage, we find the discussion surprisingly sparse. The United
Nations University Report on Human and Social Development echoes the
motif from Thy, but faintly.
andloca?
University to integrate global
The matter is referred to in passing in studies on the give and take of
28
versitv
Nations University, Report of the United Nations Uni-
—
Group on Human and Soc ial DeveloBment. Nnupmhpr in_i/i
(Tokyo: United Nations Universi ty7 1976)
,
p. 6.
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L u.
'
convince an audience of
ancash,ne housewives that foreign affairs were kitchen politics "29
And we have Alinskys decade-old acknowledgment that:
• • • it requires nothing more than
realize that many of the nroMomc ^ ^^^se to
which seemingly have their m t community
reality stem fL7souJcerf, neighborhood insour s far removed from the community. 9°
But. it was rare to come across any substantive discussion con-
cerning this theme even in the work of co^unity organizers, beyond the
generalized sentiment that:
;eig^^S’?^o‘:7an^7cotu:??r:
^"c‘on7,V°
,
It was this link between the local and the global, translated from
concept to practice and taken together with some of the other key
characteristics and components of the work in Thy. that helped shape
the fifth dominant feature of the project.
^challenge to usual thinkina
(and pracETceT
"
We have noted in an earlier discussion on the potential impact
of the voluntary sector on society that one of its roles is to provide
countervailing definitions, perspectives, and world-views.
29
Take nf IntXnaHnnal'^A,'i®?’i’
-l“°-^ay Passage: A Study of the Give andOT i er na tional (London: Heinemann, 1964), p. 14 .
Chicago Press. ^
^ci^^ (Chicago: University of
31
n 1
Whiting, ed.
, Communities Left Behind, Alternatives^r Development (Ames, Iowa: Iowa" 3tate University Press, 1974), p.
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Indeed, a noticeable feature of the Thy initial
a contribution in itself c
mu,at,ve, perhaps
Challenge it appeared to pose to
usual thinking on patterns of , +of international collaboration and on
responses to rural education and development.
In terms of international
col laboration
As we have seen, the idea behind the work in Thy was to experi-
-nt, in practice, with viable alternatives to international collabora-
tion, collaboration consistent with the inherent principles of rural
nonformal education and endogenous development. Here and there the
literature had called for such freshness of approach.
expertis^of“th?so-c^lId^f‘?"‘'^ substantive
more fully on improving strateoies^'^
countries and focuses
problem-solvino hni
‘ ® capacities for
sources. 32
'>“”'‘'"9 consensus, and generating re-
The documentation had hinted at the implicit mutuality in the develop-
ment exchange and at the recognition that "each one brings resources,
wisdom, needs and ignorance"^^ to the situation.
Thus an implicit challenge in the Thy Project lay in its at-
tempt to transcend the "false polarity of 'developing' and 'de-
34
eloped in the course of getting to the root of meaningful simi-
^rities and differences between various rural responses to the local
32
33
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. 21.
nation fAmhrr-f'^°n
Col laborative Programminq in Nonformal Fdn.cat^ ( e st, MassachusettiTTiiitiFTb^^
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, p. lo.
34
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development/education paradigm.
as one Of the few high, ig^ing this
-ecttcai ipter-reiatedness of over and under-deveiopment.
stressing
. ' anything, the labels
"apply not to countries, but to areas
c asses, and groups." and calling for "a conceptual approach rich
’
enough to deal with the type of world we are emerging into "35
^
There was another unusual twist in the pattern of grass-roots
international collaboration adopted by the project in Thy: its imple-
mentation of the transfer of a local technology from South to North
This was undertaken not in the sense of an outright transplant from
one setting to another, but as a conscious channel through which to
integrate local needs with available resources.Th intention was to
Same Coin,“°SIM!^sJecial Issue ^'l977"‘^nn'''r®'aT'’‘' t*ieceeds tongue-in-cheek to draw an LamDle^frL^th ^hen pro-mts "seek and destroy effort" to a^t
the workings of WHO, in
world:
t^irori ge at the mosquitoes in the third
• + u
^I^^Sine now that somebody in the Third Wnriaup with the idea that our nr \
^o in o ld comes
fuTnInI
holm and Oslo
. ^
^^nng all the bedrooms in Manhattan, Stock-
both“s1des nf J^f"9.'re=sentially that an effort to look at
Third UorL f T inevitably leads to our asking theI W rld to help us with our problems" (p. n) ^
36,, .
.
Village to thrG?obal'orde^'^TT™"f Wignaraja, "From the
velopment Dialngiie fiinncai
in a Conceptual Framework," De-
rTonn^in h
'
ic —
iUppsala. Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, 1977) tou^esupo in his discussion of mobilizing resources for selfireliani
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GnQGndGr thG dGVGloDmpnt n-f cr^^•cve p e of self confidence and co™itment among the
people themselves, doth tnalts seen as a necessan, flnst step in
accomplishing
^.he de-m.stification of the
'e.pent-special ist nole..37
In thG docurriGntation rGviGwpd thic ^
5 this accGnt on partnGrship
-then than punditny anises fnom two basic sounces. The finst anises
as we have seen, fnom a disenchantment with the models and panadigms
Of tnaditional stnuctunes of intennational col lahonation. As a diplo-
IS said to have innevenently compl ained-the business could be
comparGd:
Hiatino of GlGDh(^n1"c; TP Tf' i •
:r:rs
And fon the second, this change in accent has come fnom the
aspirations of practitioners in the Third World themselves, who have
grown disillusioned with the fruits of so-called cooperation and yet
are clearly in need of two-way channels of contact and communication.
In the words of the well-known Sengalese:
eltLf that“if'!
'’'3' "ccessary today it is only to thextGnt It GnablGs us to build togpthGr ... ThG
devGlopmGnt in thG Third World:
direction only; rich countries
Thp°tPrh*"°T
tGchnology from poor countrios
. G tGchnology usGd would bo non-al ionatinq in that thp
'Exports' ^should^Qo^
makos for tho groator dignity of man.
(p.^42)
^ ^ village and loam from thG pooplo"
^^HavGlock and Huborman, Solving Educational ProblPmc;. n iq
38
^ ^
(ASes^ lovya StatG University Press, 1 973), p. 290 . ^
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<s situated at the fro«?e ’'''tellectual
word should spring from the heaJrnf^thIS to be meaningful to the dialoJuef39^^
community if it
It was such a dialogue which the Thy Project had listed as one of its
operational objectives, it was a dialogue that in turn challenged the
traditional rubric of rural education.
In terms of education
In rural context
Educationally speaking, the project had also set out concep-
tually as well as in practice to step over the usual ladders and
parentheses of formal schooling in an effort to forge the first
fragile frames of a "rural, people's university." The project turned
the region in its entirety (not less, the residents themselves) into
learning partners engaged in the search for and the re-search of the
program theme, "communities at human scale." And, from such an en-
dogenous learning process, emerged the skills, the competence, and
the confidence that was to have subsequent bearing on local develop-
ment.
No doubt, the basic concept of education as a generative
experience was rooted in this instance in the Nordic tradition: the
quiet Grundtvigian miracle that had transformed the rural hinterlands
into centers of life and learning and culture.''® Although culturally
39
can Humanism
Diop, "Some Problems of African Humanism," in Afri-msm--$candinav ian Culture: A Dialogue, ed. Tnrben l —(Copenhagen: DANIDA, 1970), p. 4 . ^— LunaoaeK
40,- .hnca Simon, the noted authority on the origins and impact of
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r
t.e cspca...
educational paca-
. wete cleatl,
„ot cuUucall, exclus1ve-as H,les Hocton. a.ong
. was to point out through h1s work 1 „ rural Appalachia,
abroad! frrPaulo"°Fre?!e^and
the great popular movements of f^ombecome motivated when they are npJ^
century that people
processes relating direc^v tn involved in
situations. We have learned that thp!^h^°and committed when these ororP^^L^^
become energetic
and aspirations, when the! hopes
determination of their goals 4/ Participate in the
n a parallel sense, the work under way in Thy seeded to hold
a w,der pro^tse, a relevance beyond its 1»edlate setting and regional
location. Because, despite
.uch posturing to the contrary. In an edu-
cat^onal ('deve loped' or ’developing') where by and large:
article:
"cSndtWglarZanL/'ibid"'
anS'h?:a-nts ’ef^helr^flelds In’orSer to hear talhs on Tor
rounds and threatens our world which sur-
could see and scrute the fet °e'?’ one-eyed God who
ing the eternal cola e ZnZood" n ll?"'tree of the world which w« the ° TP ?" ^9<i>'as11 the
• •
. and having heard the mvths nf'^th^
visionary knowledge
out a whole winter spent in North through-
go back to their fal and h! these peasants would
to organiL IP Zms Ptl°i? P'°"T“s: they were the first
tural cooZatPes ?"'* t^eate the agrlcul-
the arid areP olutia^d P T ‘''''tt to cultivate
became^ MpulPPnPhad conquered Us right to live with thl“STe."
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graduates only^trSd?4P graduates, and
n. ,„,„t „
in Its search for educational responses to "the rural condition." It
moved not only beyond the formal structures of formal schooling
but also beyond some of the
"second-best," formal loops and lock-steps
creeping Into today's nonformal educational solutions. I„ this con-
text as well, the lessons from Thy seem to speak out to a wider con-
sti tuency.
Nyerere had expressed much the same sentiment:
musrbfa'parfofHJeif-^r “"b^'bute to development, 1t
from it. It 1s not somethinn*'th^'*h'*'''^ inseparable
and taken out for certain no^ ''^*'0 a box
certain per^s of a f?fe ««i^b-or
learner is ultimatelv a^vni
'* cannot be Imposed: every
teaching he Is given! only hfca'n’lea™"!!
In terms of research--and the
resea rcher--revi ewed
There seems little need to re-state the challenge posed by the
Thy Project to traditional approaches to research and training, to
transforming the learners in the situation, the participants, into the
rightful subjects rather than the objects of investigation.
As Budd Hall has already alerted us, "we have created an illu-
42
. ^ n T
E.B. Castle, Education for Self-Helo New StratPHiPc|5L_Deyelo£^^ (London: OxTord Uni\^¥FiTE7T?^~s
,
1 972
43, ,
.
pf n
Nyerere, "Adult Education and Development " SpeechOpening of the International Conference on Adult Education andDevelopment
'"tcrnatlonal Council of Adult Education, 21-25 June,ly/D, uar es Salaam, Tanzania, p. 2.
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sop ist,cated techniques can create knowledge. As he suggests:
operating°witriver^more‘esotln researchers
borhoods, co™,unities and nations oTveShers."«'^
And in terms of ‘another
development
'
It is this recognition of the burning issue of hu,aan resources
^-’Itit base Of the project in Th. that
a so holds Implication in the context of Third World dilemmas of en-
dogenous development. A voice from the Third World clarifies the con-
cern as foil ows
:
technicians, buriris^not'^possibl’rt
‘‘h''
experts and
adventure or obtain on c?Lit ‘'“'’''ow a spirit of
My simple point and effectiveness,
less valuabl^than inves Z '!r‘u’ “Pital is not
cannot be measured onlv hv inw
P*^.vsical assets. Growth
and the numb^rsTf ?ecj;niL]"?n“t?tu1er^“!‘:i6^’
Another analysis from the same part of the world informs us
that indeed, "the most important impediment to development is that the
recognition of human resources in development is not given due
44
Research Methods ParticinaHnn"^
Knowledge: Breaking the Monopoly,
(Toronto: ICAE, 1977K p’^?5
Development," Working Paper 1
45
Change." cS^!'voh'nirNo!7(?975)rp:
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importance. We arp ipff + u
,, .
“nsensus on the building
0^
"
^ “-eptual consensus neinfonced as
- wene b. the da.-to-da. wo.ing dinection ot a pnactical atte.pt
such as the Thy Proiert ij/i/inCt. Wignaraja outlines the basic components of
such 'a new vision of development":
™It’pa'rt?c‘i Pate“?n*rdecT tt:ra\f^'rt't^
alike Ld it'harto*be viS"in^t^ta^ity
;
b?^t?e?arelu?f1c1enTto"‘'"\"tH t^^^"°l°9ical capa-
Of men and women everywhere
Pe^onable felt needs
the release of creaU^fene^gi-esr'’'’'^
^
'
re^dySrpIcka^^^ a
o“n-a:r?oy??;a^ yi--ues, political s stems and resource endoivment; and
nanonaWf?'°?'t"-^"‘9m can be evolved to supplement
mutually reinforcinr^but^th'''''^''?T “P'"®"* and be
Changes at the g^ob^i ^et^as :en'as"?hlTn?tiatio"ifa de-linking and re-linking process. 48
^ ^
Thus, through an interpretation of the key characteristics of
velopmenrin'n:Je1ooi:rrl"l-f;^'-o^“"^!>
eTs i
.
Janua ry^TeTTs^^ 966 f Va 1 fa- Seminar held at Varan-
Studies i4k IWsr.^ lhr:u"?^^;s'?o?tinSe^"^''^"
thl e^d1‘l?-t?vVa1t?-?]:s^[ltfCs"!
^oa^:dTSg"/bi:^[°-^
marketeering, tensions and conflicts) that we have nothinq to
You^df^^ Tf since we are not a part of^•tdo whatever you like, and we will do what we like. There
for*^them^ ^This^fppr^^
People that planning for development ist them. his feeling can come only if they are directly in-ved in decision-making and decision-implementation tasks
ment Dialoq^^^^^f ^ Order,''
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the Thy Project reviewed against a hachdrop of related doce.entatlon
in the f,eld, we have touched upon so.ne of the tentative 1.nllr..i...
Of the experience: the answers It has suggested to the guestlons raised
earlier in our study.
But. as Allnsky will not let us forget: "If there 1s somewhere,
an answer about life. I suspect that the key to It Is finding the core
question." we turn then to some of the questions that have surfaced
In the process of this Interpretation and review.
Unanswered Questions
What, we now proceed to ask. are some of the questions that
have made their appearance In this study that in turn call for further
analysis and exploration. The idea behind such a discussion Is not so
much to present an exhaustive listing as it Is to offer an initial out-
line of such concerns.
The issue of transferabil itv
Clearly, one of the first issues that presents itself in this
context is the question of transferabi 1 ity.
It should be remembered that the discussion, especially in the
preceding section on project characteristics
,
did not steer clear of
the subject. Rather there has been a conscious attempt in interpreting
the experience to examine its implications in settings and situations
elsewhere. This has been done not so much for answers or for borrowed-
as-is models for replication, but in terms of potentially useful
49
A1 insky. Rules for Radicals
, p. 72.
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•n.l,tic,l „p„„ „
,
„tl„,lp„
on a similar road.
Thus, while the discussion has alluded to the subject, it has,
somewhat deliberately, stayed away from a detailed treatment of
general izability.
It may even be necessary, in a more pointed investigation of
just this issue, to begin by asking whether indeed it is always
50.
ly discussion amo g prog ec art C D^^
^“«ect of live-
sessions of the expeStal ?un 5hn» evaluation
that it would be a faciirove^-simn??f r.M consensus
concerns, much less solutinnc; ho-i-r
suggest a symmetry of
termed developing! and yer??;mffIn?
J
vironment) and communities Danish ethos and en-
ferent traditinnr systems rooted in vastly dif-
have forged a bond, tenuous'^afiTwar'^hoL''^'' appeared to
and the paradoxes and ornmisec Cn
^®Tween the immediate setting
in transition
P o s found in other small, rural communities
Carl Nissen^of the^n^ti ^™J®tt (September 1976),
tential relevance of the ?nit;a«v?in'te™s“oj°a w?d^^sphrre of\?"
SItEHi"'such as co-operative movements, people-based education and
operati^on'^ ^1^^'"’"^ administration and forms of’co-
n^in ^
perhaps especially, because of the experiencegained by international participants in working with the local
?nTchIn%:^"'"‘^ situatioVand in\«empt-
The Project would be of worth to Unesco, because there are as
a -^imii"^
limited experiences with development projects of
L!!era^d'bnnd? "T '"i'f population them-
managLent
^ ^ ^ radically on their own active efforts and
hn-iil?^
Project would also be of interest to Denmark, because ituilds upon the best Danish and Nordic traditions of "people-based education"; seeking solutions therefore to some of theproblems facing local communities."
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appropriate, given the recent emphases on locally-initiated, local ly-
specific responses, to bring up the guestlon of transfer each time a
Pfooect Of this sort appears on the rural horizon, increasingly, as
we have noted, the literature seems to caution against thoughtless
r and the imposition of externally-generated models on local
settings. Havelock and Huberman even seem to suggest that behind the
general tendency to create national or regional centers and Institu-
tions rather than to encourage a series of small-scale local initia-
tives which are varied in scope and shape is:
the suQQGStion that bi-lateral nr mui + i ia+r>ir. i
Assuming, however, that a thoughtful analysis reveals the value
of considering transferability as a component of program development,
we are then left with the task of finding a useful conceptual framework
through which to Interpret the available material.
Everett M. Rogers®^ In his extensive study on the diffusion of
innovations has identified five attributes of Innovation-factors that
would affect the likelihood of adoption. They are:
1- Relative Advantage: the degree to which an innova-
tion IS considered to be an improvement over the
1 deas/act i vi ti es it supercedes
51
92.
Havelock and Huberman, Solving Educational Problems
, pp. 91-
Press 1962r'^nr
Djlfusion of Innovations (New York: The Free, J962j, pp. 124-33. See also E.M. Rogers and F.F. Shoemaker
^munication of Innovations: A Cross-Cul tural Aooroach. 2nd Pditinn
Let Jorge
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experiences of the adopters
^
"" innovation isrelatively difficult to understand
4. mvisIbiH^ ('Trialability'): the dearer te ,,ki c
an innovation can be tried^on a limited bas?s
the degree towmcn cne results of an innovation can be observedand communicated to others.
uu
Very briefly, using Roger's basic categories, we can scan
through the overall experience in Thy.
In terms of relative advantane we find that the project
principles and methods held advantage for the participants in that
they moved beyond reliance on top-heavy external models of assistance
and expertise. At the same time, the project pulled them out of the
rural isolation of exclusively local solutions and created "learning
partnerships" with groupings and individuals elsewhere. And, in the
process of doing so stronger links of cooperation were forged among
the community members themselves.
In terms of ^ompatabi 1 i ty , in that the project ideas and work
themes had emerged largely out of the setting itself, the 'compata-
bility' factor seemed to rate somewhat high in this initiative. Even
though the particular configuration of project methods and objectives
was highly unusual in its alignment of past experience to project
direction, there was also a fundamental compatibility betv/een the three
conceptual 'balance-posts' of the effort, and their conscious attempt
to integrate with project practice.
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of cgniplexi t/, the situation was more paradoxical
The worMng methods adopted were relatively simple, yet somewhat
'
-anenpinp (at least on the issue of transfer, i„ terms of essential
project principles and aspirations.
I" terms of ' triaMlllti'
,
the project had proved by and
large that it could be implemented on a scaled-down basis. This was
an advantage in that the trial-run had yielded invaluable insights and
directions for further program modification and refinement. A possible
drawback, as Furter has indicated, is its disproportionate, first-run
concentration of energy and resources, rendering it more difficult to
reproduce in equivalent outlay, on a wider, more long-term basis. “
In terms of comnMlica^
seemed to have scored rather well. This was true not only externally.
its attempt to generate internal descriptions and analyses
of the various phases and facets of the work.
Another useful window from which to view the question of
transferability is offered by the lessons gleaned from an actual
experience in replication: the case of the Antigonish Movement, in
techniques arrinoliL'Jn^Jh'''"'^?* resources when the sameu n e applied to the system as a whole" (p. 36).
54
gram to Afrif^ -^Ihfrf
“
“Inonsfer of a Development Pro-
g ca. The Case of the Antigonish Movement," InternationalDevelopment Review
. Vol. XVIII, No. 1 (1976): pp. l 4 -ii
'
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Which despite the basic philosophical c«patability of the original
initiative and its transfer setting, the movement stumbled seriously
on the operational differences in development
tional arrangements.
priorities and institu-
From their first-hand experience with transfer^
suggest three aspects worth considering:
the authors
Philosophy :
Strategy :
Institutions
:
which applies to explicit and implicit statPments or guiding ideas
""P'^ e-
covering under this aspect factors such as therole of government and scope of its activity
ment^obierti”*"
^®;^®’°P"’ent programs; develop-
education in'^tho
relative priority on adulta the total sector of educational
and developmental activity; and the degree ofcontrol exercised over various institutions
tin^^TL°r ''?ternal patterns of organiza-
t
Tnter-departmental coordina-tion; and their location vis-a-vis the govern-
ment bureaucracy ^
The subject of organizational framework moves us into another
basically unresolved question raised by the experience of the initia-
tive in Thy.
The long-te rm implications
of a voluntary effort
Although the voluntary, self-reliant nature of the initiative
in Thy has come up for repeated analysis and discussion in this study,
the detailed, long-term implications of such a pattern remain a matter
Of further exploration.
An acquaintance with the general body of experience and docu-
mentation in the field reveals that despite wide recognition of the
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value Of people-based development and participation, not less, of non-
fonaal education in furthering these ends, these sectors often remain
low men on the totem pole in commanding the basic resources essential
to their growth and sustenance.
What then, over a longer range, are the optimum organizational
structures needed to mobilize human energy and resources in people-
based initiatives of a largely voluntary nature? What are some of the
critical balance points on an administrative continuum stretching per-
haps from relatively informal, ad hoc arrangements to firmer, more
systematized structures? In terms of the involvement of external ex-
pertise and funding, what are useful guidelines related to: when, of
what sort, how much, and for how long?
Another area we have only just touched upon that would stand
to gain from further investigation relates to the impact of such volun-
tary, self-reliant initiatives on the settings in which they occur and
on the persons actually engaged in the undertaking. Such concern is
not inconsequential, considering the current emphases on alternate
patterns and responses to local education and development, and to in-
ternational collaboration.
Having uncovered some of the answers, and in turn the questions
raised by them, we move in conclusion towards a discussion of tentative
pointers and recommendations suggested by the experience in Thy.
Tentative Pointers
After having reviewed the pertinent literature and the larger
body of documentation speaking to the concerns and concepts and
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experiences shaping this study and after having analyzed the lessons
gleaned fro. the worh under way in Thy, it is appropriate to ash: are
there some pointers that emerge as a result et tn- •" i of this investigation?
Stat 6d soiTiGwhat diffGrGntl v thn niir^r'+’ • iTe e iy, the question might read. What seems to be
missing?
Speaking broadly and quite tentatively, there appeared to be
five such pointers.
Ijlgc^for internalized .
_in-depth, proc ess-nripntor| -
and over-time
Indeed, the current discussion on people’s participation, en-
dogenous development, nonfornial education, and alternative research
angles is rendered largely meaningless in the absence of internalized
analyses; and actual learning methods and materials generated by the
participant-users themselves.
The contradictions, however, have persisted. Malassis, in his
monograph on "The Rural World," laments:
Analyses of the objectives and mechanisms of development tendto be reserved for the special ists-yet developmen? irnot Ehebusiness of specialists, it is the business of peopl^thel
deIrwUh them'55^" development and trained to
There appears to be a painful paucity of locally-initiated
accounts. Scarcer still, one finds, are after-the-fact analyses from
such sources. And in the face of such a scarcity, it becomes difficult
to deny the need for such internalized analyses-- in depth ; focused not
55
,
'Malassis, The Rural World
, p. 41 .
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-re,y on content on to™, tot on^ various stages and
strategies employed, barriers encountered and possibly overcome); and
conducted oi,ex^, following the ettcrt tro. Its earliest Inception
and beyond Its burst of Initial enthusiasm to the later years of Its
development and implementation.
The need to share
and to exchange
There is another critical need that makes Itself felt. In the
words of one practi tioner:
fi^s'Ld\Te?e ?sTiJ? these small
those who could learn ^mr^hem.S^"'
communicating with
It is a problem without an easy solution. There 1s no lack of "home-
grown" innovations themselves. What seems to be lacking though are
the resources, the techniques, and the means to communicate those
innovations beyond their immediate radius.
There are several essential reasons calling for such a network
of support and exchange among local initiatives:
oylof the isolation whichIS so often experienced by such efforts in their lonely
man5f^i^*r Havelock and Hube^-/ point out, innovators themselves can become partial
outsiders in a local situation.
A second reason, as we have seen, would be to encourage
the creation of more authentically user-produced materialc;for user-oriented settings.
56
n, . .
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internal lLd*^persX? 1 v^^
exchange of such
now"
’ i ssuefof“«un 117
°"“
’ ate"'te'?l-and-
te™ process::
:r;::::u:n"ri:d‘:h:nie'^^^^^-
And finally, such a network would function as a foow
TnTHe^S^Hi^of^'^^erareti^ insist
larger setting:^
'^'^P'^^ting one s own efforts to a
Farther attenti on to the frampc
of__management in rural context s'
In analyzing the experience of the project in Thy, we have
seen how the questions of management, as in so many rural people-based
initiatives, became the "soft under-belly" of program growth and
di recti on.
This area, then, emerges as the third key pointer, the need
for clearer conceptualization and practice related to organizational
structures consistent with the capacities and natural patterns of life
and development in rural contexts. Frames of management for initia-
tives in local development that are able to mobilize the necessary
resources, to provide the enabling structures, and at the same time
which minimize the various factors of wastage in such settings are
D
LiPPit, Ihe Dynamics of Planned Chanop (New York- Har-court, Brace and World, m8j, provides us with a good example:
+ h
had inaugurated a new community council
was rather ambivalent toward the value of the new feature until
representatives from neighboring communities began to ask ques-tions about the advisability of establishing similar councils.
I hen, of course, the citizens became aware of their status as
^
valued facility. The result was
tnat their indecisive feelings about the community council
vanished and they became fully committed to the usefulness and
value of their change effort" (p. 231).
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much needed.
Political responsiveness
Although perhaps outside the immediate scope of this study,
n would be pointless to side-step the critical influence of the larger
political environment in which local initiatives sprout to life.
We have referred, in passing, to the possible misuse and
manipulation of the participatory process. In doing so. emphasis has
been placed on the fundamental point that participation without the
re-distribution of power remains a dangerous exercise in empty
rhetoric. This sentiment is captured by the famous Sorbonne poster
from the 1968 student uprising.
Je participe
Tu participe
II participe
Nous parti ci pons
Vous parti cipez
Ils profitent
We have referred also to the repeated discrepancy to be found in local
councils of government between stated concern and demonstrated commit-
ment. The political domain remains a pointer, marking the vital need
for greater consistency between policy and practice.
And a plea for larger lenses
And finally, in closing, we point to another critical area
demanding the attention of pol icy-makers and practitioners alike; the
need for clarity and specificity, as well as the need for broader
gauges, for enlarged frameworks in analysing and interpreting the
216
conceptual areas touched upon 1n this study.
It is hardly an exaggeration to point out that our usual defi.
nitions and dead-end dichotomies, the world of "developing" and "de-
veloped"; Of formal and nonfonnal
; of policy and practice; of expert
and trainee, may in the final analysis have hampered more than they
have helped.
Instead of looking to ruriLdeyeJoM^ for the far-reaching
transformation of social and economic structures, institutions, rela-
tions and processes in rural settings, we have all too frequently
preoccupied ourselves with the narrower vision of one or other
specialized perspective, or discipline, or "target-group."
In considering education in the rural contevt we have more
often than not forced it into a compartment or category of its own.
In so doing, we often ignore that education as a whole "should be re-
lated to the rural world. that it should, through its models and
curricula and methods, foster the very participatory processes and
competencies and confidence called for to generate endogenous trans-
formation.
In terms of res^r^, not less research for community action,
we may have burned more bridges than we have built in our ceaseless
attempts to define the didactic boundaries of this or that sector, of
those who "know" and those who do not. Instead of investing our ener-
gies in shaping research into a tool through which to achieve a living
learning partnership between groupings and individuals and world-views
59
Malassis
,
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that stand ultimately in need nfa ot dialogue, we may have stifled its
essential contributions.
And 1„ our concern to hasten the harvest of international col-
IlboMion. we have relied all too heavily on the promises a^^T^'
digms Of the past, often times looking for, offering, even turning
into, latter-day pundits and pedagogues rather than partners in this
mutual quest for development.
Could it be, perhaps, that on such a road to partnership,
frequented as it were more by pointers and pot-holes than by the
travelers themselves, the Thy Project has ventured its first, fragile
mile?
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Specielt Forslaget Til en Afdeling I Thy" (A Report on the
United Nations Uni versi ty— and in particular on the Proposal
for a Centre in Thy). Ydby: August, 1975.
Nielsen, Aage Rosendal
"The United Nations University: A Commoner's View and Vision"
Skyum Bjerge: November 1975 (December 1973).
Nissen, Carl S.
"Thy-Projektet, Samfund I Menneskelig Malestock" (The Thy
Project, Community at Human Scale: An Orientation). Copen-
hagen: Ministry of Education, September 1976.
"Rapport fra bes^g I Thy i forbindelse med fors0gsprojektet"
(Report from a Visit in Thy in connection with the proposed
Experimental Project). Copenhagen: Ministry of Education,
March 1977.
A representative sample, covering project themes and activi-
ties up to and through the four-month implementation cycle (1978).
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(Danish translation of
in'^hy,''?^;''’""
^°'' E^t^blishing’a U.^Ll^e^sU^Center
The Search fo r Communities at.
Creation
Human Sc^. Draft Proposal for the
•\/ Cr\^4-^^ -ri_ I.
Nordic Assocltil.^SlFl!‘^^'^"^
;"“’SST£rH;IS^^
"The Thy Project: An Orientation Sheet." Vestervig: August 1977.
Artic1es--on Themes an(d L I V I L
I
es
1 1 • Discussion Papers, Mfu i
Related to the Thy Project
Billimoria, Roshan R.
Participatory Research and Action: Travels on The Road tnLocal Development—The Pilot Project from Thy." Dissertationproposal. Amherst: University of Massachusetts, DecS 1W7
Hartmann, Knud.
Offenlighed fasen i regional planlaegningnen: naerdemokrati
regional pi anlasgningen i ViborgAmt med henblik p§ en Vurdering af Offenligheds fasensbetydning for Borgerne" (Public Phases in Regional Planning:
Participation in Local Development, or Pacifier? An Analysis
of the Regional Planning Process in Viborg Province withintent to evaluate the role of citizens in the Public Phases
of Decision-making). Thisted: 1978.
Hyttel
,
Arne.
"An Orientation on
tion" (in Danish).
the Work Patterns of the
Hurup: April 12, 1978.
Local Administra-
Notes on Thy" (in Danish). September 1978.
Iversen, Gunnar.
"The Danish People's Involvement in Politics: An Historical
Perspective on Political Apathy." Sindrup: May 1978.
Maegaard, Preben.
"Wind--There Always Is" (in Danish). Provinsbanken Temablad
Special Issue on Energy, May 1978.
' “
"Energy Planning in Viborg Amt" (in Danish). Vedvarende Enerqi
Vol. 12, 1978.
^
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Maegaard, Preben.
Mvaremte
Nielsen, Aage Rosendal.
pLtnP^riroI nih Learning
February [97
!°*^^'' ^ Project." Skyum:
Schj0dt-Pedersen, Knud.
In^RMlnn^r^I '^®9ionalplanlaegning'' (The Church, The Parish,
1977-February^l97^"^
Vestervig-Agger: December
Papers, Research and Tra ining Materials
From Work Groups I and TT
~
Work Group I
Design Blueprint of Bio-gas Plant, The Thy Project Work Group I, 1978.
Maegaard, Preben and Hartmann, Knud.
'Pa vej med det Sel vforsynende Landbrug" (Towards the Regenera-
tive Farm--A Report on the Activities of Work Group I). Re-
printed in H^jskole Bladet , Vol. 104, No. 25, August 1979.
Maegaard, Preben.
Application for Financial Support for Process Energy, to
the Council for State Technology (in Danish). October 1978.
Application for Building Permission--Kirk's Bio-gas Plant,
to Thisted Kommune (in Danish). October 1978.
Singh, Ram Bux and Morales, Manuel.
Bio-gas Technology: A Training Manual . June 1978.
Singh, Ram Bux.
"Bio-gas Plants: Utilization of Wastes--Recent Developments,
Future Prospects." n.d.
Work Group II
Billimoria, Roshan R.
"The 'Methodology' of Participation: A Perspective on the Thy
Project." Discussion paper, Skyum: May 1978.
Hartmann, Lillian.
"Laere for Livet" (Learning for Life): Course Outline for
A Study Circle (in Danish). April 1978.
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Iversen, Gunnar.
Some Suggestions Regarding Interviews April 1978.
BoraIrnP-''Knmrr^'’'' Hellem Kommunen ogG ge e (Some Communication Barriers Between the Local AH
ministration and the Residents) (in Engl ish and Danish)!
Johannesen Kathe; Billimoria, Roshan; and Bisgaard, Else.Interview Schema--0n Factors Influencing a Sense of Belongingto the Region (in Danish). May 1978.
b
Kirumbi, Peter.
"Unemployment--A Problem Which
Paper, June 1978.
is Not a Problem. Discussion
Raciborska, Alicja.
Some Remarks About Human Development at the Small
Tentative Analysis." Discussion Paper, April 1978.
Scale: A
Raciborska, Alicja and Iversen, Gunnar.
The Region in Terms of its Problems and Needs--A
Classification, from the remarks collected in Wor
June 1978.
Attempt at
Group II."
Roikjer, Jens.
"Out-of-school Education." A Discussion Paper—Group II
March 1978. ’
Working Guidelines, Outlines, for Program Development
The Thy Project ’ “
Maegaard, Preben with Skipper Kragh-M01 1 er.
"Samarbejdsformer for Thy Projektet" (Forms of Collaboration,
the Thy Project). August 1977.
Thy Project.
International Learning Partners. March 1978.
Work Week I. March 1978.
Who's Who. March 1978.
Tentative Program Outline. April 1978.
Mid-point Meetings. June 2-lOth, 1978.
Project Conclusion Meetings. July 15-17, 1978.
V
. Condudinc) Reports
Billimoria, Roshan R. (ed.)
Thejhy Projec
_i^nna1_Rgi^. Arhus: Husets Forlag, Novembe
Phase"thP^Thv*r^^^'"!"S5^ Four-month Implementationn se, the y Project" (draft). July 1978.
Kirumbi, Peter.
"Education for Rural Needs." Concluding Report. July 1978.
Maegaard, Preben and Hartmann, Knud.
"Towards the Regenerative Farm-Reporting on the Activities
of Work Group I" (in Danish). SeptUer 1978.
appendix c
PROPOSED PROJECT BUDGET
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PROPOSED PROJECT BUDGET
(all figures in Danish kroner)
Estimated
Total Ex-
penditure
Aval lable
Facilities
Services &
Resources
Supplemen
tary sum
Requested
Participant-related expendi ture
'
•Accommodation (120 days at 100
kr per person for 6 persons)
•Transportation
- Overseas air passage
(8000 kr X 3 persons)
- Overland transport from
points in Europe
(1.800 kr X 3 persons)
- National and local
72.000
24.000
5.400
12.000
36.000
12.000
36.000
24.000
5.400
113.400 48.000 65.400
Project Management:
•Planning and Administration
(20% of total project duration
24 days x 8 hrs = 192 hrs at
100 kr an hr) 19.200 19.200
•Office work--secretarial ser-
vices (120 hrs at 40 kr an hr) 4.800 4.800
•Office-related expenses
- Telephone 2.500 2.500
- Mailing 2.500 2.500
•Translation Services (100 hrs
at 100 kr an hr) 10.000 10.000
•Publication Expenses
(reports, other materials) 11.000 11.000
•Office Space & Facilities 10.000 10.000
60.000 39.200 20.800
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Estimated
Total Ex-
penditure
Available
Facil ities
Services &
Resources
Supplemen-
tary Sum
Requested
III. Program Operation:
Meetings, Presentations
Workshops (8x2 workshops
- kr 3.200; 4 meetings =
kr 400) 3.600 3.600
Local participation (10-20
hrs a week: 800 hrs, at
average 40 kr an hr) 32.000 32.000
35.600 32.000 3.600
SUMMARY
I. Participant-related expenditure: 113.400 48.000 65.400
II. Project Management: 60.000 39.200 20.800
III. Program Operation: 35.600 32.000 3.600
TOTAL (in D.kr) 209.600 119.200 89.800
*U.S. $ 34,833 19,867 14,967
*
U.S. $1.00 = D. kr 6.00: 1976 exchange rate.
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